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Program Title:

Towards a 1% local determination of the Hubble constant: quantifying stellar
association bias in the supernova-host galaxy M101

Principal Investigator:

Richard

PI Institution:

European Southern Observatory - Germany

Anderson

The growing tension among recent measurements of the present-day value of the Hubble Constant (H0) is
one of the potentially most consequential open problems in astrophysics. The value of H0 inferred from earlyUniverse Cosmic Microwave Background measurements assuming the lambdaCDM Cosmological Concordance
Model differs by 9.4 +/- 2.1 % (4.4 sigma) from H0 measured directly in the late Universe using a wellcalibrated distance ladder that is free from such assumptions. It is now crucial to push the measurement
accuracies to the extreme in order either to identify previously unrecognized or underestimated systematic
observational error, or to demonstrate a need to modify lambdaCDM, which would place fundamental physics
at the verge of a breakthrough.
This proposal seeks to exploit HST/WFC3's unique UV capabilities to increase the accuracy of the lateUniverse H0 measurement based on Cepheid variable stars and type-Ia supernovae (SNIa). The requested
F300X passband observations of Cepheids in the closest SNIa host galaxy M101 will enable: a) direct
measurements of the blending frequency of Cepheids with physically associated hot, early-type stars; b) direct
measurements of the photometric bias incurred by such blending; c) improved selection criteria for
extragalactic Cepheid searches that will help to further reduce the impact of this bias in upcoming lateUniverse H0 measurements. The proposed observations are particularly urgent since a) Gaia astrometry and
HST photometry of Local Group Cepheids increase the need to correct for this bias and b) the currently
applied bias correction, based on SNIa host analog M31, requires a sanity check as well as greater precision.
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15855

Program Title:

A new low-metallicity LBV in M33: Is it a blue straggler?

Principal Investigator:

Jennifer

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Andrews

Luminous blue variables (LBVs) are evolved massive stars that undergo dramatic mass loss and irregular
variability. Whether LBVs originate from a single massive progenitor or through binary interaction is still
debated. They statistically prefer isolated locations in star forming galaxies, far away from O-type stars,
which indicates a likely binary origin. Located in a young stellar cluster, the newly discovered LBV outburst
MCA1-B in M33 affords us the rare opportunity to independently age-date an LBV based on the ages of the
other cluster members. By determining the cluster turn off mass we can ascertain if the LBV is overluminous
compared to the rest of the cluster, and therefore determine decisively if it has been rejuvenated through
binary evolution. If it does appear to be younger than the surrounding population, we can determine
quantitatively how much mass it has gained or what the likely masses of the merger components were. Only
now while the LBV is in a fainter, quiescent phase and only with the UV sensitivity and spatial resolution of
WFC3 can we get the UV-to-optical imaging needed to create accurate color-magnitude diagrams of the LBV's
host cluster in order to age-date MCA1-B. The LBV eruption of MCA-1B was also unusually hot at peak, which
may be linked to its low-metallicity environment in the outskirts of M33; this may provide critical clues about
the physical LBV instability.
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Program Title:

Dancing with the Dwarfs: Very High Quality Spatial and Spectral Maps of Hot
Jupiters Proxies

Principal Investigator:

Daniel

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Apa i

Hot Jupiters are fascinating, but have complex atmospheres, in which the interplay of radiation transport,
atmospheric dynamics, condensation, and chemistry shape the atmospheres's structure and spectra. Current
data on hot Jupiters offers tantalizing insight into these worlds, but do not have high enough quality to settle
several fundamental questions. A rare group of tight white dwarf-brown dwarf binaries provide a unique
opportunity to sample highly irradiated ultracool atmospheres with very high signific
ficance level observations. In
these systems the signal level between dayside and nightside spectra are typically a hundred times higher
than that for any hot jupiter.
We propose HST time-resolved spectroscopy of six BD+WD pairs that encompass the entire temperature range
of hot Jupiters and ultra hot jupiters: from 800K to 4300K. The very high data quality and the complete
temperature sequence will allow us to address three key processes that challenge hot Jupiter models: a)
Localized formation and destruction of condensate clouds; b) Day/nightside heat transport and irradiationdriven circulation; and 3) Dayside thermal dissociation of molecules. Our observations will provide a highfid
fidelity, spatially resolved spectral library for objects spanning the entire temperature range of hot jupiters
with less telescope time than that is typically spent on detailed study of a single hot Jupiter. The high quality
benchmark spectra will verify temperature- and irradiation-dependent trends and will provide a reference library
for future hot Jupiter studies. HST can uniquely obtain the high-precision, time-resolved, near-infrared
spectroscopy required by our science goals.
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Program Title:

Are quasar outflo
flows a major contributor to AGN feedback? HST/COS to the
rescue

Principal Investigator:

N ah u m

PI Institution:

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Ar a v

HST/COS has opened a new discovery-space for studying quasar absorption outflo
flows and their contribution to
AGN feedback. Specific
fically, COS provides high quality FUV spectra covering the diagnostic-rich 500A-1050A
rest-frame (hereafter, XUV) of medium redshift objects. The quality and quantity of XUV diagnostic troughs
allow us to probe the very-high ionization phase, which carries 90% or more of the outflo
flowing material, as
well as determine the distance of most outflo
flows from the central source (R). The fir
first objective is impossible
to achieve with the thousands of available ground-based spectra, and R can be measured in only ~1% of them.
The COS archive includes observations of more than 200 quasars with suitable redshift, spectral resolution
and S/N for the above XUV science. These observations were taken for studying intervening absorption
systems, and quasar outflo
flows detected in these spectra were rarely analyzed. Only 2 such XUV outflo
flow
analyses are currently found in the literature. One of these outflo
flows is powerful enough to produce major AGN
feedback effects.
WE PROPOSE an archive program to study the XUV outflo
flows found in these spectra, where so far we identifie
fied
10 such unanalyzed outflo
flows. Our preliminary study of one such observation shows 4 separated outflo
flows
situated at R~500 pc, with a combined kinetic luminosity larger than any of the reported outflo
flows in the
literature.
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Program Title:

Make STIS Great Again!

Principal Investigator:

Thomas

PI Institution:

University of Colorado at Boulder

Ayres

Actually, STIS is pretty fabulous right now: the premier high-resolution UV spectrograph in space, conducting
state-of-the-art investigations of a dizzying array of cosmic phenomena.
While the STIS instrument
performance itself is superb, its key wavelength calibration can be improved in two signific
ficant ways: (1)
obtain new wavecal lamp exposures in echelle settings currently lacking adequate coverage in the modern
(post-SM4) era; and (2) build easy-to-apply corrections to compensate for small wavelength distortions
introduced by the low-order of the polynomial dispersion model currently incorporated in the CALSTIS pipeline.
In fact, the success of the second improvement depends on availability of "missing" calibrations delivered by
the fir
first part. A modest expenditure of calibration time can enhance the extensive legacy of STIS, now and
into the future. If the calibration exposures can be done in "parallel" time (while another instrument is prime),
then the "cost" to the GO program would be minimal; but the benefit
fits great.
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Searching for Secondary Atmospheres in a System of Benchmark Worlds

Principal Investigator:

Thomas

PI Institution:

University of Maryland Baltimore County

Barclay

We are moving from an era of exoplanet discovery into an era of exoplanet characterization, but small,
potentially-rocky planets orbiting bright, nearby stars that are suitable for atmospheric characterization studies
are relatively scarce. Here we propose to obtain time series spectroscopy using WFC3/IR to test for
detectable atmospheric signatures of the three recently-discovered small planets (R=0.7, 1.3, and 1.4 Rearth)
orbiting the nearby (10.6 pc), bright (H = 7.4) M3 dwarf L 98-59, the second closest transiting multiplanet
system. The equilibrium temperatures for the outer two planets are close to or less than the H2 molecular
escape temperature, raising the possibility of hydrogen-dominated atmospheres. We propose to obtain one
transit for each of the outer two planets to test for hydrogen-dominated atmospheres. For the innermost subEarth-sized planet, due to its low expected gravity, a hydrogen atmosphere would be highly vulnerable to
atmospheric escape. However, a water-dominated atmosphere is much more resilient, so we propose fiv
five
transits of the innermost planet to test for a cloud-free water-dominated atmosphere. The host star is
particularly quiet with no detected fla
flares or rotational modulation, allowing a comparison between small
planets orbiting an active late M-dwarf (TRAPPIST-1) and those around a quiet early M-dwarf (L 98-59), and
pave the path for atmospheric characterization of the L 98-59 planets with JWST.
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Program Title:

Detecting Stellar Counterparts of Hyperluminous X-ray Sources with HST

Principal Investigator:

Robert

PI Institution:

University of Colorado at Boulder

Barrows

We propose a project to identify stellar counterparts for ~60 hyperluminous X-ray sources (HLXs) using
archival HST imaging. HLXs are luminous, off-nuclear X-ray sources and represent candidate intermediate-mass
black holes (IMBHs) in the nuclei of dwarf galaxies that have merged with a larger galaxy. They provide a
unique avenue for studying the role of mergers for growing primordial black hole seeds and constraining seed
formation mechanisms. HST is the only observational resource with the imaging resolution and sensitivity to
detect the faint stellar counterparts associated with most HLXs. This project will yield the currently largest
sample of HLXs with stellar counterpart detections, and we will use it to address the following primary science
goals: constraining the fraction of contaminating (background or foreground) X-ray sources, measuring stellar
counterpart masses and putting constraints on BH masses, and examining how mergers affect IMBH growth.
The archival approach of this project will eliminate the burden on HST time while maximizing its contribution
to the science of HLXs and IMBH candidates. Based on our preliminary results, the science yielded by this
project will include stellar masses of ~60 HLX candidates, ~40 strong IMBH candidates, and unprecedented
studies of merger-driven BH growth, including in mergers with large mass ratios that are diffic
ficult to otherwise
identify.
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Program Title:

Measuring the Stellar Populations In a Strongly Lensed X-ray Emitting Dwarf
Starburst at Cosmic Noon

Principal Investigator:

Matthew

PI Institution:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bayliss

We propose a pioneering study of the X-ray emission from star-forming stellar populations in a dwarf galaxy
during the epoch of peak star-formation in the Universe (Cosmic Noon). Extreme, but short-lived, X-ray
sources in young stellar populations can inject signific
ficant mechanical feedback into their local star--forming
environments, and may even play a crucial role in clearing out the interstellar medium, allowing ionizing
radiation to escape galaxies. Understanding these sources and the stellar populations that host them is an
essential piece of accurately modeling star formation across cosmic history. The goal of this proposal is to
take full advantage of an extraordinarily highly magnifie
fied X-ray emitting dwarf starburst galaxy to study the
connection between star-formation, stellar populations, and HMXBs at Cosmic Noon. Doing so requires
precision measurements of the continuum emission spanning the rest-frame optical spanning the 4000
angstrom break in this galaxy. Our proposed observations will allow us to constrain the rest-frame optical
properties of the stellar populations in this galaxy. We will measure the stellar populations of two spatially
resolved UV-bright star-forming clumps (one X-ray bright and one not) in a distant (z=1.52) strongly lensed
X-ray emitting star-forming galaxy. This small program would, for the fir
first time, extend our ability to perform
spatially resolved studies of the X-ray emission from star-forming stellar populations beyond the local universe,
out to Cosmic Noon.
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Program Title:

Securing the Absolute Scale for the IR-TRGB Distance Ladder

Principal Investigator:

Rachael

PI Institution:

Princeton University

Beaton

The tension in the value of the Hubble constant as derived from the distance scale in the local universe and
modeled from the anisotropies in the Cosmic Microwave Background continues to grow. While theoretical
reasons for the tension are being explored, determining if systematics within rungs of the distance scale is the
cause of the tension requires the use of independent techniques. Of late the tip of the red giant branch
(TRGB) has provided a key test of the calibration of type supernova Ia by Cepheids and has not yet revealed
a systematic effect at this stage. Another concern is both expanding the Supernova Ia calibration sample,
itself, and expanding the sample beyond star-forming hosts due to variance in the supernova with host
properties. The TRGB applied in the infrared is poised to be a powerful tool to probe ever larger volumes and
reach a wider set of supernova Ia hosts. However, anchoring the IR-TRGB is challenging because the two
primary systems, the Milky Way and the Large Magellanic Cloud, only have observations in the 2MASS fil
filter
system. Comparison of IR-TRGB calibrations from the ground suggests that there are strong differences
between the WFC3/IR and 2MASS fil
filter system that are hard to reconcile at distance-ladder required precision.
Here pure parallel orbits in Large and Small Magellanic Cloud are proposed to produce a robust fil
filter-calibration
to secure the foundation for the IR-TRGB distance scale. The proposal uses a combination of IR imaging and
spectroscopy to enable a broader set of calibrations for other facilities where the IR-TRGB can be applied.
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Program Title:

Confir
firmation of an Astrometrically Detected Exoplanet Candidate Orbiting the
closest Brown Dwarfs

Principal Investigator:

Luigi

PI Institution:

Osservatorio Astronomico di Padova

Bedin

At a distance of slightly less than 2 pc WISE 1049-5319 (or Luhman 16 AB) is the closest system to Earth
after those of alpha Centauri and Barnard's Star.
The analysis of astrometric measurements collected in 12 HST epochs (between 2014.64 and 2016.76)
revealed a weak astrometric signature indicating the presence of an exoplanet in the Luh16AB system. This
candidate was reported in 2017. A single additional epoch ---collected in August 2018--- and re-analysis of
the data with more advanced methods increased the signific
ficance level of the planet candidate.
Here we propose to use HST in the same observing mode to collect data at two new epochs to confir
firm or
disprove the astrometric signature that suggest the presence of a sub-Neptune-mass exoplanet orbiting one
component of the closest known brown dwarf system. If confir
firmed, it would be the fir
first astrometrically
detected exoplanet around a brown dwarf and the third closest known exoplanet; a major discovery which only
requires a relatively modest investment of two additional HST orbits.
The proposed epochs will extend the temporal coverage of the astrometric monitoring to two planet orbital
periods (based on the current orbit fit
fits). Coverage over two periods is required to: (a) confir
firm that our model
of the planetary system is predictive, and (b) verify and refin
fine uncertainty estimates. Furthermore, should the
orbit be non-circular, these additional measurements will determine this and signific
ficantly improve the orbital
semi-major axis measurement.
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Program Title:

Internal Kinematics of Outer Fields in Globular Clusters: The Last Piece of the
Multi-Population Puzzle

Principal Investigator:

Andrea

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Bellini

Photometric and spectroscopic studies over the last 20 years have revolutionized our understanding of
globular clusters (GCs). We now know that essentially all GCs host multiple stellar populations (mPOPs) that
can be identifie
fied at all evolutionary stages and are characterized by differences in light elements, He, and
sometimes Fe. These fin
findings present a number of formidable challenges for the study of the formation and
evolution of GCs, and many key questions remain unanswered.
While a combination of photometric and spectroscopic data have provided us with a wealth of information on
many properties of mPOPs, the dynamical picture of GCs and their mPOPs is still far from complete, and it is
essential to study the GCs' internal kinematics. High-precision proper motions (PMs) represent a very effective
way to shed light on and constrain the formation and evolution of these ancient stellar systems.
The observations we propose will allow the analyis of the internal kinematics of 7 GCs in strategic radial
ranges where dynamical differences between fir
first- and second-generation stars have not yet been erased by
dynamical processes . These targets are the only GCs for which the proposed investigation is currently
possible with the available fir
first-epoch observations in the HST archive.
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Most of our target stars are too faint for Gaia, and even stars that are just bright enough to make it into the
Gaia's catalog have errors that are too large to measure the clusters' internal dispersion. HST is the only tool
that can measure internal internal PMs with the required precision and for the range of stellar masses needed
to build a complete dynamical portrait of mPOPs in GCs.
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Program Title:

The Satellite Luminosity Function of M101 into the Ultra-Faint Dwarf Galaxy
Regime

Principal Investigator:

P au l

PI Institution:

Texas Tech University

Bennet

We request 4 orbits of HST/ACS to image, in resolved stellar light, four diffuse dwarf candidates that recent
tentative distance measurements (using the surface brightness flu
fluctuation technique) indicate may be
associated with M101, a Milky Way analog at D=7 Mpc. These four dwarfs are the only remaining viable
satellites of M101 down to M_V ~ -7 mag, out of a complete sample drawn from a semi-automated groundbased search which conducted extensive simulations to assess the effic
ficiency in their detection. This dataset
will allow us to measure tip of the red giant branch (TRGB) distances, luminosities and structural parameters
for these dwarfs, and will result in a complete satellite luminosity function for M101 out to a galacocentric
radius of 150 kpc and down to the ultra-faint dwarf galaxy regime (M_V ~ -7 mag). Such a complete
luminosity function has been only obtained for the Local Group to date. The current M101 satellite system is
very sparse in comparison to the Milky Way, M31 and cosmological simulations, and a confir
firmation of its
properties will provide additional constraints on Cold Dark Matter predictions at these small galaxy scales.
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Program Title:

The COS Legacy Archive Spectroscopic SurveY (CLASSY): A UV Treasury of
Star-Forming Galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Danielle

PI Institution:

The Ohio State University

Berg

Far-UV spectra are fundamental to our understanding of star-forming galaxies (SFGs), providing a unique
window on massive stellar populations, chemical evolution, feedback processes, and reionization. The launch of
JWST and construction of the ELTs will soon usher in a new era, pushing the UV spectroscopic frontier to
z~15-20. The success of these future endeavors hinges on a comprehensive understanding of the massive
star populations and interstellar medium (ISM) gas conditions that power the observed UV spectral features.
This requires the level of detail that is only possible in local galaxies. Unfortunately, the most prolific
fic UV
spectral database of nearby SFGs not only lacks this requisite sensitivity and resolution, but also has limited
parameter space coverage. Here we propose The COS Legacy Archive Spectroscopic SurveY (CLASSY)
Treasury, an effic
ficient program that builds upon archival data to create the fir
first high-quality, high-resolution
FUV spectral catalog of SFGs at z~0. Our sample of 46 SFGs was selected to span similar properties as seen
at high-z, with a large range of masses, metallicities, star formation rates, ionization parameters, and
densities. The spectra will detect a suite of emission and absorption lines from massive stars and the ISM. We
will use this spectral atlas to investigate the massive stellar populations that populate metal poor galaxies, the
physical properties of large-scale outflo
flows that regulate star formation, and the chemical abundance patterns
of the gas and stars. CLASSY will improve the diagnostic power of the UV lines for future JWST/ELT surveys,
providing a long-lasting legacy to the astronomical community for decades to come.
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Program Title:

Fine-Tuned Search for Kilonova Emission in a Short Gamma-Ray Burst:
Implications for the Progenitors, GW Sources, and r-Process Nucleosynthesis

Principal Investigator:

Edo

PI Institution:

Harvard University

Berger

The joint gravitational wave and electromagnetic detections of the binary neutron star (BNS) merger
GW170817 ushered in a new era of astrophysics. In the UV/optical/NIR the emission (a "kilonova") was
powered by radioactive decay of nuclei produced via r-process nucleosynthesis. In the gamma-ray, X-ray, and
radio the emission was instead powered by an off-axis jet typical of short gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs); this
connection was previously supported by the HST detection of a kilonova in the short GRB130603B. With only
a single joint GW-EM detection and a single kilonova detection in an SGRB, the key frontier is to begin to map
the distribution of merger outcomes: ejecta mass, velocity, geometry, and nucleosynthetic yields. Here we
propose to achieve this goal with HST observations of a kilonova associated with an SGRBs; observations of
kilonovae in SGRBs are essential because the orientation is well known (face-on, along the binary's angular
momentum axis) and the LIGO/Virgo detection rate is still highly uncertain. Such a study can only be achieved
with the sensitivity and resolution of HST, and it matches one of the "special initiatives", namely deep NIR
monitoring that is essential for informing future JWST follow-ups ("JWST Preparatory Observations"). We
request 10 orbits for 1 SGRB event. The HST observations will be supported by approved programs at
Chandra, VLA, ALMA, Gemini, Keck, Magellan, MMT that will provide the targets, cover optical and early NIR
follow-up to establish the baseline behavior, and complete the multi-wavelength picture of the event. Given
the broad interest in this topic we waive the proprietary period.
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Program Title:

Rotating Starspots in Archival WFC3 Out-of-Transit Spectra

Principal Investigator:

Zach

PI Institution:

University of Colorado at Boulder

Berta-Thompson

Starspots pose a major challenge to exoplanet transmission spectroscopy observations. Spots break our
common simplifying assumption that a transiting planet blocks light along a chord whose spectrum is
representative of the star as whole. They can therefore cause the apparent transit depth of the planet to
vary with wavelength. Spots can be a particularly egregious problem for cool stars, where water features in
the spotted stellar photosphere can introduce spurious features that are easily mistaken for water absorption
in a planet's transmission spectrum. Here, we propose an archival investigation aimed at constructing an
accurate probabilistic model for this troublesome "transit light source effect" by shining new light on the
complicated photospheres of cool stars. For M dwarf exoplanet host stars observed by WFC3, we will recycle
archival out-of-transit spectra into long-term spectrophotometric light curves sensitive to spots rotating in and
out of view on the star. By directly measuring the way a rotating starspot modulates the stellar spectrum, we
hope to construct more accurate predictive models for the effect of starspots on transit depths and therefore
enable more reliable retrievals of the properties of transiting exoplanet atmospheres. The transit light source
effect will be increasingly relevant for transmission spectroscopy in the JWST era. The methodological
approach taken in this project would potentially also be applicable to multi-visit transmission spectroscopy
observations with JWST, providing an avenue to mitigate this persnickety problem.
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Program Title:

How do stars become white dwarfs?

Principal Investigator:

Luciana

PI Institution:

The Johns Hopkins University

Bianchi

Intermediate-mass stars (up to ~8 solar masses) enrich the interstellar medium with C, N and other important
elements, shedding most of their mass in late evolutionary phases.
But our knowledge of mass loss and envelope enrichment in these phases, and the path to their white dwarf
(WD) descendants, has critical gaps which ultimately limit our understanding of galaxies' chemical evolution.
We selected a sample of hot WDs with cooler, less evolved companions, combining UV--optical SED analysis,
and astrometric information from Gaia. We request 5-band WFC3 imaging (218, 225, 336, 475, 606nm), to
(1) derive stellar parameters for each star, constraining mass and age of the less evolved companion, hence
also current WD mass and the initial WD-progenitor mass, (2) measure the pair separation, needed for a
corrrect evolutionary interpretation.
Results will constrain the initial-fin
final mass relation, which maps the WD mass to the progenitor mass, to
clarify AGB mass loss and chemical yield, focusing on higher masses than previously explored samples, the
essentially uncharted - and most relevant for the chemical yield - regime. Results will also address open
questions including the degenerate mass-radius relation, binary mass/separation function (at late stages), and
binary evolution.
These binaries, at distances from about half to a few kpc, probe the Milky Way thick disk and beyond; Gaia
cannot detect the optically-faint hot WDs, but the parallax of the optically brighter companions allow us to
stretch > tenfold the Gaia's WD limit. HST is the only facility that can resolve AND characterize the WD
component.
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15908

Program Title:

Probing the inner accretion disk in NGC3147

Principal Investigator:

Stefano

PI Institution:

Universita' degli Studi Roma Tre

Bianchi

NGC 3147 has been considered the best case of a true type 2 AGN: an unobscured AGN, based on the
unabsorbed compact X-ray continuum, which lacks a broad line region (BLR). However, the very low luminosity
of NGC 3147 implies a compact BLR, which produces very broad lines, hard to detect against the background
host galaxy. Narrow (0.1"x0.1") slit HST spectroscopy allowed excluding the host galaxy light, and revealed a
remarkably strong and extremely broad Halpha line. The line profil
file shows a very steep blue wing and an
extended red wing, the signature of a mildly relativistic thin accretion disk line profil
file. The line profil
file is well
fit
fit with a nearly face on thin disk (i=23 degrees), with an inner radius at 77 gravitational radii, as expected
from the R-L^1/2 relation. This result critically questions the very existence of true type 2 AGN, and is likely
to change our current view of the accretion flo
flow at low accretion rates. Here we propose to get the fir
first C IV
emission line profil
file of NGC 3147. Reverberation mapping campaigns indicate that the C IV line is produced in
a region which is about half the size of the Balmer line emitting region. This means that the C IV line in NGC
3147 can potentially probe the accretion disk well below 50 gravitational radii, a region currently probed only
with X-ray line spectroscopy. Optical detections of relativistic line profil
files may provide a new and powerful
tool for precision measurements of the innermost accretion disk structure and the BH properties, as the
optical photons detection rate is >10^5 higher than in the X-rays.
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Program Title:

Comet outburst target of opportunity

Principal Investigator:

Dennis

PI Institution:

Auburn University

Bodewits

We request 3 orbits of observing time to investigate the aftermath of a >1 mag cometary outburst using
WFC3/UVIS. The goal of this project is to connect larger cometary outbursts detectable from Earth (>10^6
kg) with smaller outbursts seen by Rosetta and Deep Impact (<10^6 kg) to determine what processes drive
them and to evaluate their effect on comet evolution. We will characterize the morphology and amount of the
ejected material, use its color to evaluate its ice content, and search for fragments.
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ID:

15909

Program Title:

Precision Measurement of Black Hole Masses in Early-Type Galaxies from the
ALMA Archive

Principal Investigator:

Benjamin

PI Institution:

Texas A & M University

Boizelle

We have identifie
fied a sample of eighteen nearby early-type galaxies in the ALMA archive that are detected in
CO at high S/N and show rotation-dominated kinematics. We anticipate that gas-dynamical modeling of their
well-resolved molecular gas disks will result in black hole mass measurements with precisions of 20-30% or
better, assuming the stellar luminosity profil
file can be accurately measured. Gas mass measurements and dust
attenuation modeling suggest that the extinction may often exceed ~1 mag in the H-band. Circumnuclear dust
will signific
ficantly obscure the stellar light in even near-IR data and, in some cases, may lead to the dominant
uncertainty in the black hole mass error budget. Our early-type galaxies have no prior wide-fie
field HST IR
observations, and we propose a single orbit of WFC3 data for each of these eighteen galaxies as a fin
final step
to obtaining robust black hole mass measurements. We will employ the IR channel for all targets and the UVIS
channel for fourteen of them, which will supplement archival HST observations. Using HST imaging in fil
filters
from B to H bands, we will determine central extinction levels and produce corrected H-band stellar luminosity
profil
files that account for dust extinction uncertainties. This HST program will double the number of early-type
galaxies with both clean ALMA CO disk rotation and high-quality HST IR imaging, and will signific
ficantly increase
the number of luminous E/S0 galaxies for which we can confid
fidently measure their black hole masses.
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ID:

15930

Program Title:

Cold Dark Matter and the GD-1 Stellar Stream

Principal Investigator:

An a

PI Institution:

Harvard University

Bonaca

We propose to use HST to characterize a dark-matter subhalo in the Milky Way. Tidally disrupted globular
clusters create thin and kinematically cold stellar streams that are extremely sensitive to any gravitational
perturbation. Orbiting in the Milky Way halo, these streams provide a unique opportunity to test for the
presence of perturbing dark-matter subhalos. Gaps discovered along streams provide tentative evidence for
dark matter influ
fluence, but their origin remains uncertain as stream gaps alone can be due to baryonic effects
as well. Recently, Gaia observations of the GD-1 stellar stream have revealed a spur of stars associated with
one of the gaps in the stream. Such features naturally arise when a stream encounters a massive perturber,
and have a unique 3D kinematic signature. We propose here to measure precise proper motions in the
perturbed region of GD-1. We will target eight fie
fields with ACS/WFC and parallel-observe with WFC3/UVIS in
two epochs. Proper motion accuracies near 3 km/s will be achieved by measuring the relative motion between
stream stars and background galaxies using established techniques that have already been successfully applied
to other objects in the Local Group (e.g., LMC/SMC, Leo I, M31, Sgr and Lethe streams). A passing subhalo is
expected to introduce differences in tangential velocity between the stream and the spur, and our data will
have the precision to resolve these kinematic offsets. Our results will defin
finitively establish whether GD-1
features are a signature of a dark matter subhalo. If HST confir
firms the subhalo origin of the gap, it will
measure the physical properties of the subhalo and rule out all reasonable alternatives.
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ID:

15859

Program Title:

Traveling across the valley: comparative exoplanetology in the GJ 9827
system

Principal Investigator:

Vincent

PI Institution:

Observatoire de Geneve

Bourrier

The transition between rocky and volatile-rich planets is one of the most topical questions. The valley found
to split the population of small close-in planets into 2 size regimes is thought to originate from atmospheric
escape: some planets lose their atmosphere while others retain their volatile species. The 3-planets system
orbiting GJ9827 spans the breadth of the valley: GJ9827c is on its low-radius side, and likely lost its volatile
envelope; GJ9827b may be one of the few planets to have formed without an envelope within the valley, or it
could have a water-rich envelope resilient to escape; GJ9827d is on the large-radius side, and the most
favorable for atmospheric escape detection. GJ9827 is one of the few multi-planet systems whose star is
bright and close enough for Ly-alpha transit spectroscopy. GJ9827b is being observed as part of an ongoing
HST/UV program, and we propose to complete the exploration of the system by observing 2 transits of
GJ9827d with STIS in the Ly-alpha line (10 HST orbits in total). The planet is suffic
ficiently irradiated to
evaporate, but a much larger hydrogen escape is expected from a H/He atmosphere compared to a water-rich
envelope, both proposed to explain GJ9827d properties. Detecting a giant hydrogen cloud would thus favor an
H/He atmosphere, while a non-detection or low hydrogen escape would favor a water-rich envelope acquired
beyond the snowline. The program will constrain the nature of GJ9827d and the origin of the GJ9827 system,
improve our understanding of the role played by evaporation in the transition from mini-Neptunes to superEarths, and inform the community for an in-depth characterization of the GJ9827 planets with JWST
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ID:

15885

Program Title:

Skewered: A Census of the Circumgalactic Medium of NGC 4565 from 13 QSO
Sightlines Within its Virial Radius

Principal Investigator:

David

PI Institution:

Princeton University

Bowen

We propose using COS to observe 6 new QSO sightlines within a virial radius Rv of 0.5 - 1.0 of NGC 4565 in
order to probe its circumgalactic medium (CGM) at multiple positions. NGC 4565 (the Needle Galaxy) is a
highly inclined (i=86 degrees) spiral galaxy, and its orientation makes it an ideal target for looking for
kinematic and metallicity signatures from outflo
flows along its minor axis, or inflo
flows into the disk along its major
axis. NGC4565 is currently part of a COS program to probe the inner CGM below 0.5 Rv with 7 QSO lines-ofsight (GO-15196), and this proposal is designed to extend the map of HI and metals into the outer CGM
beyond 0.5 Rv. Our data will enable us to measure how HI and metal line column densities change with
galactocentric radius. They will also allow us to investigate how the properties of the absorbing gas, including
its column density, multi-component structure, and bulk velocity, change with position relative to the major
and minor axes of the galaxy. For example, two of the new sightlines lie close (within +/- 20 degrees) to the
major axis of the galaxy's disk, and absorption along their sightlines will test whether the decline in velocity
relative to the systemic velocity seen at small distances from the center of NGC 4565 continues into the
outer halo.
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ID:

15931

Program Title:

Do ultra-luminous star-forming galaxies exist at z ~ 9?

Principal Investigator:

Rebecca

PI Institution:

University of Oxford

Bowler

The study of the most luminous star-forming galaxies at z > 7 has the potential to reveal key properties of
reionization, as these sources likely occupy highly ionised regions within a predominantly neutral Universe. The
number of bright sources however remains uncertain, due primarily to their rarity over the small area deep
surveys typically used to detect them. We have expanded the search for bright z ~ 9 Lyman-break galaxies
using the full 2 deg2 of deep ground-based optical/NIR photometry in the COSMOS and UDS fie
fields, resulting in
the selection of two extremely luminous galaxy candidates with best-fit
fitting photometric redshifts at z ~ 9 and
mAB < 24.5. Despite being the most robust z > 8 objects in our full SED fit
fitting analysis, unfortunately
current and future ground-based Y-band data in these two fie
fields is insuffic
ficient to exclude the possibility that
these objects are galactic brown dwarf interlopers. Due to the atmospheric transmission, the ground-based Ybands peak too far to the blue, meaning the sharp expected Lyman-break cannot be confir
firmed. With a single
orbit of HST/WFC3 imaging in the F105W (wide YJ) band it is possible to determine the high-redshift nature
of these sources, as this fil
filter effic
ficiently targets below the expected Lyman-break where interloper objects will
be detected. If confir
firmed, the existence of these ultra-luminous galaxies provides a clear challenge to current
simulations. Furthermore, these galaxies will provide a unique insight into the EoR due to their accessibility for
follow-up both with JWST and ALMA, where HST/WFC3 F105W data is essential for FIR line measurements
that require precise photometric redshifts.
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ID:

15932

Program Title:

Uncovering the Cause of the Shift in Carbon Star Behaviour at High Metallicity

Principal Investigator:

Ma r t h a

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Boyer

Theoretical models of Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) evolution rely on calibrating observations of the ratio of
carbon-rich (C) to oxygen-rich (M) stars and the C star luminosity function (CSLF). Sensitivity and resolution
limits previously restricted C/M and CSLF measurements to nearby metal-poor galaxies that are not applicable
to metal-rich AGB stars that dominate the near-IR light of massive galaxies. Fortunately, recent studies show
that the WFC3/IR medium-band fil
filters can be used to isolate C and M stars out to >5 Mpc. A Cycle 23
program used this technique in M31 to provide the fir
first constraints to metal-rich AGB star models. Those
results show an unexpected sharp drop in C/M in M31 that is presumably caused by the high metallicity. To
constrain the physical properties that cause this dramatic change in behavior, we propose to image fie
fields in
M31 and M33 to target C stars in the metallicity gap between the LMC and M31, where this shift in the C/M
slope is expected to appear. Our measurement of C/M will leverage M31/M33's metallicity distributions to also
determine the metallicity limit above which C stars cannot form. In addition, our precise measurement of the
CSLF will calibrate the effic
ficiency of the 3rd dredge up and the minimum core mass to form a C star, both of
which depend strongly on metallicity. The interpretation of these observations is straightforward owing to the
ability to leverage data products from the Panchromatic Andromeda/Triangulum Treasury (PHAT) programs. As
a result, we can conclusively evaluate AGB evolution models in the metal-rich regime - critical for application
of stellar models to the massive galaxies that dominate redshift surveys.
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ID:

15789

Program Title:

Complete spectral maps of the Galilean satellites from 200-1000nm: salts,
radiolytic cycles, and O2 production

Principal Investigator:

Michael

PI Institution:

California Institute of Technology

Brown

The four Galilean satellites of Jupiter have been the subjects of acute interest since the fir
first spacecraft fly
flybys
nearly 50 years ago. In this time we have learned of internal oceans, massive volcanos, CO2 and O2
atmospheres, and intense radiation bombarding the surfaces. Much of our understanding of the composition of
these satellites has come from infrared spectroscopy. Visible and UV spectroscopy have been comparatively
underutilized, yet these wavelength ranges have critical absorption features that can be used to map surface,
interior, and exogenous processes in unique ways. We propose to analyze the large amount of unpublished
archival UV and visible spatially resolved STIS spectroscopy of the Galilean satellites to map the prduction of
O2 atmospheres, trace sulfur pathways through the satellite system, and search for salts coming from internal
oceans and magmas. Combined with our GO proposal to complete the missing observations, our fin
final product
will be complete 200-1000nm spectral maps of all four satellites. We will create accessible data products that
will be easily available to the community, thereby presenting a valuable resource for interpreting past and
upcoming spacecraft and telescope observations of these satellites for many years to come.
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15925

Program Title:

Complete spectral maps of the Galilean satellites from 200-1000nm: salts,
radiolytic cycles, and O2 production

Principal Investigator:

Michael

PI Institution:

California Institute of Technology

Brown

The four Galilean satellites of Jupiter have been the subjects of acute interest since the fir
first spacecraft fly
flybys
nearly 50 years ago. In this time we have learned of internal oceans, massive volcanos, CO2 and O2
atmospheres, and intense radiation bombarding the surfaces. Much of our understanding of the composition of
these satellites has come from infrared spectroscopy. Visible and UV spectroscopy have been comparatively
underutilized, yet these wavelength ranges have critical absorption features that can be used to map surface,
interior, and exogenous processes in unique ways. We propose to complete the UV-visible spectral maps of all
of the Galilean satelites. Using these new observations we will examine magma chemistry on Io, salt
compositions on Ganymede, the organic distribution on Callisto, and we will trace the sulfur cycle throughout
the satellite system.
Combined with our simultaneous archival program to analyze the large amount of unpublished existing data,
our fin
final product will be complete 200-1000nm spectral datasets of each of the four satellites. We will create
accessible data products that will be easily available to the community, thereby presenting a valuable resource
for interpreting past and upcoming spacecraft and telescope observations of these satellites for many years
to come.
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ID:

15933

Program Title:

Completing the HST Parallax Legacy: M4

Principal Investigator:

Thomas

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Brown

There are only two globular clusters where a modest investment of HST time can yield a high-precision
measurement of trigonometric parallax: NGC6397 and M4. The parallax to NGC6397 has been measured
successfully with HST to 2% uncertainty. An important HST legacy would be the completion of this pair, by
measuring the M4 parallax while HST can still do so.
In the context of the Galaxy's globular cluster system, these two clusters are complementary. NGC6397 is
ancient (13 Gyr) and metal-poor ([Fe/H]=-2.02), while M4 is younger (11.5 Gyr) and of intermediate
metallicity ([Fe/H]=-1.15). NGC6397 is a frequent fid
fiducial for stellar population models, while M4 hosts a rich
set of RR Lyrae stars that can be used to better calibrate the period-luminosity relationship. The utility of
each cluster as a population template and calibrator depends critically upon the distance uncertainties. The
scarcity of population anchors in this regime is in contrast to the parameter space at younger ages (< 10
Gyr) and higher metallicities ([Fe/H] > -1), where many open clusters have high-precision parallaxes.
In a broader context, these two clusters represent an essential independent check on the parallaxes from the
Gaia mission, which currently suffer from signific
ficant systematic errors on global, intermediate (20 degrees),
and small (1 degree) scales, hampering distances to the Galaxy's globular clusters. If these errors are
eventually resolved, HST parallaxes to globular clusters, independent of Gaia with distinct methodology, will
provide an important validation. The observations we propose here will help anchor the distances to the entire
globular cluster system of the Milky Way.
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ID:

15896

Program Title:

Escaping Ionizing Radiation in Compact Star-Forming Galaxies: Probing HigherMass Systems

Principal Investigator:

Samantha

PI Institution:

Indiana University System

Brunker

Understanding the mechanisms responsible for reionization in the early universe is one of the most important
questions in modern extragalactic research. The commonly accepted theory is that star-forming galaxies are
the main contributors to this ionizing radiation. However, the exact nature of these galaxies - high mass vs.
low mass - is still being debated. Recently, a class of compact starbursting galaxies known as Green Peas have
been shown to exhibit high Lyman-alpha and Lyman continuum (LyC) escape fractions. With the existence of
a low-redshift population of LyC emitting galaxies confir
firmed, the research in this fie
field must transition to
carrying out comprehensive studies of the nature of LyC emitting galaxies. We propose to use COS to
observe 5 compact star-forming galaxies selected from a complete, flu
flux-limited sample that probes to higher
galaxy masses than previous studies. This study will signific
ficantly expand the number of known LyC emitters
and extend their study to include a more diverse range of galaxy properties. We will measure the Lymanalpha line profil
files and attempt to detect LyC emission from these sources. These observations will contribute
to our understanding of the escape mechanisms of ionizing radiation in galaxies, as well as provide insight into
the types of sources responsible for cosmic reionization.
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15790

Program Title:

CosmoVis: A Unifie
fied Framework for Exploring Hydrodynamic Simulation
Datasets to Analyze Intergalactic and Circumgalactic Media

Principal Investigator:

Joseph

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Cruz

Burchett

We propose the development of CosmoVis, an open source web-based application that facilitates novel
interactive analyses of large hydrodynamic simulation datasets, enabling both simulators and observers to
rapidly generate synthetic absorption-line spectroscopy.
Phase 1 of our project focuses on a) the
development of both the back-end cloud computing infrastructure required to support real-time queries of
cosmological simulations, and b) the design of the front-end interface featuring new rendering solutions to
represent intergalactic and circumgalactic media. Included in Phase 1,
ready for analysis, will be two
snapshots from the FIRE and EAGLE simulations. Phase 2 of our project presents two scientific
fic use cases that
integrate observational methods to examine simulated data using CosmoVis. The fir
first use case takes
advantage of our interface to probe the small-scale structure of circumgalactic gas, and the second analyzes
IGM/CGM large-scale structure tomography.
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15897

Program Title:

ZTF J1539+5027: the Shortest Period Eclipsing White Dwarf Binary

Principal Investigator:

Kevin

PI Institution:

California Institute of Technology

Burdge

Here, we propose to obtain high resolution ultraviolet spectroscopy using COS on the shortest eclipsing binary
system known, the double white dwarf binary ZTF J1539+5027 (submitted to Nature). This deeply eclipsing
binary system has an orbital period of 6.91 minutes and exhibits a rapid orbital decay due to the emission of
gravitational radiation. The binary emits gravitational waves near the peak of the Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna's (LISA) sensitivity, making it one of the strongest LISA gravitational wave sources, with detection
expected within the fir
first week of operations. We are requesting Hubble's unique capability to obtain high
resolution far-ultraviolet spectroscopy because the more compact white dwarf in this system is 50,000K
despite its short cooling age, suggesting heating via accretion; however, no signs of accretion have been
detected in the optical or X-ray. If we fail to detect metal lines visible uniquely in the UV, we will be able
place an upper limit on the accretion rate to a level 8 orders of magnitude below what is currently possible in
the X-ray or optical, ruling out the possibility that this white dwarf is currently heated by ongoing masstransfer. If we detect metal lines, we will measure the accretion rate, obtain precise radial velocity semiamplitudes of the components. Additionally, by using Lyman absorption lines as well as the ratio of metal lines
(if present), we will be able to accurately measure the temperature of the primary, refin
fining the distance
estimate to the system. Finally, by obtaining a high SNR ultraviolet lightcurve, we will constrain the
temperature ratio of the two components.
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ID:

15811

Program Title:

Rest-frame UV/optical Morphologies of Obscured Radio Starbursts: Comparing
Obscured and Unobscured Star-Formation on kpc Scales

Principal Investigator:

Caitlin

PI Institution:

University of Texas at Austin

Casey

The high-resolution e-MERLIN SuperCLASS radio survey provides ~kpc mapping of obscured star formation in
hundreds of dusty starbursts via high-resolution 0.1" radio continuum imaging. Through the detection of
hundreds of the most vigorous starbursts across 0<z<4, this gives us an accurate census of the physical size
and surface density of extended star formation. Here we propose to obtain deep ACS and/or WFC3
snapshots of 102 of the fir
first deep e-MERLIN-detected starbursts in the SuperCLASS fie
field using 10 orbits of
HST time. The high-resolution optical (F814W) imaging will provide a direct, resolution-matched mapping of
unobscured star formation via the rest-frame UV, enabling an analysis of dust geometry of high-z starbursts
and an analysis of their physical drivers (e.g. mergers or isolated disks). In addition to our galaxy evolution
goals, the ACS imaging, along with coordinated WFC3 parallels, will help guide a radio weak-lensing analysis;
radio weak lensing is in its infancy, but will be one of the primary science tools to constrain cosmic shear and
the Universe's expansion using the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) in particular because disentangling chance
alignment using polarization is a unique advantage of the radio, beyond optical-only weak lensing analysis.
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ID:

15841

Program Title:

Can Neutron Star Mergers Reproduce the Solar r-Process Abundance Pattern?

Principal Investigator:

Stephen

PI Institution:

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Cenko

The discovery of an electromagnetic counterpart to the fir
first binary neutron star merger detected via
gravitational waves (GW170817) heralds a new era in multi-messenger astronomy. GW170817 unambiguously
showed that binary neutron star mergers indeed produce heavy elements by r-process nucleosynthesis.
However, this fir
first discovery opened up many questions for future EM-GW detections to answer. Here we
propose a targeted program, capitalizing on the unique capabilities of HST (sensitive UV and NIR observations)
to address two of the most fundamental outstanding issues in multi-messenger astronomy:
1) What powers the early UV emission from GW170817? Using an ultra-rapid ToO to obtain prompt UV
spectroscopy and/or imaging of a bright counterpart, we will determine whether the early-time emission is on
account of opacity (two-component kilonova model) or velocity (cocoon model).
2) Can neutron star mergers reproduce the observed abundance pattern of heavy (r-process) elements in the
Solar System? Sensitive NIR imaging at late (weeks to months, i.e., non-disruptive) times will allow us to
determine whether the merger ejecta can match the relative ratio of "light" (fir
first peak) and "heavy" (second
and third peak) r-process elements, a key open question to determine if neutron star mergers are indeed the
primary cosmic mines of heavy element formation in the Universe.
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15791

Program Title:

Transient Detection for the 21st Century: Finding Faint Lensed Transients in
Archival Hubble Galaxy-Cluster Imaging

Principal Investigator:

Wenlei

PI Institution:

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Chen

The detection of gravitational waves emitted from ~10-100 solar-mass black-hole mergers has revived the
search for dark matter formed by primordial black holes (PBHs). If present in foreground galaxy-cluster lenses,
PBHs should cause microlensing peaks that extremely magnify well-aligned background stars, allowing the highredshift stars to be detected with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Since the microlensing event rate
should be proportional to the density of microlenses times the magnific
fication of the macromodel, searching for
lensed stars behind clusters provides one of few avenues to probe stellar-mass PBHs.
Only four highly magnifie
fied stars have been discovered to date, and all were found behind powerful Hubble
Frontier Field (HFF) clusters. The most recently discovered event Warhol in the MACS J0416.1-2403 fie
field was
missed when it occurred in 2014, and only recently recovered in systematic searches of archival HFF cluster
imaging. This motivates us to propose a comprehensive search for transients in the full set of archival HST
imaging data, including that from the large CLASH and RELICS programs.
In a preliminary study, we have found >30 bright transient candidates in the HFF fie
fields that include known
lensed stars and supernovae. Twenty-four of them, however, have not yet been publicly reported. We propose
to extend our search for transients to lower signal-to-noise microlensing event candidates by searching for
sources that are present in multiple epochs. We expect this program will improve constraints on the
abundance of PBHs in the ~10-100 solar-mass regime.
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ID:

15966

Program Title:

What lurks below the Lyman-Limit? Uncovering the unseen ionizing continuum
of massive stars

Principal Investigator:

John

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Cruz

Chisholm

It is a remarkable fact that the shape and strength of the ionizing continuum of the most massive stars has
NEVER been spectroscopically mapped, at ANY redshift. Locally, the sparsity of such stars and the Hydrogen
opacity precludes observations, and by the time redshift gives us access to these rest wavelengths in distant
galaxies they are normally too faint, even for HST. Here we propose to acquire, for the fir
first time,
spectroscopy of the ionizing continuum in a star-forming galaxy down to a restframe of 560A (or photon
energies of 24 eV) by observing THE brightest known gravitationally lensed galaxy, the Sunburst Arc. Our
proposed observations - WFC3 grism spectroscopy - will directly probe the strength and spectral shape of the
ionizing continuum in this galaxy. This will be the fir
first-ever opportunity to directly compare the measured
ionizing continuum against that inferred by the non-ionizing continuum and nebular emission lines. With this
unprecedented observation, we will directly observe the strength and shape of the ionizing continuum, test
whether the observed ionizing continuum is capable of producing the previously observed nebular emission
lines, inform the next generation of theoretical models of stellar populations, and determine the impact of
binary evolution on the production of ionizing photons. These observations will leave a lasting legacy for
Hubble by mapping the unseen source of most extragalactic observations: the ionizing continuum of massive
st ars.
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15967

Program Title:

Constraining the Stellar Astrophysics Powering Cosmic Reionization: Spectral
Templates of Extremely Low-metallicity Main-sequence O-stars

Principal Investigator:

John

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Cruz

Chisholm

Massive stars are thought to have contributed to the reionization of the early universe, however very little is
known about the stellar astrophysics of the extremely low-metallicity massive stars that produced the
requisite ionizing photons. Crucially, the photospheric opacities and stellar wind mass-loss rates have not been
observationally determined below SMC metallicities (0.2 solar). This leaves estimates of the intrinsic number of
ionizing photons produced by low-metallicity massive stars largely unconstrained. Consequently, high-redshift
observations with JWST will be unable to distinguish between models that power reionization with stars or
active galactic nuclei, unless the stellar physics is determined. Here, we propose 49 orbits of HST/COS farultraviolet moderate resolution spectroscopy with G130M and G160M of the three known extremely lowmetallicity (3-10% solar) main-sequence stars in dwarf galaxies around the Milky Way. The close proximity of
these galaxies enables observations of single O-stars to determine the stellar wind mass-loss rates and the
photospheric compositions, mainly the iron abundance which is the chief O-star opacity source. As the only
known isolated main-sequence O-stars at these metallicities, these observations will be suitable for inclusion in
stellar libraries and test stellar astrophysical theory at extremely low-metallicities. These 49 orbits will
complement the planned ULLYSES by extending the observations to lower metallicities than currently planned.
In total, these observations will provide the fir
first, and possibly only, direct constraints on the stellar
astrophysics thought to be responsible for the reionization of the universe.
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15842

Program Title:

Unprecedented Spatial Resolution in a Strongly Magnifie
fied z ~ 6 Galaxy

Principal Investigator:

Dan

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute - ESA

Coe

The combined powers of HST and gravitational lensing have delivered strongly magnifie
fied images of distant
galaxies, revealing detailed structures at ~100 pc resolution or better at z ~ 1 - 5. Here we propose to
extend that work to z ~ 6 and reveal the highest spatial resolutions yet studied at z > 1. The RELICS HST
Treasury Program recently yielded the longest lensed image of any galaxy at z ~ 6, observed in the fir
first
billion years. The shallow WFC3/IR imaging was only suffic
ficient to detect the brightest star-forming knots, while
the ACS imaging did not signific
ficantly detect any of the knots individually. Here we propose deeper ACS
F814W imaging to reveal unprecedented levels of spatial detail, resolving star forming clumps as small as r ~
20 pc. We also propose deeper WFC3/IR imaging in F110W to reveal the full extent of the arc. Finally we
add bluer imaging with ACS F475W. The combined data will critically enable us to identify other multiplyimaged galaxies, signific
ficantly improving the strong lens model. Based on these new data, this exceptional 15"
long z ~ 6 arc will enable us to study star formation effic
ficiency in clumps smaller than r ~ 100 pc for the fir
first
time at this epoch. This type of science has been envisioned for the ELTs and LUVOIR; we will do it now with
HST. We waive any proprietary period to these data, in the spirit of the RELICS observing program that led to
this discovery.
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15926

Program Title:

Testing the Hypothesis of a Low Metallicity Atmosphere for the Extremely
Infla
flated Sub-Saturn-Mass Planet KELT-11b

Principal Investigator:

Knicole

PI Institution:

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Colon

We are now in an era of exoplanet characterization. Exoplanets are being intensively studied to measure the
abundances of water and other metals in their atmospheres in order to place constraints on the location of
their origin within a disk. Infla
flated sub-Saturn-mass planets bridge the divide between super-Earths and
Jupiters, so constraints on their atmospheric composition and metallicities are particularly important for
informing planet formation models.
Here, we propose to perform a detailed investigation of the atmosphere of the hot and extremely infla
flated
sub-Saturn-mass planet KELT-11b. This is one of the best planets to study thanks to its very bright host, low
mass and surface gravity, and high equilibrium temperature. An HST/WFC3 G141 transmission spectrum
indicates that KELT-11b has a clearly sub-solar metallicity atmosphere, but additional data are needed to
determine just how metal-poor the atmosphere is. The proposed observations to measure KELT-11b's
transmission spectrum in the G102 band will not only lead to more precise metallicity constraints but will also
reveal whether KELT-11b followed a rare planet formation pathway if the planet's metallicity is indeed ultralow. In addition, with precise atmospheric metallicity constraints for the sub-Saturn-mass KELT-11b, we will be
able to empirically test correlations between planet mass-planet metallicity and between stellar metallicityplanet metallicity.
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The proposed observations of KELT-11b will ultimately add to a comparative study with the other infla
flated
sub-Saturns discovered to date that can be used to better inform planet formation and evolution models as
well as future observations with JWST.
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Program Title:

A two orbits proposal to solve the age spread dilemma in young Magellanic
Clouds clusters

Principal Investigator:

Giacomo

PI Institution:

Universita degli Studi di Padova

Cordoni

This is a two-orbits proposal to explore pre-main sequence (pre-MS) stars in Large Magellanic Cloud young
clusters to assess, once and for all, if multiple bursts of star formation can be supported by these systems.
The discovery that nearly all star clusters younger than 2Gyr in both Magellanic Clouds exhibit
double/extended main-sequence turn offs (eMSTOs) has been one of the major advances made by HST in
stellar astrophysics. Despite a huge effort has been undertaken to understand these observations, the
mechanism responsible for the eMSTO is still controversial.
It has been suggested that the eMSTO is due to coeval stellar populations with different rotation, but it
seems that rotation alone is not able to reproduce the eMSTOs. On the other hand, the eMSTO could be due
to a spread in age, so that these clusters would be the younger counterparts of old globular clusters with
multiple populations.
We propose a novel approach to disentangle between age and rotation by using the Turn-On (TOn), where the
pre-MS reaches the main sequence in the color-magnitude diagram (CMD). The most remarkable feature
introduced by different ages on this region of the CMD would be the appearance of multiple or broaden TOn
peaks in the luminosity function. Specific
fically a single narrow peak is expected in the case of a single
generation, whereas multiple/broaden TOn peaks would imply multiple stellar generations.
The proposed observations will allow us, to understand, whether the age spread contributes to eMSTO in
young clusters or not, and will be surely seminal for future investigation of the still-eluding multiple stellar
populations phenomenon.
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Program Title:

Galaxy evolution in a massive z=2.91 halo fed by cold accretion

Principal Investigator:

Emanuele

PI Institution:

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA)

Daddi

We have recently discovered and spectroscopically confir
firmed a structure consistent with a forming, single
massive halo at z=2.91 in the COSMOS fie
field. With a total mass estimated at about 5x10^13, this is the
highest redshift bonafid
fide cluster/group known to date. Keck/KCWI observations revealed a luminous Lya
nebula well centered on the stellar mass overdensity, surrounded by three fil
filaments with a factor of 10 lower
surface brightness, extending over a 320pkpc diameter out to the virial radius. A variety of observables
suggest that we are in presence of a textbook-case of cold accretion onto a massive high-z halo. The existing
multiwavelength data, including the COSMOS single orbit with F814W, only scratch the surface of the galaxy
content of this system. We propose 11 orbits of HST imaging with WFC3IR in F160W/F125W and WFC3/UV
F606W that will allow us to obtain a complete census of the galaxies inhabiting this structure down to low
stellar masses, together with passive/star forming classific
fication and morphological information. The bluer
fil
filters will unveil any unreddened star formation down to very deep levels, complementing the information
about dust-obscured star formation from ALMA, NOEMA, and radio. We will be able to distinguish physical
properties of galaxies located in the halo core, in the accreting fil
filaments, and outside of them. Given the
importance to study galaxy transformations, quenching, and the role of gas accretion on galaxy evolution in
massive halos at the highest possible redshift, this program represents a unique opportunity of carrying out
this kind of investigation at the frontiers of current knowledge.
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Program Title:

Recurrent Nova M31N 2008-12a: Neon and Jets - Determining the ultimate
fate of a Chandrasekhar mass white dwarf

Principal Investigator:

Matthew

PI Institution:

Liverpool John Moores University

Darnley

M31N 2008-12a is the single most important nova system now known. With its one-year recurrence period,
high-mass white dwarf, high mass accretion rate, low peak optical luminosity, and low ejecta mass, this
system is the leading pre-explosion Supernova Type Ia single-degenerate candidate. The rapid decline from
optical peak and the distance of M31 necessitate a request for disruptive target of opportunity observations.
We propose a series of early eruption FUV spectroscopic observations to study the evolution of the
composition of the ejecta, including probing the underlying composition of the white dwarf, CO vs. ONe, which
is key to the ultimate fate of this system (SN Ia vs. accretion-induced collapse). A single Cycle 23 FUV
spectrum taken just 3 days post-eruption found no evidence for neon, but the lack of other similarly high
ionization lines suggests Ne lines may develop later in the evolution. That spectrum also presented evidence
of a highly collimated - jet-like - ejecta. This new FUV series will take place on day 4, 5, 6, and 7, posteruption, and will defin
finitively explore the presense of Ne in the ejecta, provide key ejecta abundance
information, and they will also probe the nature of the proposed outflo
flows. The regularity of eruptions of M31N
2008-12a are unprecedented and this is the only thermonuclear nova system where we can accurately predict
eruptions. The unique FUV capabilities of HST therefore allow us to study the physics of this vitally important
system even at the great distance of M31, providing invaluable information about the ultimate fate of this
remarkable system.
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Program Title:

``Last Call!'' Eta Carinae's Spectroscopic Event in 2020

Principal Investigator:

Kris

PI Institution:

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Davidson

Eta Car, the only giant eruption survivor that can be studied well, has been unsteady in recovering from the
1830-1870 explosion. About 20 years ago its spectroscopic and photometric trends dramatically accelerated
-- signaling a rapid decrease in the primary mass loss rate. This is a novel clue to the stellar interior's thermal
and rotational disequilibrium following the eruption.
Meanwhile, "spectroscopic events" occur at 5.54-year intervals marking the companion star's periastron. HST
showed that the basic nature of these events changed between 2003 and 2014 --but we do not know
whether this change was temporary, or permanent, or the precursor to something more extreme. Hence the
next spectroscopic event, in early 2020, is crucial.
For reasons noted in the proposal, ground-based instruments have inadequate spatial resolution for this
purpose, and can't observe the UV. 2020 will be our last opportunity for HST spectroscopy, and the star will
be
irreversibly changed when suitable instruments become available sometime in the future. Therefore we
propose an adequate set of STIS/CCD and STIS/MAMA observations. They will be valuable for a wide range of
topics including stellar instabilities, colliding-wind physics, and abnormal emission-line processes as well as eta
Car's recovery from a giant eruption.
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Giant impacts on giant planets

Principal Investigator:

I mk e

PI Institution:

University of California - Berkeley

de Pater

The 2009 impact and recent superbolides on Jupiter caught the world by surprise and cast doubt on impactor
flu
flux estimates for the outer solar system. We propose a ToO program to image future impacts on Jupiter and
Saturn. To remove the possibility of impact cloud non-detections, the program will be triggered only if an
existing impact debris fie
field is seen, an object on a collision course with Jupiter or Saturn is discovered, or an
impact light curve is measured with an estimated total energy large enough to generate an impact cloud in a
giant planet atmosphere (few 10^17 J).
HST provides the only way to image these events in the ultraviolet, providing information on aerosol altitudes
and on smaller particles that are less visible to ground-based infrared observations. High-resolution imaging
with proper timing (not achievable from the ground) is required to measure precisely both the velocity fie
fields
of impact sites and the optical spectrum of impact debris. HST observations of past impacts on Jupiter have
also served both as cornerstones of science investigations at other wavelengths and as vehicles for effective
public outreach.
Large outer solar system impacts are governed by the same physics as in the terrestrial events that dominate
the impact threat to humans. Studying the behavior of impactors of various sizes and compositions, as they
enter the atmosphere at varying angles and speeds, will better quantify terrestrial impact hazards.
Characterizing impactor populations advances our understanding of planet-formation processes including
migration and scattering of planetesimals.
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Orbits of Isolated Dwarfs: Local Group Mass and Environmental Quenching

Principal Investigator:

Andres

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

del Pino Molina

Dwarf galaxies are excellent test particles for studying dynamical properties of the Local Group (LG) and the
role of environment in quenching of star formation in low-mass galaxies. In this context, galaxies at the edge
of the LG are of particular interest. They enable an estimate of the mass of the LG throught the radius of the
turn-around surface. However, how dwarfs can be located at such large distances from the barycenter of the
LG is still an open question. It may be that these galaxies are on their fir
first infall into the LG potential well.
Alternatively, they may have been close to their fir
first orbital apocenter when the LG decoupled from the
Hubble flo
flow, the so-called splashback radius. Depending on this issue, the enviroment the dwarfs have moved
through can be quite different. This environment also affects their star formation history through e.g.
quenching. Here we propose to measure proper motions (PM) 4 dwarfs located at the edge of the LG: 2 dwarf
irregulars (LeoA and Sag dIrr) and 2 dwarf spheroidals (Cetus and Tucana). These are the only dwarfs at the
edge of the Local Group with fir
first epoch archival data for PM measurements and star formation history
determination. We will construct full three-dimensional velocity vectors, trace back their orbits, calculate the
LG Mass, and determine whether past interactions with the MW or M31 can explain their different
morphologies and star-formation histories.
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Cloud Exploration: A new tool for measuring galaxy substructures and a
comprehensive census of giant star-forming clumps.

Principal Investigator:

Hugh

PI Institution:

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Dickinson

One of the main goals for modern observational cosmology is to discover and understand how galaxies and
their constituent substructures have assembled and evolved throughout cosmic history. The diverse observed
morphologies of individual galaxies are not only indicative of their current composition, but also encode a
detailed record of their assembly histories, their past and ongoing star formation, and their interaction with
local environments.
Studying large populations of galaxies allows coarse morphological characteristics and intrinsic physical
processes to be statistically connected. While the simplest techniques for automatic morphological
classific
fication have largely solved the problem of coarse morphological classific
fication for large populations of
galaxies, they cannot identify more subtle features like stellar shells, spiral arms and bars.
We propose using cloud computing infrastructure to develop a publically available toolkit to identify and
measure intricate substructure in galaxies. The toolkit will use Deep Machine Learning to perform clump
detection, with training labels derived from crowdsourcing.
We will use our new toolkit in conjunction with the cloud-hosted MAST data archive on AWS to perform a
comprehensive re-analysis of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging data archive to identify, localize and
classify giant star-forming clumps within detected galaxies at all redshifts. We will use this sample to study
how the prevalence and properties of star forming clumps evolve with cosmic time and compare our fin
findings
with theoretical predictions.
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Far-ultraviolet exploration of nearby young exoplanet-hosting stars

Principal Investigator:

Leonardo

PI Institution:

Observatoire de Geneve

Dos Santos

One of the proposed explanations for the observed lack of close-in exoplanets with sizes between 1.5 and 2.0
Earth-radii is that this valley is carved by atmospheric erosion: sub-Neptune-sized planets begin their lives with
large H/He-rich envelopes, which are lost during their early ages due to photoevaporation. The recent
discovery of the young exoplanetary systems in K2-136 and K2-233 provides an excellent opportunity to test
this hypothesis using Lyman-alpha transmission spectroscopy, but fir
first we need to evaluate the FUV flu
flux of
the stars, which is the main objective of this project. We realistically estimate that the Lyman-alpha emission
of these K-type stars are promptly detectable with HST/STIS, despite their distance, owing to their young
age. These observations will allow us to study the UV environment and evolution around young low-mass
exoplanetary systems, and in the future could lead to the fir
first evidence of atmospheric escape in a young
sub- Neptune.
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The Red Giant Branch Temperature Scale: A Fundamental Issue in the Study of
Stellar Populations

Principal Investigator:

Aaron

PI Institution:

Smithsonian Institution Astrophysical Observatory

Dotter

State-of-the-art stellar evolution models contain systematic uncertainties in the effective temperature scale of
the red giant branch (RGB) at the level of 100-200K (Tayar et al. 2017; Salaris et al. 2018; Choi et al.
2018). These uncertainties can be traced to two key effects in stellar interior and evolutionary models: the
treatment of the outer (i.e., atmosphere) boundary condition coupled to the treatment of convection. These
uncertainties are major, and in some cases dominant, sources of systematic errors in the modeling of resolved
and unresolved stellar populations (e.g., Williams et al. 2017). Accurate models of RGB stars are essential for
many areas in astrophysics including (1) estimating asteroseismic masses and ages of individual RGB stars in
the Galaxy, (2) determining photometric metallicities and star formation histories from resolved stars in nearby
galaxies, and 3) inferring ages, metallicities, and the dust content via the integrated light analysis of large
samples of unresolved galaxies across cosmic time.
The goal of this proposal is to produce new, high-fid
fidelity stellar atmosphere and interior models of the RGB
through a combination of technical innovations and rigorous calibration against high-quality stellar data in the
Milky Way from HST and Gaia. This proposal is relevant to the Fundamental Physics initiative, specific
fically the
focus on the tip of the RGB as a rung in the distance ladder. The results of this proposal will benefit
fit all
scientists engaged in the study of stellar populations using HST.
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Beyond MACS: A Snapshot Survey of the Most Massive Clusters of Galaxies at
z=0.5-1

Principal Investigator:

Harald

PI Institution:

University of Hawaii

Ebeling

Truly massive galaxy clusters play a pivotal role for a wealth of extragalactic and cosmological research topics,
and SNAPshot observations of these systems are ideally suited to identify the most promising cluster targets
for further, in-depth study. The power of this approach was demonstrated by ACS/WFC3 SNAPshots of X-ray
selected MACS and eMACS clusters at z>0.3 obtained in previous Cycles (59 of them in all of F606W, F814W,
F110W, and F140W). Based on these data, the CLASH MCT program selected 16 out of 25 of their targets
to be MACS clusters. Similarly, all but one of the six most powerful cluster lenses selected for in-depth study
by the HST Frontier Fields initiative are MACS detections, and so are 16 of the 29 z>0.3 clusters targeted by
the RELICS legacy program.
We propose to extend this spectacularly successful SNAPshot survey of the most X-ray luminous distant
clusters in a redshift-mass regime that is poorly sampled by any other project. Targeting only extremely
massive clusters at z>0.5 from the X-ray selected eMACS sample (median velocity dispersion: 1250 km/s),
the proposed program will (a) identify the most powerful gravitational telescopes at yet higher redshift for
the next generation of in-depth studies of the distant Universe with HST and JWST, (b) provide constraints on
the mass distribution within these extreme systems, (c) help improve our understanding of the physical nature
of galaxy-galaxy and galaxy-gas interactions in cluster cores, and (d) unveil Balmer Break Galaxies at z~2 and
Lyman-break galaxies at z>6 as F814W dropouts.
Acknowledging the broad community interest in our sample we waive our data rights for these observations.
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Monsters in the making: extreme cluster mergers at z>0.5

Principal Investigator:

Harald

PI Institution:

University of Hawaii

Ebeling

We propose multi-passband observations of fiv
five exceptional galaxy clusters at z>0.5 discovered by the eMACS
project, in order to map their gravitational-lensing strength and determine the merger phase and geometry,
thereby assessing their potential for future, extremely deep lensing and structure evolution studies in the era
of 30m telescopes and JWST.
In recognition of the fact that the vast majority of powerful cluster lenses are active mergers, we selected
our targets to be dynamically highly disturbed systems with X-ray luminosities and velocity dispersions rivaling
those of MACSJ0717.5+3745, the most powerful cluster lens known. Although some HST data exist for our
targets, deeper and wider observations are indispensable for the identific
fication of multi-image systems over the
full extent of the strong-lensing regime of these potential monster lenses.
In conjunction with supporting Chandra observations also requested here, the proposed HST imaging project
will (1) provide robust estimates of our targets' lensing strength, (2) establish the temporal phase of the
collision, and (3) yield tentative constraints on the collisional properties of dark matter from the offsets
between the X-ray and dark-matter peaks. By evaluating the power and potential of these newly discovered,
extreme systems, the proposed project stands to add HFF-caliber cluster targets in a critical, yet hitherto
poorly sampled and explored mass and redshift regime.
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Accretion-Triggered Starbursts in Tadpole Galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Bru c e

PI Institution:

IBM T.J. Watson Research Center

Elmegreen

Gas accretion onto galaxies is believed to drive the average star formation rate. However, there are few
observations of this accretion for late-type galaxies, especially impacting the disk or triggering a starburst in
the disk. Here we propose optical and Halpha imaging of four metal-poor tadpole galaxies that have local
metallicity drops by a factor of ~5 in relatively large off-center starburst clumps. The bursts and the unusual
metallicities suggest recent accretion of large gas masses. Photometry plus SED modeling will determine the
ages, masses, and luminosity distributions of the star clusters and star complexes in the bursts. Halpha will
reveal ionization rates along with feedback and possible accretion structures. The sample represents the
nearest low-mass galaxies that have high-resolution metallicity variations and single dominant starburst
clumps. The results have broad implications for understanding the mass-metallicity relation for galaxies, the
formation and feedback of stars and massive clusters in accretion-induced starbursts, and the origin of metalpoor globular clusters in the early universe. Only HST has the combination of angular resolution and
sensitivity to carry out this program.
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Quantitative Modeling of the Ultraviolet Spectra of Magnetic Massive Stars

Principal Investigator:

Christiana

PI Institution:

University of Delaware

Erba

Stellar winds are one of the most important factors of massive star evolution and a key ingredient in galactic
chemical enrichment. Wind-sensitive UV spectral lines provide practical constraints on important stellar wind
parameters. However, magnetic O- and B-type stars present line profil
files with an atypical and varying shape,
calling into question the accuracy of the classical massive star diagnostic toolbox for these objects. Previous
work has demonstrated that magnetic wind confin
finement can provide a reasonable explanation for the
observed UV line phenomenology, but systematic testing of this hypothesis has been severely limited by
computationally expensive magnetohydrodynamical calculations. Our proposed analysis will solve this problem
by applying a simple analytic prescription to effic
ficiently calculate synthetic UV spectral lines. We are therefore
able to provide better diagnostics to infer stellar wind parameters, as well as a deeper, more complete picture
of the effects of large scale, global magnetic fie
fields on stellar winds and ultimately on stellar evolution.
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Cepheid Masses: STIS and Gaia Discovery Space

Principal Investigator:

N an c y

PI Institution:

Smithsonian Institution Astrophysical Observatory

Evans

An important HST UV legacy is the measurement of the masses of Cepheids. This proposal adds to this
legacy using the combination of inclinations from Gaia, ground-based mass functions and a mass of the
companion from STIS G140L spectra. The low resolution ultraviolet STIS spectra target a wavelength region
which is particularly temperature sensitive for typical Cepheid companions of spectral types B and A. From
the STIS spectra we will accurately infer a temperature and hence a mass for the main sequence companions.
The program target list contains ALL the Cepheids with known orbits but without UV spectra. From this
exploration, some Cepheid masses will be determined with an accuracy of approximately 10 percent. They can
be used to probe the effects of metallicity, core convective overshoot and rotation (internal mixing), some of
the most pressing questions in evolutionary calculations. Furthermore, only these STIS spectra will provide the
flu
flux of the companions which is crucial to plan further high resolution UV observations and ground-based
interferometry.
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Seeing in 3D: Unlocking the dynamical properties of a canonical exoplanet

Principal Investigator:

Thomas

PI Institution:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Evans

Observational and theoretical studies have highlighted the fundamentally 3D nature of hot Jupiter climates.
This is largely a consequence of their tidally-locked orbital config
figurations combined with the high flu
flux they
receive from the nearby host star, which produces a strong day-night asymmetry in the radiative forcing. It is
becoming increasingly clear that isolated transit and eclipse observations for hot Jupiters are entirely blind to
many of the fundamental phenomena at play in their atmospheres. We will remedy this situation, by using
WFC3 to observe a near-IR phase curve of the canonical exoplanet HD209458b. Phase curves offer a unique
opportunity to probe the 3D climate of exoplanets, revealing vital information about the atmospheric dynamics
and how the vertical thermal structure varies with longitude. To date, almost all near-IR phase curve
observations have been made for 'ultrahot' Jupiters, an exotic class of gas giants with T>2300K. However, in
many respects, the ultrahot Jupiters are more akin to stars than planets, with atmospheres dominated by
thermal dissociation of molecules and ionization of elements such as hydrogen and the alkalis. By targeting
HD209458b (T=1400K), we seek to delve fir
firmly into the planetary regime, where atmospheres are dominated
by molecular opacity and the formation of condensate clouds. Our phase curve observation will be a vital
addition to a rich legacy of multi-wavelength data obtained for HD209458b over the past two decades. This
will be crucial to help resolve tensions that currently exist between data and 3D models of HD209458b's
atmosphere, the latter of which are in desperate need of further empirical constraints.
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Atmospheric characterization of two temperate mini-Neptunes formed in the
same protoplanetary nebula

Principal Investigator:

Thomas

PI Institution:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Evans

The TESS mission recently uncovered a remarkable multi-planet system consisting of a super-Earth and two
temperate mini-Neptunes around the bright M3 dwarf star TOI-270. Here we propose to acquire near-infrared
transmission spectra for the two mini-Neptunes (TOI-270 c&d) across the 1.1-1.6 micron wavelength range
using WFC3. Both TOI-270 c&d are exceptionally favorable targets for transmission spectroscopy, despite
having low equilibrium temperatures of 340K and 420K. This provides an unprecedented opportunity to
compare the atmospheres of two planets belonging to this enigmatic class that formed from the same
protoplanetary nebula. Chemical equilibrium models predict methane will be the dominant infrared absorber for
both atmospheres, representing an uncharted chemistry regime for exoplanets. Our observations will have the
sensitivity to measure methane abundances to within 1dex for metallicities up to 1000x solar, placing the fir
first
direct constraints on mini-Neptune chemical composition. Given the temperatures of TOI-270 c&d, condensed
H2O or KCl clouds are not expected at the pressures probed by the transmission spectrum. However,
photochemical haze may be present in one or both atmospheres. If so, our observations will provide a unique
test of how photochemical haze production correlates with incident UV flu
flux and planet temperature, given
that both planets orbit the same star. As part of our program, we will also make use of HST's unparalleled UV
capabilities to measure the stellar Lyman-alpha emission using STIS, providing an essential input to
photochemical models.
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Planetary Pollution from the Habitable Zone of a White Dwarf

Principal Investigator:

Jay

PI Institution:

University College London

Farihi

On 24 Mar 2019, using high-cadence photometry, we discovered the second white dwarf system with
planetary transit events. We have confir
firmed the period of numerous events to all be 25 h, which corresponds
to a semimajor axis well within the habitable zone of the stellar remnant. The transit activity is essentially
continuous at the few to several percent level, from blue to red wavelengths with no color dependence. Here
we propose STIS near-ultraviolet spectroscopy to constrain the bulk chemistry of the planetary material
accreted by the white dwarf. These observations will be sensitive to silicon and carbon, which cannot be
accessed via ground-based observations, and are key components of both rocky and icy planetary materials.
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firmation of a Large, Robust Sample of z=9-10 Galaxies in the CANDELS
Fields
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Steven

PI Institution:
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Finkelstein

The galaxy population at z > 8 probes the earliest phases of galaxy evolution, constraining the physical
processes regulating gas cooling and star formation. Previous studies using an incomplete fil
filter set found few
galaxies at z > 9, implying a sharp drop in the star formation rate (SFR) density. This would be inconsistent
with the observed increase in the stellar-mass to halo-mass (SMHM) ratio from z=4 to z=7. Either this SMHM
evolutionary trend reverses course just before z=8 (disfavored by the data), or the SFR density at z>9 is larger.
We have built a sample of 11 bright (H<26.5) z=9-10 candidate galaxies in the CANDELS fie
fields, 3X larger
than previous samples in these fie
fields, leveraging a HST+Spitzer photometric redshift selection method. This
sample favors continued SMHM evolution, but most candidates have signific
ficant integrated redshift probability
at z < 8 due to incomplete photometric coverage.
We propose followup F105W and F140W imaging that will cover gaps in the wavelength coverage - a robust
measurement in F105W will reject lower-redshift solutions, while a detection in F140W will provide a second
detection band, ensuring no sources are spurious. This imaging can be accomplished in only 14 orbits, an
effic
ficient use leveraging thousands of archival HST orbits and Spitzer/IRAC hours invested in these fie
fields.
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Studying these earliest galaxies is one of the main science themes of the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST). Our proposed followup F105W and F140W imaging will yield a reference sample of robust z=9-10
candidate galaxies ready for spectroscopic observations in JWST Cycle 1 (six candidates are in a fie
field due to
be observed by a selected ERS program).
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Ultra-Rapid UV Spectroscopy of an Interacting Supernova Discovered by TESS

Principal Investigator:

Ryan

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Cruz

Foley

The supernova (SN) community has a spectacular opportunity. Through July 2020, TESS will observe a large
fraction of the sky with a 30-min cadence. In Cycle 27, TESS will detect ~60 (or more) SNe within hours perhaps even minutes - of explosion. Such data have proven to be a unique window to the details of the SN
explosion, progenitor, and circumstellar (CS) environment. We are devoting signific
ficant ground-based resources
to search for and follow these SNe.
We propose to take advantage of these emergent SNe and exquisite TESS light curves to study 1 SN in detail
with HST. For the fir
first few days after a SN explosion, one can potentially see signs of the SN interacting with
its CS environment (e.g., a wind, accretion disk, companion star) that are not present later in its evolution.
For instance, the large UV flu
flux from a SN shock breakout will ionize CS gas. As the gas recombines over the
following days, it produces excess broad-band flu
flux and reveals the CSM (and thus progenitor) composition
through emission lines. While early optical data can be illuminating, its utility is limited. However, UV spectra
can greatly enhance our understanding of SN progenitor systems, including progenitor composition, CS
environment, and the existence of a binary companion. Our program will observe a single TESS SN that shows
signs of early interaction.
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Because of the ephemeral nature of the interaction signatures, this program requires an ultra-rapid ToO. The
combination of TESS photometry, ground-based data, and HST UV spectra will be a completely unique and
defin
fining data set. As the TESS prime mission ends during Cycle 27, this may be our only opportunity for such
a program.
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1000 Days of GW170817: A Deep Multi-Band View of the First Neutron Star
Merger with HST

Principal Investigator:

Wen-fai

PI Institution:

Northwestern University

Fong

The joint detection of gravitational waves and light from the binary neutron star merger GW170817 has
ushered in a new era of discovery. HST has played a pivotal role in characterizing the optical and near-infrared
(NIR) evolution of GW170817, with reported detections of the kilonova and afterglow spanning ~10-350 days
post-merger. In particular, at >100 days, the afterglow brightness is extremely faint at >26 mag; thus all
detections or constraining upper limits at late times were enabled by HST. One major complication in
measuring accurate photometry of the faint optical and NIR afterglow is contaminating light from the host
galaxy, which has complex morphological structure. The only way to properly address this issue is by revisiting the fie
field after the afterglow has faded to obtain deep multi-band template images, against which we
can subtract earlier epochs. Motivated by a case study in one of the optical fil
filters, here we propose 13 orbits
of HST/WFC3 imaging to obtain late-time template images in four fil
filters, comprising all fil
filters which have HST
imaging beyond ~100 days and for which no adequate template images exist. These images will enable reliable
and uniform photometry of the optical/NIR afterglow to GW170817 for the fir
first time. In conjunction with
ongoing radio and X-ray campaigns by the community, this will allow accurate inferred properties of relativistic
outflo
flows from the merger, and the deepest limits on a star cluster at the merger position, strongly
constraining the binary progenitor's formation. Given the high-impact nature of GW170817, we waive all
proprietary rights associated with data from this proposal.
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Paths to quiescence: gaseous feeding, morphology and star-formation
histories of galaxies from the HST+MUSE Ultra Deep Field

Principal Investigator:

Matteo

PI Institution:

Durham Univ.

Fossati

We propose an 8 orbit WFC3/UVIS F336W imaging program in the MUSE Ultra Deep Field to obtain a deep
view of galaxy star formation histories and morphologies at the peak and decline of cosmic star formation
(z<2.5). Our program is made unique by two main factors. First, this proposal is built upon the synergy of
two public observational programs in this fie
field, a MUSE survey and the deepest HST grism survey with the
WFC3/G141 grism. Second, the choice of the fie
field, which hosts several rich galaxy groups at z=0.7-1.1 and
two quasars separated by less than 500 kpc at z=3.2. The quasars act as light beacons to probe the gas in
and around the group galaxies, making this fie
field ideal for studies of the interaction of galaxies with their local
environment. Taking advantage of the unrivaled HST capabilities in the UV, we aim to observe galaxies
transitioning from the star forming main sequence to a passive population. Our goals are twofold. i) We will
accurately quantify the recent star formation histories of the galaxies and their dust content, which, when
complemented by the gas budget, will unveil the physical processes responsible for the onset of a population
of passive objects down to 10^9 Msun in stellar mass. ii) We will study the morphology of the young stellar
populations probed by the rest-frame far-UV images, which compared to the morphologies of the bulk of the
stellar emission and of the nebular emission maps (from the WFC3/IR program), will yield a resolved view of
the quenching events. This proposal enables new science goals in this unique fie
field, greatly increasing its legacy
value for the astrophysical community.
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The Nature and Origin of Compact High-Velocity Clouds

Principal Investigator:

Andrew

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute - ESA

Fox

Galaxy evolution is driven by the exchange of gas between disks and the surrounding circumgalactic medium.
The physics governing this exchange depends on small-scale structure in the gas. This structure can be
studied in detail in the Milky Way halo, which hosts a population of ~200 poorly understood compact highvelocity clouds (CHVCs) each spanning less than two degrees on the sky. Almost everything we know about
CHVCs comes from 21 cm radio observations. To broaden our understanding and fully characterize their
properties, we propose a UV absorption-line survey. We have selected a sample of 5 CHVCs from the Galactic
All Sky Survey (GASS) and identifie
fied a UV-bright AGN that lies directly behind each cloud. Using HST/COS
observations we will study the CHVCs in absorption in a wide range of UV metal lines, allowing us to probe
their metallicity, ionization level, dust content, and kinematics. Together, these measurements will provide key
new constraints on the origin of CHVCs, allowing us to discriminate between extragalactic origins (low
metallicities and simple kinematics), Galactic origins (high metallicities and complex kinematics) and Magellanic
origins (intermediate metallicity). Finally, this proposal will establish empirical constraints on MW halo gas at
cloud scales that are just being reached by state-of-the-art hydrodynamical simulations of the circumgalactic
medium.
We also request Green Bank Telescope 21 cm pointings in each AGN direction under the joint HST/NRAO
category to obtain the reference H I column densities at high spatial resolution and sensitivity.
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UV Spectroscopic Signatures from Type Ibn Supernovae Strongly Interacting
with a Circumstellar Medium

Principal Investigator:

Ori

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Fox

Type Ibn supernovae (SNe Ibn) are a rare (<1%) core-collapse SN subclass that exhibits hydrogen-poor (e.g.,
stripped-envelope Type Ib) spectra dominated by narrow helium features that arise from a slow-moving, preexisting, dense circumstellar medium (CSM). Compared to other SN subclasses, the light curves tend to be
brighter and rise/decline faster. These unique properties leave a number of outstanding unknowns, such as
progenitor system and powering mechanism. Increasing the intrigue, SNe Ibn are now linked to an even lesser
well-known set of explosions known as Fast Blue Optical Transients (FBOTs), which have been suggested to
harbor tidal disruption events and/or magnetars. The UV offers an opportunity to determine the true nature
of the SN Ibn subclass given its sensitivity to spectral line diagnostics that can constrain the progenitor massloss history and CNO processing. Yet given the low rates and fast decline of SNe Ibn (and FBOTs), UV
spectroscopy is limited to just two SNe Ibn (and zero FBOTs), and these spectra are of limited use because
they (a) do not extend into the far-UV and (b) are either low-resolution or low signal-to-noise ratio. Here we
propose a disruptive ToO with HST/STIS to obtain 2 epochs of UV spectra of a SN Ibn within 250 Mpc. This
program will not only distinguish between the Type Ibn progenitors and powering mechanisms, but will also
provide clues about the nature of FBOTs. Coinciding with Cycle 27's UV Initiative, this program opens up new
phase space in our study of the progenitor and explosion characteristics of the SN Ibn subclass.
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Self-Consistent Metallicities in the Galactic Halo

Principal Investigator:

David

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

French

We propose a new technique for determining gas-phase metallicity measurements in the Galactic halo that is
independent of beam-smearing effects. Beam smearing effects result from combining radio 21 cm HI emission
measurements with UV metal-absorption measurements. This can lead to systematic errors in metallicity
estimates that prevent accurate comparisons to theoretical predictions and extragalactic measurements. Our
new technique instead uses Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) data covering the full Lyman
absorption series to measure HI without relying on 21 cm observations. Our pilot study fin
finds systematically
lower HI columns from UV measurements than from 21 cm measurement. When combining with HST
measurements of metals, the preliminary results indicate that the metallicity of Galactic halo clouds could be
underestimated by at least a factor of 2. Here we propose to confir
firm these potentially important results via
an analysis of 41 archival HST COS or STIS sightlines with complementary FUSE and 21 cm radio data. We
propose measurements of OI 1302 and SII 1259, 1253, 1250 absorption from which we will measure the
oxygen and sulfur abundances in IVCs and HVCs with both UV and radio HI measurements. With this sample
we will quantify the reliability of radio-based metallicities. If confir
firmed, the offset between radio-derived and
UV-derived metallicities would have signific
ficant implications on the origin of HVCs and IVCs and on how these
local structures relate to extragalactic circumgalactic absorbers.
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Exploring the relation between aerosol formation and temperature with the
TESS hot-Neptune HD 219666b

Principal Investigator:

Guangwei

PI Institution:

University of Maryland

Fu

The atmospheres of Neptune-size (2-6 Earth radii) planets are poorly understood mainly due to the
degeneracy between composition and high-altitude aerosols. Past studies have tried to resolve this degeneracy
and understand the aerosol formation processes using statistical methods. A recently found potential
correlation between equilibrium temperature and water absorption amplitude indicates a possible decrease
aerosol formation as planets become hotter. However, due to the very limited sample size (~6) with only 2
warm (>850K) planets so far showing any water spectral features, this possible correlation is extremely
statistically fragile.
We propose to observe HD 219666b, a hot-Neptune recently discovered by TESS. Its high equilibrium
temperature (~1073K) and ideal radius (4.71 Earth radii) make it a prime target to test our current
understanding of the relationship between temperature and aerosol formation. While a prominent water
spectra features will confir
firm that hotter planets have clear atmospheres and improve the target selections for
future JWST observations, a featureless fla
flat spectrum can also provide new observational insights into
aerosols formations.
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We plan to observe HD 219666b using HST/WFC3 for a total of 6 visits with 3 in G102 and 3 in G141 grism
to obtain a high S/N transmission spectrum. With additional wavelength coverage from G102, we will be able
to precisely constrain the metallicity and the cloudtop pressure without degeneracy. In addition, G102 allows
for detecting possible helium escape from the upper atmosphere by searching for excess emission from the
10830 angstrom helium triplet lines.
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Resolving the Asteroid-belt of the Fomalhaut planetary system

Principal Investigator:

An dr a s

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

G a s pa r

As we celebrate the discovery of thousands of exoplanets, we need to refle
flect on virtually all of them lying in
planetary systems vastly different than our own. The initial architectures of planetary systems must refle
flect
laws of physics and chemistry, such as the influ
fluence of H2O and CO ice lines. How do similar beginnings
evolve into dissimilar ends? Answers demand a detailed understanding of all the constituents of planetary
systems, of which debris disks are the most readily studied. The most favorable opportunity lies with
Fomalhaut. Not only is it the second-closest bright debris disk system (tied with Vega), but the level of
observable details is aided by the high luminosity of the star, resulting in disk features lying 4 times further
out than they would around a solar-type star at the equivalent stellar insolation. HST imaging, space IR
missions, and groundbased radio observations have resolved the outer Kuiper-belt-analog of the system
exquisitely well. However, evolution in these outer orbits proceeds slowly. We must bore in on the regions
inside the snow line to further study planetary system evolution.
Due to the technical challenges, there are no resolved images of these inner regions around any stars (other
than the Sun). We propose to spatially resolve this domain of the Fomalhaut system, one of only three where
this is possible with current technology. We will: (1) test whether there is an Asteroid-analog belt near
Fomalhaut's H2O iceline; (2) search for the influ
fluence of unseen planets; and (3) constrain grain properties,
providing new inputs to debris disk theory.
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Imaging planetary perturbations in the epsilon Eridani debris disk

Principal Investigator:

An dr a s

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

G a s pa r

With a Jupiter-like exoplanet in an orbit similar to that of Jupiter itself (Mawet et al. 2019) and an asteroidanalog belt just interior to it (Su et al. 2017), eps Eridani (0.8 Msun, 400-800 Myr old) has a fascinating
resemblance to our expectations for a much younger Solar System. It also has an unusual intermediate debris
belt, with characteristics deduced from modeling the spectral energy distribution of the entire star-plus-debrisdisk system in the mid-infrared. This belt appears to extend over the region from ~ 8 to ~ 20 AU,
corresponding to the orbits of Uranus and Neptune in the solar system, but it is currently unresolved. There is
also an outer belt at ~ 60 AU seen in the far infrared and mm-wave. At a distance of only 3.2 pc, this
system offers a unique opportunity to study an exoplanetary system at high physical resolution. We propose
to image the intermediate and outer belts at high signal to noise and resolution of ~ 0.2 AU. The HST/STIS
images will probe the gravitational influ
fluence of unseen planets on the intermediate and outer belts, and
constrain the grain properties at these locations. The intermediate belt in particular is likely to be highly
structured due to sculpting by unseen planets in orbits between that of the Jupiter-like one and the outer
Kuiper-like belt. This study will test indirectly for the presence of planets far below our current limits for direct
detection and substantially advance our understanding of debris disks in general, as well as revealing
processes that may have shaped the early Solar System.
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Composition Dependent Molecular Opacity Database for High-Metallicity
Exoplanet Atmospheres
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Ehsan
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Gharib Nezhad

Planet formation models suggest broad compositional diversity in the super-Earth to sub-Neptune regime, with
a high likelihood for large atmospheric metal content (100-1000xSolar). With this comes the prevalence of
numerous plausible bulk atmospheric constituents including H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, and N2. Given this
compositional diversity there is a critical need to investigate the influ
fluence of the background gas on the
broadening of the molecular opacities and the subsequent influ
fluence on observed spectra. This foreign
broadening can become signific
ficant and the near universal use of H2/He or "air" broadening is no longer
appropriate.
To explore this effect, we propose to 1) generate an opacity database for key atmospheric absorbers (i.e.,
H2O, CH4, CO2, and CO) broadened by "Self" or foreign broadeners (e.g., H2O by H2O or H2O by CO2), 2)
determine the impact of mixtures of broadeners (e.g., H2O and CH4 broadening of CO2) on the opacity data
(absorption cross sections) and 3) incorporate these composition-dependent opacities into exoplanet
atmosphere modeling tools to re-interpret and evaluate archival HST data and make predictions for future HST
observations of these worlds.
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Lyman Continuum Escape in High Defin
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We propose a detailed imaging program targeting Lyman continuum (LyC) escape from the brightest strongly
lensed arc in the entire sky: the z=2.39 "Sunburst Arc". Archived 3-orbit F275W imaging of this source
shows that it is copiously emitting LyC photons, with a line-of-sight escape fraction, measured from a dozen
images of a single emitting clump, of 73%. We propose to study the mechanism of LyC escape in this key
object with a much deeper (26 new orbits) LyC image, and 16 orbits of primarily narrowband imaging that will
yield full HST resolution maps of Ly-alpha, [OII], [OIII] and H-beta. These images will complement an extensive
existing library of spectra sampling the arc, with resolution up to R=30000, in the restframe UV and optical.
With these data, we will measure the morphology of LyC escape in this source: do all of the ionizing photons
come anisotropically from a single unresolved clear channel from that clump, or are they leaking more broadly
(and isotropically) from it? Do other clumpy structures in the source also contribute LyC photons, at a lesser
level undetected in the current shallow data? The complementary emission line maps will connect the
detected LyC escape to other spectral properties that have been fla
flagged as key observables for JWST: the
[OIII]/[OII] ratio and the escape fraction and morphology of LyA. The combination of strong lensing and HST
will offer exquisite spatial resolution, easily as sharp as 50 parsecs in the source, for these tests. The
Sunburst Arc is an extraordinary object, and the data we propose will enshrine it as a fundamental reference
for modeling and understanding LyC escape for years to come.
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UV to NIR Study of the the First Robust Pulsational or Pair Instability
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PI Institution:

Harvard University

Gomez

SN2016iet is an unprecedented supernova in terms of its temporal evolution, spectra, and environment. The
light curve exhibits two distinct peaks separated by 100 days, and slowly decline by only 5 mag in 2.5 years.
The spectra are dominated by a blue continuum and low velocity calcium and oxygen lines with an unusually
high Ca/O ratio, but lack hydrogen or helium. The SN is located at an unusually large offset (16 kpc, 5
effective radii) from a low metallicity dwarf galaxy (0.1 Zsun, 3e8 Msun). Modeling of the SN data indicates
that it is powered by interaction of 20-85 Msun of ejecta with 35 Msun of H/He-free circumstellar material
(CSM), ejected in the fin
final decade before explosion. Thus, the progenitor's CO core shortly before explosion
was 55-120 Msun, placing it in the regime of pulsational pair instability or pair instability explosions, further
supported by the low metallicity. This is the fir
first robust case for such an origin based directly on a large
progenitor mass and low metallicity. We request observations of this unprecedented SN to achieve several
goals that can only be done with HST: (i) track the SN emission at >1000 days post explosion, as it fades
below ground-based capabilities, to track the large-scale CSM; (ii) use NIR data to search for the fir
first time for
evidence of dust formation in H/He-poor CSM interaction; (iii) measure the UV brightness of the host galaxy
to precisely determine its star formation activity and escape fraction of ionizing radiation; and (iv) search for
a potential underlying galaxy at the SN position, which from existing limits will be <1e-3 L*. This will be
accomplished with 4 orbits in Cycle 27 and 3 orbits in Cycle 28.
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2MASS J13260399+7023462: One of the Most Luminous Quasars in the
Universe?
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Anthony

PI Institution:

University of Florida

Gonzalez

We request a single orbit of WFC3 imaging to discern whether the recently discovered quasar 2MASS
J13260399+7023462 (z=2.88) is one of the most ultraluminous quasars in the Universe, or is instead a
strongly-lensed system that is unresolved in ground-based and Gaia imaging. If unlensed, the inferred absolute
magnitude at 1450 Angstroms is M=-30.6, which would make this the third most luminous quasar known to
date. If the quasar remains unresolved at HST/WFC3 resolution, this will exclude lensing for plausible
foreground lens masses. If it is resolved, then these observations will enable us to model the lens system and
constrain the magnific
fication. This quasar is physically interesting in either scenario -- for probing the bright
tail of the QSO luminosity function if unlensed, or else for enabling future lensing-based programs, such as
probing the foreground IGM on small scales.
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Is the Type Ic supernova progenitor WS35 a white dwarf merger product?

Principal Investigator:

Goetz

PI Institution:

Universitat Bonn, Argelander Institute for Astronomy

Graefener

We propose to obtain UV spectroscopy of the newly discovered emission-line star WS35 with HST/STIS, which
was found in the center of a hydrogen-free infrared nebula. Its pure C-O-Ne surface composition, high surface
temperature of 200,000 K, and luminosity of 40,000 Lsun imply it is an immediate progenitor of a Type Ic
supernova. Optical spectra show an unprecedented, supernova-like velocity of its wind, 16,000 km/s, whose
kinetic energy exceeds the photon energy implied by WS35's luminosity. This argues for the wind acceleration
being aided by a strong magnetic fie
field and rapid rotation. It has thus been suggested that WS35 is the result
of a recent white dwarf merger exceeding the Chandrasekhar mass, caught during its brief evolution from
merging to collapse. We aim to test this scenario using FUV/NUV spectra of WS35, which allow to assess the
velocity profil
file of its wind, and thereby provide a clear diagnostic of the wind acceleration mechanism. The
proposed STIS UV spectroscopy will further provide unprecedented information on the surface chemical
composition that is not accessible from optical spectra, in particular on the so far unconstrained neon
abundance. Our results will shed new light on the formation of Type Ic supernovae, constrain the origin of
Type Ia supernovae in the double-degenerate scenario, and trial the idea of generating strong magnetic fie
fields
in stellar mergers.
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Recalibrating SMBH Scaling Relations with Ultraviolet SEDs of ReverberationMapped AGN

Principal Investigator:

Catherine

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Grier

We propose ultraviolet (UV) imaging to construct spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for a sample of active
galactic nuclei (AGN) at redshifts from ~0.3 to ~1.0 that have reverberation mapping (RM) measurements of
the broad line region. We will use UV--optical SEDs to examine the origin of deviations of sources from the
local radius-luminosity (R-L) relation that is used to estimate black hole masses in AGN at high redshift.
Because the R-L relation depends on the amount of ionizing radiation reaching the line-emitting gas, we
expect that the R-L relation will depend on the SED of the sources. Our proposed observations will quantify
any dependence of the R-L relation on the SED of the AGN and will allow us to apply the R-L relationship to
estimate black hole masses in sources spanning a wide range of redshifts and accretion properties. All black
hole mass estimates in AGN across the observable universe rely on the calibration and application of the R-L
relation; it is thus imperative that we understand its limitations and possible dependencies on various AGN
properties. This work will be fundamental for studies of the formation and evolution of galaxies and their
supermassive black holes.
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The Transport and Growth of Cold Gas from Galactic Winds into the
Circumgalactic Medium

Principal Investigator:

Ma x

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Barbara

Gronke

HST COS observations have unexpectedly discovered ubiquitous cold (T~10^4 K) gas around star forming
galaxies. Its presence challenges current models of galaxy formation and evolution, which predict a galaxy halo
to be fil
filled with hot gas. The origins of this cold gas found in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) are debated.
A different - but possibly related - problem concerns the cold gas found in hot galactic winds which is
unexpected since hydrodynamical instabilities should destroy the cold gas on short timescales.
We will address these two fundamental issues by building upon recent theoretical developments which show
that (i) cold gas can be accelerated through ram pressure as mixed gas can reform in the tail of a cloud, and
(ii) cold gas mass growth can proceed even once the cloud is comoving with the wind. This implies that
potentially a large cold gas mass found in the CGM can be transported out by galactic winds. We will test the
feasibility of this idea by combining the (hot) wind profil
file of the FIRE simulation with ultra-high resolution
`wind tunnel' simulations which allow us predict the fin
final cold gas mass transported out into the CGM. We will
generate SiII, OVI and other metal line profil
file which can be directly compared to HST observations. Key
predictions are the mass loading rates for different gas phases, as well as line-widths and centroids for various
transition lines.
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A pure-parallel search for faint stuff in star forming regions

Principal Investigator:

H an s

PI Institution:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Guenther

Star forming regions contain many resolved structures, ranging from disks around individual stars to narrow
and wide binaries to large-scale outflo
flows, bubbles and shock fronts traversing the entire cloud. In many cases,
optical high-resolution imaging is the best tool to fin
find and study these objects. We propose a pure-parallel
survey, where no primary orbits are allocated and instead or observations are performed on whatever happens
to be in the fie
field-of-view of the WFC3 or ACS when other programs use STIS or COS on targets in star
forming regions. In this way, we can survey a large area to discover (i) previously unresolved companions, (ii)
jets and outflo
flows from young stars and (iii) irradiated and evaporating disks. Typically, such imaging studies
are done in the most "interesting" regions close to the most massive and brightest stars. Our survey can
complement that by imaging more "typical" parts of the cloud. We will use a combination of broad-band fil
filters
to detect nebulosity and identify and separate point sources as well as narrow-band fil
filters in emission lines
typically seen from irradiated disks, jets, and outflo
flows.
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UV Light Reveals the Life of Giant Star-forming Clumps

Principal Investigator:

Yicheng

PI Institution:

University of Missouri - Columbia

Gu o

Understanding the formation of the Hubble Sequence requires detailed studies of galaxy structures over
cosmic time. A prominent structural feature of distant star-forming galaxies is giant star-forming clumps. The
origin and evolution of these clumps and their role in galaxy formation are still under debate. An important
open question is whether clumps are long lived and migrating towards the galactic center to form bulges or if
they are quickly disrupted by feedback. The keys to solve this puzzle are (1) accurate measurements of
clump properties and (2) direct comparisons with models and simulations, neither of which has been
suffic
ficiently accomplished. We propose to study clumps at 0.5<z<1.5 by combining the archival data of the
deepest HST UV Treasury Programs: UV images from UVUDF and HDUV as well as optical and IR images from
CANDELS. With a sample of ~1,500 galaxies and ~3,000 clumps -- the largest such sample with deep HST UV
coverage at this redshift range, we will (1) measure stellar mass, star formation rate, dust extinction, and
stellar age of individual clumps and (2) carry out direct comparisons between observed and simulated clumps.
Our result will shed light on whether clumps are building blocks of galactic bulges as well as provide stringent
constrains on feedback models on sub-galactic scales. Products of our program will also enable other studies
of galactic structure formation.
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Program Title:

Testing r-process nucleosynthesis models with two r-process enhanced stars

Principal Investigator:

Terese

PI Institution:

Carnegie Institution of Washington

Hansen

Recent years have seen extensive progress in our understanding of the rapid neutron capture ("r-") process,
responsible for the production of the heaviest elements in the Universe, especially with the discovery that
neutron star mergers can produce these elements in kilonovae. However, several key questions about the
detailed composition of r-process nucleosynthesis remain unanswered. Two critical unknowns are whether the
ratio of high-opacity lanthanides to other r-process elements varies or is universal; and why some stars have
boosted abundances of the high-opacity and radioactive actinides ("actinide boost stars"). Both of these
variations can drastically affect neutron star merger kilonova light curves, but cannot currently be directly
measured in those kilonovae. Metal-poor star abundance patterns can be used to understand such variations.
This proposal aims to observe two r-process enhanced stars from which abundances of 2nd and 3rd peak
elements can be measured. Combining abundances derived with near-UV spectroscopy with those from optical
spectroscopy will provide a full r-process abundance pattern for the two stars which can be used to test
components of current r-process models like fis
fission fragment distributions and fis
fission cycling.
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Program Title:

Mg II Emission: A new Tracer for Lyman Alpha and Lyman Continuum

Principal Investigator:

Alaina

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Henry

In studies of the intergalactic medium (IGM) reionization, the Lyman Alpha (LyA) emission from galaxies is a
heavily used diagnostic. This spectral feature is frequently used to infer the IGM neutral hydrogen fraction, and
is also thought to predict the emission of hydrogen-ionizing Lyman Continuum (LyC) photons. Nevertheless,
LyA is diffic
ficult to observe in a neutral IGM, and its evolution in the reionization epoch may be partly due to
galaxy evolution. Therefore, we propose a new way forward: emission from the Mg II 2796, 2803 doublet.
Recently, Henry et al. (2018) showed that Mg II appears in emission, rather than absorption, in nearby analogs
to reionization-epoch galaxies. Since the strength of Mg II correlates tightly with that of LyA in these galaxies,
it is plausible that observations of Mg II from z>6 galaxies could provide valuable constraints on reionization.
Still, only seven reionization-epoch analogs have observations in LyA, LyC, and Mg II, and this existing sample
misses most of the strongest Mg II emitters.
Therefore, we propose new COS observations for eight starforming galaxies with the highest Mg II equivalent widths. These objects may reveal some of the highest LyC
escape fractions seen nearby. These observations will quantify how LyC in this sample relates to the intensity
of Mg II and LyA emission, as well as the velocity structure of the emission line profil
files. Finally, we will carry
out new multi-ion radiation transport modeling, in order to obtain stringent constraints on the scattering gas
that regulates the escape of LyC, LyA, and Mg II.
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15799

Program Title:

Pushing the limits of COS: Working towards an optimized background
correction

Principal Investigator:

Svea

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Hernandez

Observations utilizing the ultraviolet capabilities of COS onboard Hubble are of unique value to the astronomy
community. Spectroscopy down to 900 Angstrom with COS has enabled new science areas. However, contrary
to the situation at longer wavelengths, these observations are limited by the detector background noise.
Currently the standard COS pipeline is not optimized for the background subtraction and the full scientific
fic
value of many datasets is not exploited. We propose to develop a dedicated pipeline to perform an optimal
background correction based on statistical methods relying on the characterization of the dark rate of the
COS FUV detector. We will develop, test and deliver software suitable for all COS Far UV (FUV) observations
irrespective of their mode, with particular emphasis on data limited by Poisson noise.
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Program Title:

The Angular Momentum of the Warm-Hot Circumgalactic Medium

Principal Investigator:

Stephanie

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Barbara

Ho

How much of the circumgalactic medium around nearby galaxies is rotating? Quasar sightline observations
reveal that the Doppler shift of low-ionization-state gas shares the sign expected from gas rotation in the disk
plane. The projected velocities are lower than predicted for gas on circular orbits in a thin disk, suggesting
that this cool gas will spiral towards the galactic disk. This result raises important questions about the
kinematics of the warm-hot circumgalactic medium which must be rapidly cooling given its temperature near
the peak of the radiative cooling curve. If this warm-hot phase is also corotating with the galactic disks, then
it would seem likely that both phases of corotating gas are dynamically related. A number of HST/COS
programs have established the prevalence of substantial column densities of O+5 ions in the halos of starforming galaxies. These OVI absorbers are widely believed to trace the warm-hot phase, although alternative
scenarios where the gas is photoionized instead of collisionally ionized imply different conditions. Several
known examples of corotating OVI absorbers exist; yet a recent analysis of a small sample of galaxy -- quasar
pairs did not detect net corotation. We propose new Cosmic Origins Spectrograph observations of eight
quasars paired with galaxies for which we have measured rotation curves. We will combine these results with
ground-based rotation curves for 15 galaxies having OVI detections in their existing COS spectra. If most of
the OVI systems turn out to be corotating, then 23 pairs will be suffic
ficient to obtain a statistically signific
ficant
result.
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Program Title:

Investigating the origins of large-scale spiral arms around a T Tauri star

Principal Investigator:

Jan e

PI Institution:

Harvard University

H u an g

Despite the steadily increasing number of detections of spiral arms in protoplanetary disks over the past two
decades, their origins remain enigmatic. The leading hypotheses are that the arms are due to perturbations
from massive protoplanets or from gravitational instabilities, but neither mechanism has been confir
firmed for
any protoplanetary disk. Recent ALMA observations of the T Tauri star RU Lup reveal multiple spiral arms in
12CO emission stretching out to nearly 1000 au from the star. The clumpy arms and large-scale non-Keplerian
kinematics are suggestive of origins in gravitational instabilities. To investigate this possibility further, we
propose for STIS coronagraphic observations to trace the large-scale distribution of material around RU Lup in
scattered light. In particular, we are searching for 1) evidence of infalling remnant envelope material that may
be responsible for the non-Keplerian kinematics and 2) dust counterparts of the molecular spiral arms, which
can place constraints on the orientation of the arms relative to the disk based on how they are illuminated by
starlight. A combined analysis of the deep ALMA CO maps and HST scattered light maps of RU Lup would
provide the best opportunity yet to study how material may be transported from the large-scale circumstellar
environment to small disk scales and induce disk instabilities.
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Program Title:

Confir
firming Strong Galaxy Gravitational Lenses in the DESI Legacy Imaging
Surveys

Principal Investigator:

Xiaosheng

PI Institution:

University of San Francisco

H u an g

We propose WFC3 IR imaging of a sample of 112 new strong galaxy-galaxy lensing candidates discovered
within the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) Legacy Imaging Surveys, Data Release 7, using a deep
neural network. These candidates are highly likely strong lensing systems (with > 90% confid
fidence). Many of
these systems have multiple lensed images. We further estimate that the lenses in a large number of them
are elliptical galaxies at redshifts of z ~ 0.8 or higher. If confir
firmed, this will likely signific
ficantly increase the
number of high redshift galaxy lenses, with the implication that the number of multiply lensed sources
(including supernovae) at higher redshifts will also increase. This set can be added to the known lens sample
to tackle the cosmologically signific
ficant problems of studying substructures in dark matter and measuring the
Hubble Constant, H0, through a targeted search for multiply lensed supernovae in the future.
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Program Title:

A subgrid model for simulating the unresolved microphysics in the
circumgalactic medium

Principal Investigator:

Cameron

PI Institution:

California Institute of Technology

Hummels

The majority of galactic baryons reside outside of the galactic disk in the diffuse gas known as the
circumgalactic medium (CGM). While state-of-the art simulations excel at reproducing properties of the
galactic disk, they struggle to reproduce the observational characteristics of the CGM, most notably the
observed column densities and kinematics of cool (T ~ 10^4 K) gas. The survival of cool gas in the CGM is
governed by physical processes that are unresolved in existing simulations. Recent work has demonstrated
how increasing halo resolution leads to qualitatively different abundances and behavior of the CGM, but this
behavior is not predicted to converge until sub-parsec scales are reached. Even with adaptive mesh
refin
finement, fully resolving the CGM at these scales requires computational resources not expected to exist for
several decades. We propose developing the fir
first subgrid model to track the unresolved cool phase of the
CGM in cosmological hydrodynamics simulations of galaxy evolution. The unique strength of this model is that
it requires no tuning, as it derives from robust representations of the underlying small-scale physics. Our
model and its implementation in two popular astrophysical hydrodynamics codes, Enzo and Gizmo, will be
released publicly to help jump start use of this transformational method by the community. Lastly, the model
will be employed on large-scale cosmological zoom simulations to address key science drivers of how the cool
gas of the CGM behaves, where metals go, and how galaxies quench.
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Program Title:

Late-time UV spectroscopy of Tidal Disruption Events with HST

Principal Investigator:

Tzu-Yu

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Cruz

Hung

Once every 10^5 years, an accretion-powered fla
flare may temporarily illuminate a supermassive black hole
(SMBH) following a tidal disruption event (TDE), in which a star is shredded by tidal stresses close to the
SMBH. TDEs provide a new window to study these otherwise dormant SMBHs and probe different accretion
modes (super-Eddington to sub-Eddington) on a monthly timescale. Recent studies provide evidence for
signific
ficant state changes in the late-time TDE emission properties (X-ray re-brightening, light curve fla
flattening)
that may be attributed to delayed disk formation or transitions in the accretion processes. These fin
findings
highlight our lack of understanding of how and when circularization occurs in TDEs. In light of this, we propose
late-time follow-up UV spectroscopic observations of two TDEs that have been observed by HST in their early
phases, in order to study the evolution of debris streams on the timescale of a year.
Since the UV band captures the strongest atomic transitions (N, C, Si) expected from TDEs, UV spectroscopy
will allow us to measure these lines and infer the kinematics, density, and abundance in this late-time TDE
environment. Past HST STIS observations of these two targets have identifie
fied cold, fast outflo
flows (0.05c)
initiated by super-Eddington accretion. One of our targets, AT2018zr, has undergone a remarkable UV spectral
hardening that may be related to an increased contribution from the disk. With the proposed HST
observations, we wish to ascertain whether such disk exists by searching for high-ionization emission lines
similar to those seen in QSOs.
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Program Title:

Discovery of Sub-kpc Dual Active Galactic Nuclei from Gaia

Principal Investigator:

Hsiang-Chih

PI Institution:

The Johns Hopkins University

H wan g

The search for sub-kpc dual supermassive black holes and for gravitationally bound black holes is of immense
interest in many areas of astrophysics, from galaxy formation to studies of active galactic nuclei (AGN) to
searches for low-frequency gravitational waves. It is expected that following the merger of two galaxies, their
two central supermassive black holes evolve into a bound binary via dynamical friction and interactions with
gas and stars. This binary may eventually merge through gravitational radiation to become a single black hole.
While some kpc-scale dual AGN have been found, currently there is no systematic way to uncover dual AGN at
sub-kpc scales. We are developing a new method to use Gaia to discover sub-kpc dual AGN over the entire
sky. Specific
fically, if two AGN are variable, even though they are not individually resolved, Gaia is able to detect
the shift of their joint light centroid, which manifests as high astrometric noise. With Gaia's high-precision
astrometry, this method can uncover dual AGN down to 10-100 pc separations at redshifts of 1. In this HST
SNAP program, we propose ACS imaging of a subsample of 150 AGN with the highest astrometric noise in
Gaia. Using the advantage of the high spatial resolution of the HST, we will discover dual AGN and lensed AGN
at separations currently inaccessible to any other method. Furthermore, these observations will enable us to
fully understand the physical origin of the high astrometric noise of our target AGN, which will allow us to
validate and further improve our selection method and to use Gaia as an all-sky survey with an effective
resolution of less than 1 kpc for variable AGN.
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Program Title:

Deciphering Cosmic Reionization with Mg II Emission: Uncovering the most
Promising Tracer of LyC Escape for JWST

Principal Investigator:

Yuri

PI Institution:

Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, BITP

Izotov

The Universe was reionized at z~6, but it is unknown what sources instigated cosmic reionization. Theory
argues that either accretion onto black holes or massive stars reionized the Universe. JWST and ELTs will soon
usher in the needed observations to determine the sources of reionization, but the neutral high-z IGM
precludes a direct detection of ionizing photons (LyC). Further, the community does not yet have a fla
flawless
method to indirectly infer the fraction of LyC that escapes star-forming galaxies. Without such a calibrated
method, JWST will struggle to determine the source of reionization. Here we propose new HST/COS
observations to directly measure the LyC emission from 8 galaxies drawn from the SDSS that have a diverse
sample of Mg II emission properties. Mg II emission possesses many strengths that other indirect indicators do
not; chiefly
fly the Mg II escape fraction tentatively correlates with the LyC escape fraction. However, this
tentative correlation is only with 6 local confir
firmed leakers. If confir
firmed by our proposed observations, JWST
and ELTs will use this relation to infer the LyC escape fraction within the Epoch of Reionization. To aid in the
interpretation of LyC transmission, we also propose Lyman-alpha observations to perform simultaneous
radiative transfer simulations of Mg II and Lyman-alpha to provide vital physical context for why Mg II traces
LyC escape. In total, we request 32 orbits to fully-develop the most promising proposed method for
determining the LyC escape fraction during the Epoch of Reionization. These observations may be the key for
JWST to accomplish one of its primary science goal: determining the source of cosmic reionization.
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Program Title:

Fragmentation of C/Hyakutake

Principal Investigator:

David

PI Institution:

University of California - Los Angeles

Jewitt

Disintegration may be the leading cause of the demise of cometary nuclei, yet is rarely observed and not well
understood.
We propose to use an amazing but largely unpublished HST archival dataset on comet
C/Hyakutake to characterize the fragmentation of this body. The observations are especially valuable because
of the fortuitously small geocentric distance (0.1 AU minimum), giving extreme resolution and sensitivity to
small fragments and debris. We will measure the number, sizes, velocities, dust properties, production rates
and ejected mass, and we will search post-perihelion images for evidence of further disintegration. A
nucleus/coma convolution model will be used to extract the best estimates of the coma-free sub-nucleus
dimensions.
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Program Title:

Active Asteroids Target of Opportunity

Principal Investigator:

David

PI Institution:

University of California - Los Angeles

Jewitt

Active asteroids are a recently discovered solar system population in which diverse mechanisms generate
unexpected asteroid mass loss. They are interesting scientific
fically because the mechanisms (rotational
disruption, impact, volatile sublimation and others not yet identifie
fied) have not previously been observed in the
asteroid belt. Our past work with HST has shown that high resolution is crucially important for understanding
the properties of the active asteroids. Here, we seek 2 orbits of Target of Opportunity time so that we can
quickly respond to a new active asteroid discovery, obtain an initial assessment of its properties and rates of
change, and then make an evidence-based decision about the need for requesting more time in order to
understand the object.
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Program Title:

Distant Comet C/2017 K2

Principal Investigator:

David

PI Institution:

University of California - Los Angeles

Jewitt

Extraordinary long-period comet C/2017 K2 offers our best opportunity to study the rise of activity in a body
entering the solar system from Oort cloud distances. Active initially at 26 AU, the comet is now near 12 AU
and about to cross the critical distance for the onset of crystallization in amorphous ice. It is far too cold for
any aspect of the activity to be driven by normal sublimation processes in the presumed dominant volatile,
water ice. We seek HST observations 1) to measure the 3D morphology of the coma and to search for jet
activity associated with crystallization 2) to photometrically isolate the nucleus from its massive coma
background and so to estimate its size and 3) to contribute to a unique record of cometary development
from the largest distances. Already bright beyond Saturn, K2 will cross both the crystallization zone (10 AU)
and the water ice sublimation zone (5 AU) on its way to perihelion at 1.8 AU in late 2022. It is predicted to
exceed naked-eye visibility and will be suited to increasingly intense astronomical study using the full range of
techniques and wavelengths. It offers a unique opportunity to understand the degree to which comets evolve
even before entry into the terrestrial planet region where they are more normally studied.
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Program Title:

Supernovae in the Infrared avec Hubble

Principal Investigator:

Saurabh

PI Institution:

Rutgers the State University of New Jersey

Jh a

Near-infrared observations of type-Ia supernovae (SN Ia) signific
ficantly improve their cosmological utility. Unlike
in the optical, where they must be standardized via light-curve shape and color, SN Ia are nearly standard
candles in the infrared, showing little intrinsic luminosity variation with reduced sensitivity to dust extinction.
However, because of strong and variable atmospheric absorption, ground-based near-infrared data are diffic
ficult
to calibrate with the precision required at the forefront of cosmological measurements today. Here we
propose HST WFC3/IR photometry and spectrophotometry of a sample of 24 Hubble-flo
flow (0.02 < z < 0.07)
SN Ia, effic
ficiently obtained with non-disruptive target of opportunity observations. Hubble-flo
flow SN Ia are critical
to all cosmological uses of SN Ia, both at low redshift (e.g., measuring the Hubble constant) and high redshift
(constraining the dark energy equation of state). Our program will: (1) establish a legacy sample of wellcalibrated SN Ia spectrophotometry covering a continuous rest-frame wavelength range from 0.8 to 1.7
microns as a foundation for WFIRST, (2) yield a 2.7% measurement of H0 with near-infrared only observations
of SN Ia, and (3) constrain dark energy in concert with data from the RAISINs surveys, producing a WFC3/IRonly Hubble diagram from z = 0.02 to z = 0.6.
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Program Title:

Measuring the Star Formation Effic
ficiency of Molecular Clouds in the Small
Magellanic Cloud

Principal Investigator:

Lent

PI Institution:

Northwestern University

Johnson

The star formation effic
ficiency per gravitational free-fall time (SFE/t_ff) describes the ability of molecular
clouds to convert their gas into stars. Theoretical predictions for this critical parameter vary widely, but it is
observationally diffic
ficult to accurately measure due to the need for a cloud-scale tracer of star formation.
Observations of solar-mass pre-main sequence stars in the low-A(V) environment of the nearby Small
Magellanic Cloud provide one of the best opportunities to obtain such a tracer, and thereby measure SFE/t_ff
when combined with CO mapping of molecular clouds. We propose using ACS and WFC3 to image a gas-rich
sample of molecular clouds in the SW Bar of the SMC at optical and near-IR wavelengths to identify a robust
sample of pre-MS stars. These clouds have been characterized with ALMA observations, making them ideal
targets for studying SFE/t_ff. Our proposed observations will provide a critical bridge between Milky Way and
extragalactic studies of star formation effic
ficiency---a cornerstone in our knowledge of star formation scaling
laws throughout the Universe.
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Program Title:

UV diagnostics as barometers for galactic scale AGN outflo
flows

Principal Investigator:

Sean

PI Institution:

Princeton University

Johnson

Galaxy evolution models require feedback from AGN to suppress star-formation in massive galaxies. However,
the mechanisms that enable central black holes to couple to galactic scale ISM are widely debated with
proposed mechanisms ranging from radiation pressure on dust to ISM entrainment in hot, shocked winds.
Observations that enable measurements of the presence and properties of the hot wind component therefore
represent a critical test of AGN feedback physics. Sensitive and spatially resolved UV diagnostics from highly
ionized emission lines not only differentiate between AGN photoionized gas and shocks, but can also serve as
barometers that enable estimates of the pressure of any ambient hot wind. In particular, highly ionized
emission line ratios depend strongly on the ratio of the ambient hot gas pressure to radiation pressure from
the AGN, and hence can determine which of these processes dominates the outflo
flow dynamics. GO-15280
performed a pilot study with the fir
first spatially resolved UV spectroscopy of a prototypical galactic scale AGNdriven. The observed OVI, NV, and CIV ratios are consistent with predictions from AGN photoionized clouds
compressed by radiation pressure and rule out the presence of a dynamically important hot wind component
~10 kpc from the nucleus, providing a strong constraint on feedback models. Building on this success, we
propose to perform spatially resolved UV spectroscopy for a representative sample of 7 galactic scale AGN
outflo
flows. These observations will enable unique insights into the presence of an unseen hot wind; the physical
conditions of the cool, galactic-scale outflo
flows; and accurate estimates of mass/momentum outflo
flow rates.
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Program Title:

A fir
first measurement of the global AGB dust production in a metal-rich galaxy

Principal Investigator:

Olivia

PI Institution:

United Kingdom Astronomy Technology Centre

Jones

Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars are signific
ficant contributors to the enrichment of the interstellar medium.
Their total dust contribution relative to supernovae, and how it changes with metallicity, is less certain. This
uncertainty is largely due to the poorly determined dust-production rates. Using Spitzer, we identifie
fied 110
extreme AGB stars and >1500 candidate evolved stars within the Local Group dwarf elliptical galaxy M32. As
M32 is an elliptical, metal-rich system, it provides a test environment similar to massive galaxies at high
redshift. The unique medium-band fil
filter set for HST WFC3/IR will identify and isolate the evolved stars in M32,
and thereby overcome resolution limitations to constrain their spectral energy distributions. The HST mediumband fil
filters are integral to distinguishing oxygen- from carbon-rich AGB stars, providing key constraints to the
derived stellar parameters and decreasing the uncertainty in the dust production by an order of magnitude.
With only 4 fie
fields, we will confir
firm and characterise the majority of our AGB candidates, thereby calculating
the global dust budget of our closest metal-rich elliptical galaxy. Comparison to complementary studies in
metal-poor galaxies will provide a critical test of how metallicity influ
fluences evolved star dust production. These
AGB stars are prime targets for follow-up spectroscopy with JWST to determine elemental abundances and
the mineralogy of the ejected mass; the HST observations will provide the high-precision astrometry required
for JWST.
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Toward a Robust Method for Identifying Merger Signatures in Deep Hubble
Images

Principal Investigator:

Jeyhan

PI Institution:

Rochester Institute of Technology

Kartaltepe

Galaxy mergers of all fla
flavors (including major and minor mergers as well as gas rich and gas poor mergers) are
potentially important drivers in the transformation of galaxies over cosmic time. However, mergers are
incredibly diffic
ficult to reliably identify at high redshift as their tell-tale features, such as tidal tails and double
nuclei, are affected by surface brightness dimming, poor resolution, and band pass shifting. New machine
learning approaches to identify merger signatures show signific
ficant promise, however, a better understanding
of the visibility of merger features for a range of merger stages as a function of observed wavelength, image
depth, and gas fraction is greatly needed in order to make progress using these new techniques. We propose
to conduct a comprehensive analysis of galaxy mergers identifie
fied across the HST deep fie
fields, including
COSMOS, CANDELS, CLASH, and the Frontier Fields with ACS and WFC3 observations. We will fir
first use mock
HST images produced from the Illustris simulation to defin
fine and test a robust method for the identific
fication of
galaxy merger signatures, quantify their level of completeness and purity as a function of image depth, merger
stage, gas fraction, and observed wavelength, and then apply this methodology to the HST observations. We
will then use this sample of galaxy mergers to investigate the properties of mergers, such as their position on
the SFR-M* plane as a function of redshift and merger stage. The development of a robust merger
identific
fication method will be essential for future large surveys to be conducted with LSST, Euclid, and WFIRST.
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Program Title:

Young and Rapidly Evolving: a Panchromatic WFC3 Imaging Study of the
Planetary Nebulae NGC 7027 and NGC 6302

Principal Investigator:

Joel

PI Institution:

Rochester Institute of Technology

Kastner

Planetary nebulae (PNe) serve as textbook examples of astrophysical plasmas and shock processes and
provide essential tests of theories of stellar evolution and the origin and enrichment of the heavy elements in
the universe. HST imaging has established that PNe exhibit a dazzling variety of aspherical morphologies:
elliptical; bipolar or multipolar; highly point-symmetric; chaotic and clumpy. The multifaceted PN shaping
problem has connections to (and implications for) a wide variety of astrophysical systems: binary star
astrophysics; stellar wind interactions and shocks; the physics and chemistry of photoionized plasmas and
photon-dominated regions; and enrichment of the ISM in the products of intermediate-mass stellar
nucleosynthesis. Yet, as the useful lifetime of HST comes to a close, the tremendous potential of HST/WFC3
to obtain a comprehensive set of near-UV/optical/near-IR emission-line images has yet to be exploited for any
PN. Here, we propose the fir
first such comprehensive HST/WFC3 emission-line studies, targeting two of the
youngest and most rapidly evolving known PNe, NGC 7027 and NGC 6302. The resulting set of diagnostic
emission-line (and line ratio) images will distinguish between photoionization and shock-induced ionization;
between ionization fronts and conduction fronts; between active and ``fossil'' shaping processes; and
between the action of intrinsic shaping engines (e.g., accretion-disk-driven jets) and extrinsic ``pre-existing
conditions'' (e.g., AGB wind inhomogeneities and equatorial density enhancements).
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Program Title:

Flashlights: Many Extremely Magnifie
fied Individual Stars as Probes of Dark Matter
and Stellar Populations to Redshift z~2

Principal Investigator:

Patrick

PI Institution:

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Kelly

A total of four bright microlensing events (<26.5 mag AB) of individual luminous stars at redshift z=1-2 have
recently been discovered in Hubble Space Telescope observations of galaxy-cluster gravitational lenses. The
frequency of these events appears to be greater than expected, and a suffic
ficiently elevated rate would directly
imply the existence of compact objects consisting of even 1-2% of dark matter. Galaxy-cluster fie
fields also
highly magnify the galaxies responsible for the reionization of the universe, yet lens models require
improvement to predict the magnific
fications of high-redshift galaxies accurately. Finally, we lack constraints on
the stellar luminosity function at z=1-2.
We propose two epochs of unfil
filtered ACS WFC and WFC3 UVIS imaging of each of the six Hubble Frontier
Field (HFF) galaxy clusters fie
fields with a single-visit fiv
five-sigma limiting magnitude of 31 AB. The observations
will detect of order 100 microlensing events at three-sigma and two dozen at fiv
five-sigma signific
ficance, as well as
an equal number of always-visible pairs of stellar images. If only 2% of dark matter consists of primordial black
holes, then we will detect fiv
five times as many microlensing events.
The pairs of stellar images will stringently constrain lens models, probe the abundance of low-mass darkmatter halos, and evaluate the possibility that dark matter consists of ultra-light bosons. The relative rates of
microlensing events across lensed galaxies will measure variations in their stellar luminosity functions.
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The proposed imaging program will, fin
finally, identify low-redshift contaminants in James Webb Space Telescope
Lyman-break galaxy samples, and detect ultra-faint galaxies.
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Program Title:

A Complete Inventory of the Fireworks Galaxy's O-Type Stars

Principal Investigator:

Rubab

PI Institution:

University of Washington

Kh a n

NGC 6946 hosted at least 10 core-collapse supernovae observed in the past century - far more than any of
its star forming peers - earning its name as the Fireworks Galaxy. Yet, no HST UV image of this galaxy exists.
This is a roadblock for the observational study of massive stars formation, evolution and death as young high
mass stars commonly have substantial UV emission. HST is the only telescope that can produce high
resolution photometry at the wavelengths and depths necessary to remedy this situation. We will utilize 42
HST orbits to produce WFC3/UVIS F275W and F336W maps of the Fireworks Galaxy, create a complete
catalog of its O-Type young massive stars and investigate NGC 6946's ccSNe and star formation history.
Combining the proposed shorter wavelength data with existing and scheduled HST observations, we will
characterize the Fireworks Galaxy's future ccSNe progenitors and produce an extensive library of massive star
spectral energy distributions. The proposed observations and data products will create a high value archival
resource of broad interest to the scientific
fic community, and immediately augment the utility of existing and
anticipated HST data.
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Program Title:

Supermassive Black Hole Winds in X-rays (SUBWAYS): Building the HST Line
with FUV Spectroscopy

Principal Investigator:

Gerard

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Kriss

Winds powered by accretion onto the supermassive black holes at the centers of galaxies can have a profound
impact on their hosts. These outflo
flows may provide the feedback necessary to regulate star formation and the
accretion of gas onto the host galaxy, thereby establishing a link for the co-evolution of the central black hole
and its host. These winds are present on all scales, from the accretion disk around the black hole to the
outskirts of the galaxy itself, and at multiple wavelengths, from the X-ray to the radio. As part of a
multiwavelength program, this proposal will characterize the UV spectra and associated UV absorption of a
well defin
fined sample of moderate redshift AGN that are the hub of an approved XMM-Newton large program
(1.5 Ms), designed to constrain the X-ray manifestations of AGN outflo
flows. The proposed HST+COS spectra will
cover the wavelength range from 1125 A to 2150 A, and include all strong UV resonance lines in the sample:
OVI+Ly beta, Ly alpha, N V, Si IV, and C IV. These spectra form an essential ingredient to explore the UV
counterparts of X-ray winds and to characterize the spectral energy distribution, line luminosities, and any
outflo
flows during the current epoch of the X-ray observations. The UV perspective on outflo
flows is critical for
understanding all phases of an outflo
flow's components and of its energetics. This in turn will provide a more
comprehensive view of the feeding and feedback cycle, and it will help to refin
fine theoretical models for
outflo
flows from nuclear to galaxy-scales. Observations of the SUBWAYS sample will be a reference for AGN
wind studies at intermediate redshift for years to come.
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15913

Program Title:

Caught in the Act: UV spectroscopy of the ejecta-companion collision from a
type Ia supernova

Principal Investigator:

Shrinivas

PI Institution:

California Institute of Technology

Kulkarni

There is now signific
ficant observational evidence for both of the leading models proposed to explain the origin
of type Ia supernovae (SNe). While the majority of SNe Ia likely come from the merger of two white dwarf
(WD) stars (known as the double degenerate model), a signific
ficant fraction are the result of a WD accreting
mass from the hydrogen envelope of a binary companion (known as the single degenerate model). Eventually,
as the accreting WD approaches the Chandrasekhar limit, the onset of unstable burning occurs ultimately
leading to a thermonuclear explosion. With observational evidence for both channels fir
firmly in place, future
efforts to better understand the progenitors of SNe Ia will require detailed studies of individual systems.
A fundamental expectation of the single degenerate model is that the collision of the blast wave with the
donor star will produce a unique signature -- a bright and rapidly declining UV pulse. This UV signal has only
been previously observed in a single SN. Here, we propose to undertake STIS UV spectroscopy of one infant
type Ia SN with similarly strong UV emission. The spectra will provide unique and detailed insight into the
ejecta-companion interaction while also probing the chemical abundance of the outermost layers of the SN
ejecta. The ejecta-companion signature is only visible in the UV, and HST/STIS is the only instrument capable
of obtaining the spectra that are needed as a detailed probe of the interaction physics.
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Program Title:

Searching for white dwarfs orbiting BSSs: the fossil evidence of the mass
transfer formation process

Principal Investigator:

Barbara

PI Institution:

Universita di Bologna

Lanzoni

The UV excess recently observed for 7 Blue Straggler Stars (BSSs) in the open cluster NGC188 (Gosnell et al.
2015, ApJ 814, 163) has been interpreted as the photometric signature of hot and young white dwarf (WD)
companions. This result suggests that those BSSs have been recently formed through mass-transfer (MT)
activity in binary systems. On the other hand, Ferraro et al. (2006, ApJ 467, L56) discovered that a subsample of BSSs in 47 Tucanae shows carbon (C) and oxygen (O) depletion with respect to normal cluster
stars. This feature has been considered as a (possibly transient) chemical signature of recent MT from a
companion star, in which case the observed BSSs should be orbited by hot He-WDs.
Here we propose ACS/SBC far-UV photometry of fiv
five CO-depleted BSSs in 47 Tucanae, to search for their
suspected WD companions. This will be the fir
first observational evidence of the link between the two
signatures, thus allowing a signific
ficant step forward in the characterization of the BSS MT formation channel. In
fact, the WD cooling time will provide empirical estimates of the characteristic time-scale of the CO-depletion
phase, which is a key input for the physical modeling of the evolutionary path of BSSs formed through this
channel.
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Program Title:

He II Emission from Wolf-Rayet Stars: a New Dust Attenuation Measure in Starforming Galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Claus

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Leitherer

We developed and calibrated a novel technique to measure dust attenuation in star-forming galaxies. The
technique utilizes the strong stellar-wind emission lines in Wolf-Rayet stars, which are routinely observed in
galaxy spectra locally and up to redshift 3. The He II 1640 and 4686 features are recombination lines whose
intrinsic ratio is almost exclusively determined by atomic physics. Therefore it can serve as a stellar dust
probe in the same way as the nebular hydrogen-line ratio can be used to measure the reddening of the gas
phase. The new technique allows us to study stellar and nebular attenuation in galaxies separately and to test
its effects at different stellar age and mass regimes, independently of assumptions on the stellar initial mass
function. In this proposal we request co-spatial optical STIS spectroscopy of eight star-forming galaxies with
existing archival ultraviolet spectra but lacking co-spatial optical data through matching apertures.The need for
high spatial resolution and matching apertures precludes the use of ground-based data. We will use the line
ratios of the broad (non-nebular) Wolf-Rayet lines at 1640 and 4686 A to determine the dust attenuation of
the most massive stars and compare it to the reddening of the less massive stars, as indicated by the
ultraviolet continuum slope, as well as to the gas reddening. This allows us to disentangle the effects of
stellar mass, age, and stellar versus nebular reddening in star-forming galaxies.
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Program Title:

Unmasking the cow: Distinguishing models for the unique transient
AT2018cow

Principal Investigator:

Andrew

PI Institution:

Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen

Levan

AT2018 is a transient unlike any seen before, unprecedented in its rapid rise time and high luminosity. It may
well be a manifestation of one of two long sought after astrophysical phenomena: either an intermediate mass
black hole, or a direct view to the central engine in a collapsing star. Here we propose a modest set of HST
imaging observations to answer a vital question relating to AT2018cow -- where was it born? If it was created
in the tidal disruption of a white dwarf star by an intermediate-mass black hole, we might expect to uncover a
globular cluster at its location, since it is in these locations that IMBHs may exist with a suffic
ficiently high
stellar density for white dwarfs to be scattered into their loss cone. Alternatively, if the source of
AT2018cow is a massive star, we should see signs of ongoing star formation. Our observations in H-alpha and
the UV will probe very young, extremely massive (tens of solar masses) stars and distinguish them from
somewhat older, less massive (~10 Msol) stars. Deep optical observations will uncover any underlying globular
cluster directly. Through these observations, we will measure the environment in which AT2018cow was born,
and through that environment, we will determine its origin.
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Program Title:

AGN Feedback in Dwarf Galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Weizhe

PI Institution:

University of Maryland

Liu

Feedback processes play a vital role in the evolution of dwarf galaxies. While the stellar processes are believed
to be the dominant source of feedback in dwarf galaxies, it is still under debate whether stellar feedback can
reproduce all the properties of the dwarf galaxies we see today. There is growing evidence, both observational
and theoretical, that feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN) may also contribute to the evolution of dwarf
galaxies. Indeed, recent Keck optical observations have revealed large-scale (reaching beyond the half-light
radii) and fast (broad [OIII] linewidths up to 2000 km/s) outflo
flows in a sample of dwarf galaxies with AGN.
Remarkably, only one dwarf galaxy with an AGN (NGC 4395) has been examined so far in the rest-frame farultraviolet (FUV). So here we propose to conduct COS/FUV spectroscopy on the three dwarf galaxies with the
fastest AGN outflo
flows based on the optical data. The FUV band is rich in spectroscopic diagnostics of the
neutral, low-ionization, and high-ionization gas phases. COS will thus allow us to quantify the kinematics,
column densities, and energetics of all three gas phases at once. These results will be compared with the
optical properties of these outflo
flows, as well as with the vast literature on galactic winds in pure star-forming
dwarf galaxies, to help us evaluate the impact of AGN feedback on dwarf galaxies and their environments.
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Program Title:

Host Galaxy Morphologies of Candidate Sub-parsec Binary Supermassive Black
Holes: Testing the Merger Hypothesis

Principal Investigator:

Xin

PI Institution:

University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign

Liu

Sub-parsec (sub-pc) binary supermassive black holes (BSBHs) should be common from galaxy mergers, yet
direct evidence has been elusive. We propose WFC3/IR imaging for a sample of 8 candidate sub-pc BSBHs at
redshifts z~0.1-0.5. The targets were identifie
fied from ordinary quasars and kinematically offset quasars whose
broad H-beta lines are signific
ficantly offset (by >~ a few hundred km/s) from the systemic redshifts. The
offsets may be signposts for BSBHs, but they could also originate in broad-line region (BLR) kinematics or
gravitational wave recoils. Using long-term spectroscopic monitoring, 8 strong BSBH candidates have been
selected whose broad H-beta radial velocity (RV) shifts are consistent with binary orbital motion without line
profil
file changes. However, complementary tests are necessary, because the time baselines required to cover a
full binary cycle are typically much longer than human lifetimes. The proposed observations will directly test
the prediction that the host galaxies of BSBHs should have a higher fraction of disturbed morphologies and
younger stellar bulges (with low Sersic indices) from recent interactions than those of control quasars. The
results will test the merger hypothesis, potentially providing supporting evidence for these sub-pc BSBH
candidates, which are important as the progenitors of low-frequency gravitational wave sources. If confir
firmed,
the results will help validate and improve the spectroscopic RV technique for selecting sub-pc BSBHs.
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Program Title:

Constraining CME Masses on the Active K Star and Planet Host Epsilon Eridani

Principal Investigator:

R. O.

PI Institution:

Arizona State University

Loyd

If the frequent, energetic fla
flares of active stars are each accompanied by a coronal mass ejection (CME), the
effect on stellar and planetary evolution could be strong. Every CME event carries mass and angular
momentum away from the star, and each has the potential to impact and strip atmospheric gas from orbiting
planets. Developing observational constraints on stellar CMEs is essential to assessing their true impact on
stellar and planetary evolution. Such constraints are possible via the unique FUV capabilities of HST. In the
FUV, photometry of the coronal Fe XXI 1354 A emission line can constrain the mass of CMEs that accompany
fla
flares through an effect known as coronal dimming. Coronal dimming is a direct result of the ejection of
emitting coronal material, which leaves behind a dark void reliably detected in Sun-as-a-star observations as a
drop in the disk-integrated emission of coronal lines. We propose a coronal dimming analysis of 10 h of high
S/N archival COS G130M data of the K dwarf planet host Epsilon Eridani (Eps Eri), containing several fla
flares to
constrain the masses of associated CMEs. We will accompany this analysis with detailed MHD modeling of Eps
Eri's corona to simulate the dimming in Fe XXI 1354 A emission following CMEs. This analysis will lay
fundamental groundwork for future dedicated HST CME observations, develop theoretical tools for interpreting
dimming signals through MHD analysis, and test whether CMEs could be a dominant contributor to Eps Eri's
high observed mass loss rate.
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Program Title:

Probing Massive Shell Eruptions of Superluminous Supernovae in the UV

Principal Investigator:

Ragnhild

PI Institution:

Stockholm University

L u n n an

Hydrogen-poor superluminous supernovae (SLSN-I) are a rare class of transients with peak luminosities 10-100
times those of ordinary supernovae and with unique spectra. Neither the energy source behind their enormous
luminosities, nor their progenitor stars, are well understood. There is increasing evidence, however, that some
SLSN-I experience signific
ficant mass-loss close to explosion, with two objects now having been found with fastmoving (v ~ 3000 km/s) circumstellar shells of material. These shells are best explained by the pulsational
pair-instability mechanism, and potentially link these supernovae to very massive progenitors (core mass ~50
Msun). Analysis to date has been limited by not being able to constrain the ionization state, composition and
ultimately the mass of these shells, however, which offers key tests of the proposed pulsational pair-instability
scenario. This information can only be obtained through UV absorption spectroscopy while the supernova is
near peak light. Here, we propose target-of-opportunity observations with COS/FUV and STIS/MAMA to obtain
UV spectroscopy of the next SLSN-I with evidence of a CSM shell and at a suitable redshift and brightness for
HST, which will allow for these crucial pieces of information to be determined. Beyond studying the shell, the
supernova spectrum itself in the UV carries valuable information for both the potential powering source, and
the metallicity of the progenitor. It will also add to the small but growing number of nearby, well-studied
SLSNe with HST UV spectra, necessary for interpreting the rest-frame UV spectra of SLSNe found at higher
redshifts in future surveys like LSST, WFIRST and even JWST.
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Focusing The Next Generation of Extraordinary Cluster Lenses for JWST

Principal Investigator:

Guillaume

PI Institution:

University of Michigan

Mahler

We propose to observe 3 new extraordinary lensing clusters showing extensive strong lensing evidence. These
clusters are massive (M_500c > 6.0 x 10e14Msol) and reveal a large lensing cross-section, having an Einstein
radii of 46'', 49'', 52'' and showing multiple concentric arcs. Our proposed use of HST data will allow us to
suitably map the dark matter and build a reliable strong lensing model due to their apparently smooth mass
distribution (as opposed to most of HFF clusters) and signific
ficant number of lensing constraints. In addition,
giant arcs (e.g. 21'' in extent, and some very bright) promise signific
ficant science impact once the lensing
model has been ''focused''. By observing those targets we will calibrate new cosmic telescopes for JWST. In
our proposed observations, we lay the groundwork for the best outcome possible by targeting obviously
spectacular lensing cluster promoting high-redshift studies of the magnifie
fied background universe with JWST.
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Program Title:

Resolving massive binaries with STIS

Principal Investigator:

Jesus

PI Institution:

Centro de Astrobiologia (CSIC/INTA) Inst. Nac. de Tec. Aero.

Maiz Apellaniz

Multiplicity is an endemic disease among massive stars that simultaneously hampers their study and offers
new opportunities to discover their properties. We propose using STIS to obtain spatially resolved
spectroscopy of ten of the brightest O-type close visual multiple systems for the fir
first time ever. We will
obtain separate spectral classific
fications, measure their relative radial velocities, place tighter constraints on
their orbital parameters, and in some cases provide alternative distance measurements. For fiv
five systems we
ask for additional epochs in the next two cycles to follow them along their visual/spectroscopic orbits.
Therefore, this program will signific
ficantly increase our knowledge of these fundamental systems. These
observations can only be done with HST, as the systems are too close to use lucky spectroscopy to spatially
separate them from the ground.
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Program Title:

CALSPEC+: Extending the HST spectrophotometric library to provide the best
calibration possible for Gaia and JWST

Principal Investigator:

Jesus

PI Institution:

Centro de Astrobiologia (CSIC/INTA) Inst. Nac. de Tec. Aero.

Maiz Apellaniz

We propose extending the currently accepted database of gold-standard flu
flux distributions, CALSPEC, to
include HST spectrophotometry of ten more extremely red stars in the 2900-17 000 Angstroms range. Using
STIS G430L+G750L and WFC3 G102+G141 we will attain an absolute flu
flux calibration of 1% or better. The
immediate goal of this proposal is to improve the current calibration of the Gaia DR2 G+G_BP+G_RP
photometry, the forthcoming Gaia EDR3 photometry, and to generate a library to calibrate the future Gaia
DR3 spectrophotometry.. It will also considerably extend the limited library of high-quality NIR
spectrophotometry to tie in the HST and JWST calibrations. This program can only be attempted with HST, as
ground-based studies are limited in accuracy and wavelength coverage.
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Exocometary gas inventories at the epoch of volatile delivery

Principal Investigator:

Luca

PI Institution:

Smithsonian Institution Astrophysical Observatory

Ma t r a

The presence of exocometary gas in young (10-100 Myr) debris disks presents a unique opportunity to probe
the composition of exocomets during the late stages of terrestrial planet formation. This is the evolutionary
stage when ice-rich impacts are proposed to change the volatile environment of terrestrial planets, setting the
stage for prebiotic chemistry.
In these young exocometary belts, high concentrations of debris result in frequent collisions and release of
molecular gas, which rapidly photodissociates to produce atomic gas. Atomic inventories can only be
comprehensively probed at UV wavelengths with HST, in absorption against the stellar background, within
systems that are viewed edge-on.
We propose a UV chemical survey of gas released in two newly discovered, 15-16 Myr old exocometary belts
around A stars HD110058 and HD131488. These are ideal targets as they are edge-on, rich in molecular gas
based on CO emission detected by ALMA, and present circumstellar gas absorption at optical wavelengths.
Exploiting the ALMA-HST synergy will allow us to put better constraints on the composition of these belts
than ALMA observations alone can provide.
We will use COS and STIS to measure abundance ratios such as C/O, C/N and C/Fe and further model the
elemental composition of exocometary belts. These ratios will be compared to exoplanets, young disks and
Solar System comets, providing a missing link in the study of planet formation and physical-chemical evolution.
Finally, splitting our observations into several visits will enable us to look for star-grazing exocomets, providing
evidence that inward scattering, and potentially volatile delivery, is ongoing in these systems.
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Program Title:

Constraining Water Loss from Mars

Principal Investigator:

Ma j d

PI Institution:

Boston University

Mayyasi

How does water loss at Mars vary with time? Early theory predicted a slow and steady loss, where surface
water molecules are dissociated by sunlight into atoms that take dozens of years to diffuse to the upper
atmosphere and escape to space. Recent observations showed water escape rates to vary by a factor of 10
with martian seasons, consistent with variations near the surface and lower atmosphere of Mars - the regions
that provide water to the upper atmosphere by global turbulent mixing during perihelion. However, key water
constituents in the upper atmosphere, hydrogen (H) and its heavier isotope deuterium (D), vary on timescales
that differ from the lower atmosphere indicating a surface-to-space water cycle that does not reconcile with
theory. Upper atmospheric H and D comprise the escaping components of planetary water. The ratio and
variability of their abundance, D/H, is a key metric for determining water loss. Understanding water loss
requires establishing a full seasonal timeline of D and H densities. A Mars orbiter can presently make such
measurements near perihelion but does not have the sensitivity to measure D near aphelion, thereby leaving a
glaring gap in our ability to establish seasonal variations of water escape. Here we propose to observe D at
Mars with HST STIS at times when no other instrument can. The results will address a two-part science
investigation: to determine the variability of D/H (1) seasonally, and (2) with solar activity using new and
archived HST data. The observations will be conducted in parallel with lower (H2O, HDO) and upper (D, H)
atmospheric water measurements from orbiting spacecraft. This proposal supports the HST UV initiative.
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Program Title:

Calibrating the Tip of the Red Giant Branch Distance Indicator in the NearInfrared

Principal Investigator:

Kristen

PI Institution:

Rutgers the State University of New Jersey

McQuinn

The tip of the red giant branch (TRGB) method is the most accurate and least expensive distance indicator for
nearby galaxies. HST has delivered TRGB distances to 100's of nearby galaxies, supporting innumerable
astrophysical measurements and providing a new, independent route to a precision measurement of the
Hubble constant, H_0.
TRGB distances are primarily measured from I-band (F814W) observations as the I-band luminosities of the
stars at the tip of the red giant branch have little dependency on stellar age and only a modest dependency
on metallicity; this metallicity dependency is well-understood and corrected for in the I-band TRGB calibration.
In the near-infrared (NIR), the TRGB is ~2 mag brighter. With the NIR capabilities of HST and JWST, accurate
distances to nearby galaxies are possible with greater effic
ficiency and to larger distances. There is already
momentum in the H_0 community to pursue NIR TRGB distances using HST as a stepping stone to JWST.
However, models show that the TRGB has a greater dependency on both stellar age and metallicity in the NIR.
Thus, without a foundational investment in empirically calibrating the NIR TRGB and robustly testing the
calibration, existing and planned NIR TRGB programs are vulnerable to systematic biases. We propose
observations of 8 fie
fields in 4 nearby galaxy halos with the ACS F814W and the WFC3 F110W and F160W
fil
filters to calibrate the NIR TRGB. We will quantify the sensitivity of the NIR TRGB to age and metallicity
variations, while simultaneously characterizing the stellar content of galaxy halos. Such a calibration is urgently
needed before undertaking NIR TRGB distance work with JWST.
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Program Title:

The chemical diversity of planetary cores

Principal Investigator:

C arl

PI Institution:

University of California - San Diego

Melis

White dwarf stars are now known to regularly accrete material from their extant planetary systems. We have
identifie
fied two new polluted white dwarf star that are accreting extremely iron-rich material, suggesting that
they are being polluted by the core of a massive, differentiated rocky body. We propose COS FUV
spectroscopic observations of these two stars that will allow us to peer into the heart of Earth-like rocky
exoplanets and explore the range of elemental compositions they may have. These observations will address
questions pertaining to terrestrial planet structure and formation processes and the question of what mixture
of elements is responsible for Earth's under-dense outer core.
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Program Title:

The Center of Expansion and Age of Supernova Remnant N132D

Principal Investigator:

Dan

PI Institution:

Purdue University

Milisavljevic

Supernovae are among the most powerful and influ
fluential explosions in the universe. They are also ideal multimessenger laboratories to study extreme astrophysics. However, many fundamental properties of supernovae
related to their diverse progenitor systems and explosion mechanisms remain poorly constrained, particularly
with regard to why and how asymmetry is introduced during core collapse.
Young, nearby supernova remnants offer valuable opportunities to investigate these issues in fin
finely resolved
detail. A critical parameter in characterizing the explosion dynamics of a supernova remnant is an accurate
measurement of its center of expansion and an estimate of its explosion age via proper motion of its fast
ejecta. In many cases HST has been uniquely capable in providing the observations required to constrain these
parameters for, e.g., Cassiopeia A and 1E 0102.2-7219.
Here we request three orbits of HST time to investigate the young, oxygen-rich supernova remnant N132D in
a similar manner. These observations will fulfil
fill the need for a comprehensive measurement of proper motion
of its ejecta around the entire remnant. They will also complement an approved Chandra Legacy 900 ks
observation and a recently developed high resolution 3D reconstruction of the remnant.
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Program Title:

Constraining the UV-absorbing material on Jupiter's icy moons through
comparative refle
flectance spectroscopy

Principal Investigator:

Pippa

PI Institution:

Southwest Research Institute

Molyneux

The far-UV (FUV) spectrum of water ice contains a sharp absorption edge around 165 nm, becoming highly
refle
flective at wavelengths longer than this. This feature has been observed in lab measurements and in Cassini
UVIS observations of Saturn's moons. However, Ganymede's FUV spectrum (derived from COS G140L
observations in 2014) does not exhibit a sharp increase in refle
flectance near 165 nm as expected; instead, the
refle
flectance gradually increases at wavelengths >170 nm, implying that there is a UV-absorbing contaminant
present. Observations of Europa just outside of the critical region around 165 nm suggest that the water ice
feature may be similarly modifie
fied there, and Callisto's refle
flectance in this region is currently unknown. We
therefore propose to observe Europa and Callisto using COS G140L, to determine whether the spectral
refle
flectance of the two moons close to the 165 nm water ice edge is modifie
fied similarly to Ganymede's. We will
use four HST orbits to observe the leading and trailing hemispheres of each satellite. The leading and trailing
hemispheres of the Galilean moons experience different radiation environments, with Jovian magnetospheric
plasma predominantly impacting the trailing hemispheres. By comparing the observed refle
flectance of Jupiter's
icy moons, and by assessing differences between the leading and trailing hemispheres, we can investigate
whether a single contaminant modifie
fies the spectra of all three satellites, and whether this may be a product
of radiolytic processing of the surfaces by the Jovian plasma.
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Program Title:

Constraining the QSO Luminosity Function at z~8 by using the HST Legacy
Survey Data

Principal Investigator:

Takahiro

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Morishita

The formation of supermassive black holes (SMBHs) has been a long-standing subject of astronomy. Hundreds
of QSOs have been discovered up to z~7, and the highest redshift one has a black hole mass of almost 10^9
Msun at z=7.54. The formation mechanism of such high-z SMBHs, however, is still under active debate and
further observational constrains at higher redshift are required. One of few key approaches is to study the
shape of luminosity functions (LFs) as a function of cosmic time - the redshift evolution of the shape can be
attributed to different modes of the QSO activity.
In this archival proposal, we aim to constrain for the fir
first time the QSO LF at z~8, by using HST legacy data
in 5 CANDELS fie
fields. In a previous work with a similar data set of HST, we found that QSOs at this redshift
can be effectively selected in a similar manner for high-z galaxies but by selecting point-like sources, with a
very low contamination fraction of low-z interlopers and Galactic brown dwarfs. By applying this to publicly
available CANDELS data, we will be able to constrain the number density of QSOs down to <10^-5Mpc^-3 at
Muv~-24 to -18, a dramatic improvement from current models that span six orders of magnitude. The survey
volume is suffic
ficient to distinguish different shapes of the LF (Schechter vs. double power-law). The inferred
number density will reveal the contribution to cosmic reionization by low-luminosity QSOs. Identifie
fied candidates
will be ideal follow-up targets with ground-based spectrographs and future JWST to investigate the origin of
SMBHs and the host properties of the highest redshift QSOs.
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Program Title:

Can Dust in Outflo
flows Obscure Exoplanet Transmission Spectra?

Principal Investigator:

Caroline

PI Institution:

University of Texas at Austin

Morley

Planets lose mass over the course of their lives, shaping the observed population. The Hubble Space
Telescope has been our premier tool for observing this process in action over the past fif
fifteen years, using UV
spectroscopy targeting escaping hydrogen and, more recently, IR spectroscopy targeting escaping helium. We
have now observed atmospheric escape from over half a dozen planets. HST has studied many of these
planets extensively using transmission spectroscopy during transit, revealing that most of these planets, from
hot Jupiters, to warm Neptunes, to low-gravity 'super puffs', have muted transmission spectra compared to
cloud-free model atmospheres. Wang and Dai (2019) recently proposed that these two observations-atmospheric escape and muted spectra--could be intrinsically linked for very low-gravity planets, with dust
entrained in outflo
flows obscuring observed spectra. We propose to use theoretical simulations of mass loss,
exospheric transmission spectra, and cloud/haze formation and destruction to investigate this proposed
mechanism. We will apply these new models to a broad range of planets, including 3 hot Jupiters, 3 warm
Neptunes, and 2 super puffs. Each planet we consider has an observed transmission spectrum with HST; the
Jupiters and Neptunes have detected H or He exospheres; and the super puffs are expected to be in the
process of losing their envelopes. Using these simulations, we seek to investigate whether this dusty outflo
flow
mechanism well above the hydrostatic atmosphere is obscuring our views of exoplanets during transit, muting
their features. If so, this has broad implications for past and future exoplanet observations with HST and JWST.
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Program Title:

Scylla: a pure-parallel, multi-headed attack on dust evolution and star
formation in ULLYSES galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Claire

PI Institution:

The Johns Hopkins University

Mu r r a y

A precise accounting for interstellar dust is required to interpret the energy output of galaxies. However, our
current understanding for how fundamental properties of dust grains vary between interstellar environments is
severely limited. Furthermore, our best constraints for how galaxies beyond the Milky Way convert the dusty
ISM into stars and planets are based on coarsely-calibrated star formation histories of local systems with
unconstrained line-of-sight geometries. To tackle these glaring problems, we propose to conduct a pureparallel, multi-band imaging program with Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) to complement the upcoming Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) Ultraviolet (UV) Legacy library of Young Stars as Essential Standards (ULLYSES)
survey. ULLYSES will observe massive stars in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC, SMC) and other
low-metallicity local galaxies. Our multi-band program, Scylla (named after the multi-headed, monstrous foe of
Ulysses), will target random parallel fie
fields of ULLYSES targets with WFC3 in photometric bands spanning the
UV to the near infrared (NIR). We will: (1) map the extinction curve and dust grain properties at high
resolution in a diverse range of interstellar conditions; (2) constrain the multi-dimensional structure of gas in
the LMC and SMC; and (3) measure the comprehensive star formation and chemical enrichment histories of
nearby dwarf galaxies. The result will be an unprecedented view of star formation in the dusty ISM.
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Program Title:

The NGC253 Satellite Luminosity Function: A Case Study for Low Density
Environments

Principal Investigator:

Burcin

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Mutlu-Pakdil

The faint end of the galaxy luminosity function is a strong test for models of galaxy formation and evolution,
but can only be studied in the most constraining "ultra-faint" regime in the nearest galaxies. Deep satellite
counts around a limited sample of nearby Milky Way-mass galaxies show evidence for a large variation in the
number of dwarfs. These results could refle
flect either stochastic variations in satellite populations or systematic
changes with environmental density. The origin of these variations can help elucidate the poorly-understood
physical processes that contribute to the evolution of low mass galaxies, such as reionization.
This proposal requests 5 orbits of HST/ACS for two-band imaging of fiv
five new faint candidate dwarfs in the
halo of NGC253 (D=3.5 Mpc), a Milky Way-mass spiral galaxy in a nearly isolated environment. This imaging
will enable the measurement of distances, luminosities, metallicities, and star formation histories for these
dwarfs, all of which can only be done with HST. The confir
firmation of these dwarfs will complete the fir
first dwarf
satellite census of NGC253 down to Mv ~ -7, testing cosmological predictions for the faint end of the satellite
luminosity function in low density environments.
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15835

Program Title:

Near-Ultraviolet Follow-up of the X-ray-detected Warm-Hot Intergalactic
Medium Toward 1ES 1553+113

Principal Investigator:

Sowgat

PI Institution:

Universiteit Leiden

Muzahid

One of the strengths of modern cosmology is that the cosmic baryon density predicted by Big Bang
nucleosynthesis precisely matches the measured value from the cosmic microwave background. At high
redshift the vast majority of these baryons are found in the photoionized intergalactic medium. However,
cosmological simulations of structure formation predict that a substantial portion of these baryons will be
shock heated into the elusive warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) as the universe evolves. Confir
firmation of
these predictions through observations of the WHIM and measurements of its physical state provide a
sensitive test of our understanding of the growth of structure in the universe. Recently, Nicastro et al. (2018)
reported the fir
first detections of two intervening OVII absorption systems in the X-ray spectrum of the blazar
1ES 1553+113. These systems are thought to be arising from the WHIM with a temperature of ~10^6 K.
Nevertheless, the redshift of the blazar is not known with adequate precision, which makes the origin(s) of
the OVII bearing gas and its contribution to the cosmic baryon density highly uncertain. Here we propose to
obtain NUV spectra of the blazar using the COS G185M grating. The proposed spectra will enable us to detect
intervening Lyman alpha absorbers with log N(HI)/cm-2 > 13.0 from z = 0.45 - 0.7. The stringent lower
(upper) limit on the blazar's redshift to be obtained from the presence (absence) of any such absorber will be
crucial to validate or rule out the claim of potentially solving the so called "missing baryons problem".
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Program Title:

A deep look into the atmosphere of an exoplanet around a pre-main sequence
st ar

Principal Investigator:

Elisabeth

PI Institution:

Dartmouth College

Newton

Two planets around the pre-main sequence M dwarf AU Mic have recently been detected, including the hot, 6
Earth radius AU Mic b. AU Mic thus joins the small number of known young planetary systems, and the even
smaller number of planets that co-exist with debris disks. AU Mic b is the only planet in a young stellar
association with both a mass and a radius, and AU Mic is a bright, nearby, and extremely well-observed host
star. We propose to take advantage of the unique opportunities available with HST to conduct a multi-pronged
investigation into the atmosphere of AU Mic b. First, we will constrain its atmospheric composition through
WFC3 transmission spectroscopy. With transmission spectroscopy with both the G102 and G141 grisms, we
can probe both H2O and CH4 features. We can then constrain the C/O ratio and thus where the planet
formed. Second, we will probe atmospheric escape through STIS UV transit observations. Using the E140M
grating, we will obtain high resolution UV spectra and can search for signatures of atmospheric outflo
flows in Lyalpha and C II. AU Mic b thus provides an exceptional opportunity to investigate planet formation and evolution.
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Program Title:

Characterizing the Environment Around The Most Distant Known Galaxy

Principal Investigator:

P asc al

PI Institution:

Observatoire de Geneve

Oesch

The discovery of the very luminous galaxy GN-z11 at only 400 Myr after the Big Bang in the GOODS-North
fie
field with an HST grism spectroscopic redshift of z=11.1+/-0.1 presents a real puzzle for early Universe
science. Its detection raises signific
ficant questions about our understanding of early galaxy formation, as
theoretical models did not predict any such galaxy in the small HST survey area. However, models do predict
that the most luminous early galaxies form in the most massive halos, such that they should be signific
ficantly
clustered, and surrounded by fainter neighbors. Two promising neighbor candidates have already been
identifie
fied: one lower S/N source seen in HST imaging and one candidate from a NOEMA [CII] emission line
search. Clearly, the GOODS-N fie
field around GN-z11 represents the best chance to identify a larger number of
z~11 sources that can immediately be followed up with JWST spectroscopy from day one. But already now,
GN-z11 provides a unique window deep into cosmic dawn, before reionization occurs -- an epoch we thought
was inaccessible before JWST. Here, we thus propose one pointing of deeper WFC3/IR imaging in three fil
filters
to fully characterize the z~11 environment around GN-z11 and to confir
firm its neighbor candidate galaxies. At
the same time, these data will further constrain the morphology of GN-z11, and enhance the HST legacy in
the prime extragalactic fie
field GOODS-North for the JWST era.
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Program Title:

The HST follows galactic influ
fluencers: a COS UV survey of the most massive Ostars in the SMC

Principal Investigator:

Lida

PI Institution:

Universitat Potsdam

Oskinova

We propose to measure the stellar winds of a nearly complete sample of O stars in the SMC with evolutionary
masses above 30 Msol. Recent works indicate that stars of such high masses remain largely chemically mixed,
hot, and compact during their evolution. This strongly questions the accepted models for gravitational wave
progenitors as well as for various types of core-collapse SNe. These models explicitly assume a scaling of
stellar mass loss with metallicity, which is not yet verifie
fied empirically in the upper mass range. Stellar winds
are best studied in the UV, but up to now UV spectra exist for only a handful among the most massive O
stars in the SMC. Their analyses revealed serious problems with commonly adopted mass loss recipes, but the
existing sample of UV spectra is highly insuffic
ficient.
We will obtain excellent quality UV COS spectra of 18 O-type stars with evolutionary masses above 30 Msol,
dramatically increasing (by a factor of 3) and largely completing the existing sample. The COS spectra will be
analyzed using highly advanced non-LTE stellar atmosphere models. We will determine stellar wind mass loss
rates, velocity fie
fields, clumping properties, abundances, and rotation rates. On this basis, empirical recipes for
the dependence of the stellar mass-loss rate on metallicity will be derived and compared to theoretical
predictions. The analyses of spectral lines and spectral energy distribution will provide hints on binary status.
As the result, each star will be well characterized. The comparison with single and binary star evolutionary
models will disrupt the current understanding of massive star lives and deaths at low metallicities.
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Program Title:

The fir
first pulsating white dwarf in an eclipsing binary

Principal Investigator:

Steven

PI Institution:

University of Sheffie
field

Parsons

White dwarfs are the end states of all stars less massive than 8-10 solar masses. Encrypted inside these
stellar remnants is a record of the evolutionary history of the progenitor stars, providing a wealth of
information about the evolution of stars, star formation, and the age of a variety of stellar populations.
However, the internal structure and composition of white dwarfs are hidden by their high gravities, which
causes all elements, apart from hydrogen and helium, to settle out of their atmospheres. An exciting system
has recently been discovered, the fir
first pulsating white dwarf in an eclipsing binary. Both binary modeling and
asteroseismology of the pulsation periods are available to reveal the core composition of this roughly 0.35
solar-mass stellar remnant. Current modeling can constrain the radius of this white dwarf to around 5%, but
by constraining the limb darkening via the temperature of the primary we can obtain a factor of fiv
five
improvement to roughly 1% uncertainty. Only by measuring the temperature of the hotter star in the binary
with COS FUV spectroscopy can we unlock the full potential of this unique system to accurately constrain the
core composition of a 0.35 solar-mass white dwarf, accurately testing whether it has a helium-, carbonoxygen, or even hybrid core composition. It will serve as a powerful benchmark to empirically constrain the
core composition of low-mass stellar remnants and investigate the effects of close binary evolution on the
internal structure of white dwarfs.
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Program Title:

Determining Benchmark Precision Abundances for Ultracool Companions

Principal Investigator:

Jenny

PI Institution:

Arizona State University

Patience

With sensitive HST spectroscopy coupled with advanced atmospheric retrieval techniques, we propose to
measure the 0.8-1.7um spectra of four planetary temperature T/Y companions and to determine abundances,
metallicities, C/O ratios, effective temperatures, surface gravities, and temperature-pressure profil
files. Models of
star and planet formation suggest that the compositions of the atmospheres of companions relative to their
primaries represent an important pathway to understanding the formation mechanism. This program will
establish the fir
first high precision atmospheric composition measurements for a set of three benchmark
substellar systems with mass ratios comparable to binary systems and test the hypothesis that the C/O ratios
are the same for each component, distinct from the prediction for star-planet pairs. The results will provide an
important comparison to imaged or transiting exoplanet companions, and we will compare the the benchmark
systems to the fourth target, GJ 504 b, the coolest directly imaged companion that may be planetary. The
target mass ratios extend from high values comparable to binary stars down to low ratios analogous to
exoplanet systems. Covering this broad continuum of mass ratios is essential to test the models in different
regimes. Only space-based observations will provide the high sensitivity required to perform the retrieval
analysis and robustly determine the atmospheric properties. Another core project goal is developing a
comprehensive, high sensitivity spectral library of the coolest companions with legacy value for advancing
theoretical atmosphere/evolution models and complementing future JWST observations.
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Program Title:

The stellar populations of gas-rich absorbing galaxies detected with VLT/MUSE
and ALMA: the essential link to the baryon cycle

Principal Investigator:

Celine

PI Institution:

European Southern Observatory - Germany

Peroux

The physical processes by which the gas is accreted onto galaxies, tranformed into stars and then expelled
from galaxies are of paramount importance to galaxy evolution studies. Observationally constraining each of
these baryon components in the same systems is however extremely challenging. Absorption lines detected
against background quasars offer the most compelling way to study the cold gas in the circumgalactic
medium (CGM). We have selected a unique sample of 17 VLT/MUSE quasar fie
fields, comprising 40 z<0.85
absorbers and 120 associated galaxies, some of which are also detected in CO with ALMA. These absorbers
have measured N(H I), absorption and emission metallicities and reconstructed 3D kinematics. An additional
sample of 200 z<1.2 galaxies have MgII coverage from quasar spectroscopy. Only the powerful combination of
high spatial resolution and UV coverage offered by HST will permit to characterise the stellar content of these
objects. Therefore, we propose a 40-orbit 3-band UVIS and IR WFC3 imaging campaign to measure their stellar
mass, dust content, age of their stellar population, constrain their resolved morphology and large-scale
environment. Only the proposed observations will allow us to establish a complete census of the condensed
baryons in these systems, to characterise the dynamical structure of the galaxy groups and fil
filaments and to
quantify the CGM metal enrichment as a function of stellar mass. Together, these data will provide fresh clues
on the baryon cycle, a key component of galaxy formation and evolution.
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Program Title:

The Galactic Abundance Gradient for the Fe Group Elements in Early B Stars

Principal Investigator:

Geraldine

PI Institution:

University of Southern California

Peters

We propose HST spectroscopic observations of twelve sharp-lined early B main-sequence stars with
galactocentric distances ranging from 3-14 kpc in order to determine the metallicity gradient for the Fe group
elements (Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) in our galaxy. This will be the fir
first attempt to establish abundance
gradients for all of the Fe-peak elements found in these young stars, that were formed <100 Myr ago. The
result will be an assessment of the chemical evolution of our galaxy. Whereas the light elements are mostly
delivered to the ISM by core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe), the Fe group elements are believed to primarily
come from low/intermediate mass binaries containing white dwarfs that undergo SNe Ia explosions. According
to some references, a single SNe Ia can deliver as much as 0.5 solar masses of pure Fe and Mn to the ISM
compared with about 0.07 solar masses from a CCSNe. The older stellar populations were formed from an ISM
that was enriched primarily by CCSNe, but the Fe group elements in B stars probably owe their origin mostly
to SN Ia. Recently there has been a great deal of interest in using the observed Mn/Fe ratio to determine the
progenitors of SNe Ia. Since the SNe models predict that Mn/Fe varies with metallicity, a good determination
of the Mn abundance across our galaxy would also be useful for SN science. For each Fe group element we
will determine its abundance relative to H and Fe. The unique spectra will have legacy value, as strong lines
from the Fe group elements (except for a very few features of Fe itself) are found only in the FUV/NUV.
Both COS and STIS will be used. The analysis will be carried through with TLUSTY/SYNSPEC.
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Program Title:

Measuring the fir
first [Fe/H] of an exoplanet

Principal Investigator:

Lorenzo

PI Institution:

Universiteit van Amsterdam

Pino

Ultra-hot Jupiters are planets whose day-sides, hotter than 2,200 K, offer the opportunity to study the
physics and chemistry of planetary atmospheres in a regime that is not accessible in the solar system or in
other exoplanets. At such temperatures, molecules begin to dissociate and atoms become ionized, which gives
rise to opacity sources such as H- or metal lines, that are more common in stars than planets. Indeed, recent
observations at high resolution (R>100,000) from the ground revealed lines from metals in the atmosphere of
the hottest planet of this category: KELT-9b (4,000 K). The most prominent lines belong to neutral and
ionized iron. However, this kind of observations suffer from the contamination of Earth atmosphere, resulting
in the loss of the planetary continuum. This is what prevented previous authors from measuring [Fe/H] for
this exoplanet. With 6 HST orbits, we will observe the secondary eclipse of KELT-9b to: (1) provide the fir
first
direct detection of H-, responsible for generating the continuum in UHJ spectra, and constrain the overall
metal enrichment of the exoplanet through the strength of this feature; (2) use the measured continuum level
to calibrate ground-based high-resolution observations and provide the fir
first measurement of [Fe/H] in an
exoplanet.
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Program Title:

A Search for Centaur and Scattered Disk Binaries within 30 AU

Principal Investigator:

Simon

PI Institution:

Southwest Research Institute

Porter

We propose to observe Centaurs, Scattered Disk Objects, and Neptune Co-Orbitals using WFC3/UVIS with a
single orbit for each target in order to determine if any are binary systems. All of these objects are presently
within 30 AU of Earth at opposition, and thus have better than 900 km/pixel resolution with WFC3/UVIS. Only
two binary Centaurs are presently known (Ceto and Typhon), and they have very different bulk densities. The
discovery of additional binary Centaurs will enable future HST and JWST observations to compute orbit
solutions and to measure the density of these binaries and therefore to assess the range of bulk densities in
the Centaur population. Because our targets are all within 30 AU of Earth, we can detect much tighter
binaries than is possible for objects beyond the orbit of Neptune. Any Centaurs that do not have visible
satellites may be candidates for occultation ring searches, and the high-precision astrometry that we will
obtain would help enable those occultation observations. The targets in our sample, by virtue of their relative
proximity to Earth, represent the best opportunity to identify new triple systems, which would have a very
tight central binary orbited at larger distances by a third body. Triples are especially exciting future JWST
targets, as they allow precise measurements of mass and density for all three bodies.
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Program Title:

Uncovering the birthplace of FRBs

Principal Investigator:

Jason

PI Institution:

University of California - Santa Cruz

Prochaska

Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) are an enigmatic class of extragalactic object, whose study so far has been almost
exclusively the domain of radio telescopes due to the inability to localize them to better than a few
arcminutes. We propose to use HST to spatially resolve the morphology and distribution of star formation and
stellar mass for the host galaxies of the fir
first three non-repeating FRBs ever localized to <1" accuracy by the
Australian SKA Pathfin
finder telescope. Analogous to previous advances with gamma-ray bursts, supernovae, and
gravitational-wave counterparts, we will explore the origin of these FRBs through detailed examination of their
host galaxies. By contrast with the dwarf galaxy host of the unusual repeating FRB 121102, our
complementary ground-based observations have shown these non-repeating FRBs to lie in the outskirts of
early-type galaxies having low star formation rates. However only HST offers the spatial resolution necessary
to match the precision of the radio localizations in the ultraviolet through near-infrared that is required to
properly characterize their environment, and thereby shed light on the nature of their progenitor objects.
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Program Title:

The Rotation, Accretion, and Mass of the Milky Way Warm Gas Disk and CGM

Principal Investigator:

Zhijie

PI Institution:

University of Michigan

Qu

Above the thin disk of cold gas and stars lies a warm ionized disk with scale height of a few kpc, along with a
circumgalactic medium that may extend to the virial radius (~250 kpc).
These components produce
absorption lines toward hot stars and background AGNs. From the existing data of many sightlines, we show
it is possible to determine the warm gas density distributions in the Milky Way disk and CGM (and the gas
mass), as well as their kinematics: the rotation of the CGM (and separately of the disk component); and the
accretion rate (or outflo
flow) of the gas. In particular, the data provide the power to determine the steepness
of the CGM radial distribution, leading to a major improvement in the MW CGM mass, which is currently
uncertain by an order of magnitude. We will measure the rotation of the CGM to an accuracy of about 10
km/s, which is signific
ficantly better than the X-ray determination of the rotating hot halo, and is an important
angular momentum constraint on the formation of the CGM. The infall rate can also be extracted, which we
already detect (5 sigma) with just 8% of the sample. These goals will be achieved by using the Si IV and C
IV absorption systems with S/N > 10, for which there are 240 separate sightlnes in the COS archive: 170
external sightlines (mostly AGN); and 70 sightlines toward Galactic stars. This project will provide an accurate
velocity fie
field and the best large-scale distribution of the warm gas in the MW, which is crucial for
understanding Galactic feedback and accretion.
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Program Title:

Accurate physical parameters of an orphan runaway white dwarf

Principal Investigator:

Roberto

PI Institution:

Universitat Erlangen-Nurnberg

Raddi

Recent discoveries have been revolutionising the fie
field of thermonuclear supernovae with the identific
fication of a
new family of remarkable stars that, like their prototype LP 40-365, are suggested to be the former accreting
white dwarfs that likely survived to peculiar (possibly Type Iax) supernova explosions. Their element
abundance pattern shows ONeMg-dominated atmospheres, presenting large traces of partial Si-burning, ironpeak elements, which are heavily produced in near Chandrasekhar-mass thermonuclear explosions. Thanks to
the accurate parallaxes of the Second Data Release of Gaia, these stars are confir
firmed as infla
flated low-mass
white dwarfs that have been ejected with velocities in the range of 600 km/s. The observational evidence
collected so far strongly suggests these stars were the former white dwarf accretors in single-degenerate
binaries, which were partly burned by the explosions that unbound the binaries they belonged to. Near- and
far-ultraviolet spectroscopy is crucial to precisely measure key properties of these stars, as this wavelength
range enables to accurately measure their effective temperature leading to improved determinations of their
atmospheric bulk composition and, in combination with Gaia parallaxes, their radii and masses. The proposed
target is the hottest and the brightest star of this family, enabling a favorable perspective on the likely
earliest phases of their formation. Hence, the HST observations will allow us to gain deeper insight in the
evolutionary status and formation mechanisms of these stars via comparison with theoretical models.
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Completing the HST frontier fie
fields legacy with a magnifie
fied cosmic noon

Principal Investigator:

Bru n o

PI Institution:

Sterrewacht Leiden

Ribeiro

Since the advent of the Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF) campaign more than 5.5 years ago, it has been a great
success, combining the power of lensing magnific
fication with deep space-based imaging to provide us with our
most sensitive views of the universe. This has been due to both the signific
ficant effort put into obtaining high
accuracy mass models of the clusters and effort in observing the fie
fields with many different telescopes. While
all this investment has been good, there has been comparably little focus in using the HFF clusters to study
sources at z<2, at cosmic noon, which not only are brighter, but with spectral features and lines which are
readily accessible to current telescopes. To facilitate further z<2 studies, we propose to add deep 0.2 micron
imaging observations with the WFC3/UVIS F225W channel to all six HFF clusters, extending the wavelength
coverage available with HST from 1.7 microns down to 0.2 microns and enabling tight constraints on the
redshifts of star-forming galaxies down to z~1. This opens up an immense range of science on lowerluminosity galaxies at z<2, making it possible to probe the faint-end and possible turn-over of the UV
luminosity function to z~1, probing escaping ionizing radiation from galaxies at z~2, expanding the search of
tiny star-forming (proto-globular-like) sources down to z~1, and studying star formation and dust properties
of galaxies belonging to the targeted clusters (0.3<z<0.6). Our proposed WFC3/UVIS F225W observations
will fil
fill out the multi-wavelength observations we have of the HFF clusters with Hubble, providing us with an
important legacy into the JWST era.
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The K Dwarf Advantage: Assessing the Habitability of Planets Orbiting K Stars

Principal Investigator:

Tyler

PI Institution:

Arizona State University

Richey-Yowell

Current efforts for fin
finding a potentially habitable planet lie with M stars, yet K stars may offer more habitable
conditions due to decreased stellar activity and more distant and wider habitable zones. Knowing the UV
environment of a star over a planet's formation and evolution is critical in determining if that planet is
potentially habitable and if any biosignatures will be detected, as UV radiation can severely change or destroy
a planet's atmosphere. While M star stellar activity evolution has been observed photometrically and
spectroscopically, there has been no spectroscopic study of K-star UV evolution. We propose to observe a
statistical sample of K stars in the NUV and FUV with COS at three ages representative of UV evolution. By
analyzing the full UV spectral range as a function of age, we will be able to provide an empirically-driven grid
of model stellar spectra from X-ray to IR, which does not yet exist for K stars. This will include the extremeUV flu
flux, currently unobservable, which most affects the alteration and erosion of a planet's atmosphere. Both
the proposed observations and the subsequent upper-atmosphere stellar models will be vital in determining
the potential habitability of planets orbiting K stars.
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Program Title:

Rise of the Titans: Unveiling the Nature of a Binary Hyper-Luminous Starburst
at Redshift 6

Principal Investigator:

Dominik

PI Institution:

Cornell University

Riechers

We propose HST/WFC3-IR and ACS observations in 3 bands to characterize the nature and the environment of
ADFS-27, the most distant binary hyper-luminous starburst known, at a redshift of 5.655. This rare, gas-rich
(Mgas~2.5x10^11Msun), dusty starburst (SFR~2500Msun/yr) system was recently discovered with ALMA and
Herschel. It consists of two merging galaxies ~2kpc in diameter with dynamical masses of >3x10^11Msun
each, separated by only 9kpc, resolved in dust emission by ALMA at 0.15" (1kpc) resolution. We here request
imaging of the rest-frame ultraviolet light at matching resolution to measure the unobscured star formation
rate, stellar mass and star formation history of this system through a complete SED analysis, as well as the
morphology and sizes of the stellar disks and the UV extinction profil
file. We will also use the multi-band data
to search for dropout galaxies in its environment on Mpc scales using the Lyman-break technique, which will
put constraints on its formation history and the dark matter halo mass scale. This investigation could reveal
the presence of a massive proto-cluster of galaxies within the fir
first billion years of the Big Bang. Finally, the
HST imaging will unambiguously address the possibility of a weak gravitational magnific
fication of this system.
Given its extreme cosmic rarity, this is key to properly place the existence and evolution of ADFS-27 into
context with cosmological simulations and models of starburst galaxies at different epochs. This study will be
an important pathfin
finder for detailed investigations of the most exceptional star-forming environments in the
early universe with JWST.
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A Measurement of the Gaia Offset to Build a Superior Distance Ladder and
Resolve the Origin of the Hubble Tension

Principal Investigator:

Ada m

PI Institution:

The Johns Hopkins University

Riess

Observations of Cepheids with HST show the Universe is expanding signific
ficantly faster than expected under
the assumption of LambdaCDM calibrated with measurements from the early Universe. The signific
ficance of this
remarkable result has reached 4.4 sigma and passed numerous tests of robustness. Improving the
measurement of the Hubble constant now can move us beyond merely detecting this discrepancy to
identifying its origin. Parallaxes of Milky Way Cepheids obtained with the Gaia mission offer the means to build
a superior distance ladder and reach this goal, but to fully exploit them we need to better separate the Gaia
parallax offset term (a large systematic error) from its measurements of Cepheid parallaxes. We propose a
SNAP program to observe the 40 nearest Milky Way Cepheids (below Gaia saturation) whose low sensitivity to
the offset term can be used with more distant variables to separate it from the calibration of Cepheid
luminosities. We propose to observe these objects with spatial scanning and the same WFC3 three-band
photometric system used for extragalactic Cepheids to nullify the effects of photometric zeropoint errors
along the distance ladder. This program will cut the uncertainty in the Gaia offset in half, of broad use to the
astronomical community, while simultaneously improving the calibration of Cepheid luminosities with Gaia
parallaxes by a factor of 4 (from 3.3% to 0.8%). This will enable a 1% measurement of the Hubble constant
and increase its leverage for identifying the source of the discrepancy. Gaia and HST, each doing what they do
best, can continue to steadily advance our knowledge of what appears to be a new feature in the
cosmological model
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Improved Constraints on Grain Growth from a Survey of Phosphorus and
Chlorine Depletions in the Diffuse ISM

Principal Investigator:

Ada m

PI Institution:

Eureka Scientific
fic Inc.

Ritchey

Numerous theoretical efforts and signific
ficant observational constraints indicate that dust formation in the outer
atmospheres of evolved stars and in the cooling ejecta of supernovae is insuffic
ficient to fully account for dust
production in the Milky Way. Additional grain growth in the cold interstellar medium is required. Direct
constraints on the growth of dust grains in interstellar clouds comes from detailed knowledge of the
depletions of different elements from the gas-phase. However, the observed depletions of phosphorus and
chlorine have challenged a straightforward interpretation of the depletion data. One puzzling aspect is that the
gas-phase abundances of P and Cl appear to be supersolar in low depletion sight lines. We propose a
comprehensive survey of P II and Cl I absorption lines from STIS E140H and E140M spectra along over 80
sight lines probing diverse physical conditions in the local Galactic ISM. FUSE data will be examined to
determine the amount of Cl II present. Our focus will be on weak, unsaturated absorption features and our use
of recently-updated oscillator strengths will yield the most precise P and Cl abundances derived to date. The
improved constraints on the depletion behaviors of P and Cl should offer clarity to the interpretation of gasphase element depletions. Furthermore, our analysis of neutral chlorine fractions will allow us to disentangle
the complex multi-phase gas along each line of sight and may reveal an improved correlation between Cl
depletions and the molecular hydrogen fractions associated with the cold dense phase.
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SALT3: Taking the Type Ia Supernova Cosmology Workhorse to Longer
Wavelengths

Principal Investigator:

Justin

PI Institution:

University of South Carolina Research Foundation

Roberts-Pierel

Type Ia Supernovae (SNIa) are one of the central pillars of the LambdaCDM "concordance cosmology.'' The
accelerating expansion of the universe was discovered with a sample of a few dozen SNIa extending to z~0.8,
and over the last 20 years this sample has grown to include >1000 SNIa reaching to z~2.3.
In the next
decade, transient searches from the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) and the Wide Field Infrared
Survey Telescope (WFIRST) will accelerate this growth, increasing the SNIa sample to several hundred
thousand. This HST-AR program will provide an important tool for the next era of SNIa cosmology by
developing SALT3 -- a new SN Ia model that extends the widely-used SALT2 model to near-infrared
wavelengths. We will add the relatively small but powerful dataset of ACS and WFC3-IR observations to a large
number of ground-based light curves for model training purposes. The addition of HST data is necessary to
push the new model beyond ~11000 Angstrom, and will be particularly valuable for improving and extending
the SALT2 color law that is presently trained to only ~6000 Angstrom.
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METAL-Z: Metal Evolution, Transport, and Abundance at Low Metallicity (Z)

Principal Investigator:

Julia

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Roman-Duval

A key component of the baryon cycle is the depletion of metals between the gas and dust phases in the
neutral ISM. Our understanding of the dust and gas contents of galaxies via dust emission-based gas mass
estimates and of the chemical enrichment of the Universe via spectroscopy of damped lyman-alpha systems
(DLAs) critically relies on the characterization of the variations of the dust-to-metal mass ratio (D/M) with
environment (metallicity, density, morphology). This understanding must be built in the nearby universe, where
both gas-phase abundances and photospheric abundances of young stars recently formed out of the ISM can
be measured. We propose to obtain COS G130M spectra toward 14 massive stars in IC 1613 (Z=0.15 Z_sun)
and Sextans-A (Z=0.08 Z_sun), lower than the critical metallicity at which chemical evolution models predict
D/M decreases steeply with metallicity. The COS spectra will be used to derive interstellar depletions of iron
and sulfur, from which D/M and the dust-to-gas mass ratio (D/G) will be inferred. Combined with depletion
measurements available in the Milky Way, LMC (0.5 Z_sun), and SMC (0.2 Z_sun), we will be able for the fir
first
time to measure depletions, D/G, and D/M as a function of metallicity down to 0.08 Z_sun, and enable a
comprehensive characterization of the lifecycle of metals in neutral gas and dust in galaxies, thereby
observationally addressing important questions about chemical enrichment and galaxy evolution. In particular,
this program will provide the depletion calibrations required to interpret DLA metallicity measurements, and
substantially improve the accuracy of dust-based gas-mass estimates at low and high redshift.
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Confir
firming the Europa torus

Principal Investigator:

Lorenz

PI Institution:

Royal Institute of Technology

Roth

The proposed observations seek to directly measure for the fir
first time the density of neutrals and plasma
particles at the orbit of Jupiter's icy moon Europa. The existence of a neutral torus at Europa is only indirectly
inferred by two independent observations. Yet, a Europa torus has never been confir
firmed observationally and
the composition a torus would have is uncertain. UV spectra of the Europa environment taken by the Cassini
spacecraft are much debated and lack the sensitivity to be conclusive. The high sensitivity and spectral range
of COS uniquely enable us to measure the likely dominant neutral species near Europa's orbit, hydrogen and
oxygen, and simultaneously three main Jovian ion species. If the proposed COS observations fin
finally prove the
existence of a Europa torus and constrain its constituent abundances, then they will also provide crucial
insights into two poorly understood aspects of the system: (1) The mass loss from Europa's atmosphere,
possibly including the role of plume activity, and (2), the balance between sustaining a neutral torus vs.
generating a plasma torus in a moon orbit. If no emissions are detected at Europa's orbit, then the previous
observations related to a Europa torus need to be revised and reinterpreted.
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Probing the Jet at the Heart of the Coldest Object in the Universe

Principal Investigator:

Raghvendra

PI Institution:

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Sahai

The Boomerang Nebula, is the coldest (naturally occurring) object in the Universe. CO(1-0) observations of
it show a massive ultra-cold outflo
flow in absorption against the microwave background, implying that the
nebula has cooled below the temperature of the cosmic background radiation. Its extreme properties make it
the Rosetta Stone for understanding the mass-loss processes that govern late stellar evolution. Our recent
ALMA study shows that the Boomerang is the product of a common-envelope event (CEE) in a binary system,
while the primary was an RGB/early-AGB star, which ejected the primary's envelope that now forms the
ultra-cold outflo
flow. It is likely that the companion merged into the primary's core, leaving a single G-type
star with a large dusty disk. This disk may be the launch site of a jet that has sculpted the inner regions
of the ultra-cold outflo
flow, producing the bipolar nebula at the center.
HST polarised-light imaging shows the presence of two point-symmetric spurs around the central star, that
likely result from such a jet. Previous ground-based spectroscopy shows absorption and emission lines that
are likely associated with this jet. We propose to obtain long-slit spectroscopy with STIS in order to
confir
firm the presence of the jet and probe its spatio-kinematic structure. These data will provide us with
unprecedented details of the product of a CEE event, and the launching of jets from the central source - a
fundamental, yet very poorly understood astrophysical process. Our analysis will use the results of a recent
theoretical study that shows how one can constrain basic properties of the jet engine by studying the jet
properties.
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Mass determination of an extreme halo M subdwarf through astrometric and
photometric microlensing

Principal Investigator:

Kailash

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Sahu

We propose to measure the mass of the isolated M subdwarf 2MASS J13055171-7218081 (hereafter
J1305), using both photometric and astrometric microlensing techniques. Searches of the recent Gaia DR2
have led to predictions of over 100 close passages of nearby stars in front of background sources that will
occur in the next 20 years. Among these, J1305 is the closest of all, predicted to have a remarkably small
impact parameter of ~5.8 mas, occuring in 2019 November.
As J1305 passes in front, it will cause a relativistic defle
flection of the background star by ~0.9 milliarcsec, and
a photometric brightening by ~5.5%. The defle
flections and the amplific
fications, measured with HST's WFC3, will
provide the fir
first opportunity to derive a lens mass through BOTH photometric and astrometric microlensing
methods. The estimated accuracy of our mass measurement is ~4%.
J1305 is of special interest as an extreme halo M subdwarf, having a transverse velocity of 236 km/s, and
lying 3 magnitudes below the Population I main sequence. Spectroscopic observations show it to be an M3
dwarf with a very low metallicity of [Fe/H] = -1.8. Its estimated mass is ~0.11 Msun, but this is exquisitely
sensitive to luminosity, effective temperature, and metallicity.
To date, there are only a small number of mass measurements, based on binary stars, for metal-defic
ficient M
dwarfs, and none at all for masses less than 0.17 Msun or for [Fe/H] < -0.9. Our program will provide the
fir
first direct, model-independent mass determination for an extremely metal-defic
ficient M dwarf, and a critical
test of theoretical models for metal poor, low-mass stars.
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RELICS: Unveiling the Most Distant Lensed Arc at z~10
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Brett

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Salmon

We propose 6 orbits of follow-up infrared imaging on one of the most exciting discoveries to come from the
188-orbit HST Treasury program RELICS: a candidate z~10 galaxy strongly lensed into a bright arc. Out of all
of the existing HST and Spitzer imaging programs searching for distant galaxies, this z~10 candidate is unique
by its large lensed size, offering the rare chance to resolve spatial structure in a galaxy just 500 Myr after
the big bang. A recent ALMA search discovered a tentative 4-sigma detection of the [OIII] 88\micron\ fin
fine
structure line at z~10.2 (private communication), although deeper data are needed. However, the distinct
spatial features and the two predicted lensed counter images are not discernible in the shallow HST RELICS
discovery images.
Here we propose a total of 6 orbits of deeper WFC3/IR imaging (1 each in F105W and F125W, 2 each in
F140W and F160W) to:
(1) reveal the extended arc morphology in more detail
(2) detect one or both lensed counter images, improving the lens model and producing geometric verific
fication
of the arc redshift
(3) deepen the imaging on the large number of lensed z~6-8 candidates (26 candidates, 2nd highest among
all 41 RELICS cluster fie
fields), improving constraints on the faint-end of the rest-UV luminosity function
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Anchoring mass-loss and metallicity for the WR population in M31 - A
prototype study
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Andreas

PI Institution:

Armagh Observatory

Sander

A major uncertainty in modern day astrophysics is the metallicity-dependence of massive star winds. The huge
mass-loss of massive stars, enriching the interstellar medium with processed metals, as well as their signific
ficant
ionizing flu
flux defin
fine them as key players of galactic evolution throughout the cosmic ages. Their energetic
influ
fluence integrated over their lifetime is comparable to supernova explosions, thus providing important
constraints to other astrophysical fie
fields.
Among the massive stars, Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are a keystone. Their strong winds lead to broad emission
lines, making them easy to discover even in unresolved stellar populations and distant galaxies. Their massloss rates exceed those of other massive stars by at least one order of magnitude. Massive black holes form
during the core collapse of WR stars, possibly even without an accompanying supernova explosion. Studying
the WR population of a galaxy is therefore vital for our current understanding of the Universe.
To constrain the metallicity-dependence of wind mass-loss and its drastic impact on stellar evolution, studies
have been carried out for the WR populations in the Milky Way (MW) and the Magellanic Clouds (MCs). The WR
population of M31 would be the next milestone, but recent analyses using optical data revealed puzzling
differences between M31 and the MW, despite apparently similar metallicities. We propose COS UV
observations of four prototypical WR stars in M31 in order to obtain the crucial diagnostics necessary to
properly anchor the metallicity and the mass-loss rates of their WR winds, setting a fundament for a
theoretical framework of metallicity-dependent wind driving.
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Observing Changes in the Primary Shock Front of the Cygnus Loop: An HST
20+ Year Perspective

Principal Investigator:

Ravi

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Sankrit

We propose to re-observe the faint, primary blast wave of the Cygnus Loop supernova remnant with WFC3, a
region that has been observed twice before with WFPC2, in 1997 and 2001. The region contains a delicate
rippled sheet of plasma visible in H-alpha, that represents a section of the primary non-radiative supernova
shock, and an adjacent [O III] 5007-emitting fil
filament that is a shock in transition to becoming radiative. This
would be the third epoch in H-alpha, and the second in [O III] 5007. With the recent accurate GAIA DR2derived distance to the Cygnus Loop (735 +/- 25 pc), and the proper motion in H-alpha from epochs 1 and
2, the derived shock velocity is 245 km/s. The epoch 3 H-alpha data and long time baseline will permit a
sensitive search for signs of deceleration of the fil
filament, either globally or locally along portions of the
fil
filament structure. The two epochs of [O III] will measure or constrain any changes in the fil
filament structure
over ~20 years due to catastrophic cooling, thermal instabilities, or density variations that are predicted to
occur as SN remnant shocks turn radiative. The Cygnus Loop provides a unique target to test for these
changes since the densities and shock velocities involved provide for the possibility of observable changes on
a reasonable timescale.
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Search for UV aurora from the Brown Dwarf 2MASS J1237+6526

Principal Investigator:

Joachim

PI Institution:

Universitat zu Koeln

Saur

The T6.5 brown dwarf 2MASS J1237+6526, in the following abbreviated as 2M-1237, displays exceptionally
bright H-alpha emission among late L- and T-dwarfs. It also exhibits circularly polarised radio emission
indicating that 2M-1237 possesses a very strong surface magnetic fie
field of at least 2.9 kG. Here we propose
to observe the spectrum of 2M-1237 through the UV to test whether the radio and H-alpha emission is due
to auroral processes similar to those known from the massive magnetized planets of the solar system or if
the cool T6.5 dwarf has UV properties similar to those of low mass stars. Based on observed UV spectra of
Jupiter and a very late M-dwarf, both scenarios are detectable with suffic
ficient signal to noise. First
observations of UV aurora outside of the solar system would be highly exciting. Detection of auroral emission
would provide a new means to detect or provide constraints on a close-in planet or gas torus around the
dwarf 2M-1237. The proposed observations also serve as a benchmark study whether UV emission from other
brown dwarfs with less intense H-alpha and radio emission can be detected in the future.
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UV emission line spectra of z~0.3-0.4 Lyman continuum emitters a key
reference to uncover the sources of cosmic reionization

Principal Investigator:

Daniel

PI Institution:

Observatoire de Geneve

Schaerer

Few UV templates of low-z star-forming galaxies covering all major UV emission lines between 1200 and 2000
Ang (i.e. Lyman-alpha, HeII, CIV, CIII], OIII], and others) exist and most importantly only one for galaxies with
known Lyman continuum (LyC) leakage. Selecting for high [OIII]/[OII] optical line ratios and compactness, a
breakthrough in the identific
fication of Lyman continuum emitting galaxies has recently been achieved with
COS/HST. Indeed, Izotov et al. (2016ab, 2018ab) have found eleven strongly star-forming galaxies at z~0.3
-0.4 with escape fractions fesc=2-72 %, which currently represent the best analogs of the sources of cosmic
reionization. It is proposed to obtain full UV spectra of all the known z~0.3-0.4 LyC emitters with STIS/HST.
The emission line measurements will allow to address a variety of important questions regarding the
consistency between UV and optical diagnostic diagrams, the behavior of CIII] emission in low metallicity
galaxies, the hardness of the ionizing spectrum of the LyC emitters, their ionizing photon production, the use
of UV emission lines as an indirect indication for LyC escape, and others. The proposed observations will
provide for the fir
first time empirical UV emission line spectra of a sample of confir
firmed Lyman continuum
emitters, which are rare at low redshift but whose properties are very similar to those of common high-z starforming galaxies. Obtaining rest-UV spectra of known Lyman continuum emitters is both crucial and urgent in
the quest for the understanding of cosmic reionization and its sources, and for upcoming studies with the
JWST and the largest ground-based facilities.
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Robust and effic
ficient HST weak lensing mass measurements for high-z clusters:
A pilot study targeting the most-massive SZ cluster known at z>1

Principal Investigator:

Tim

PI Institution:

Universitat Bonn, Argelander Institute for Astronomy

Schrabback

Deep Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (SZ) surveys are discovering massive galaxy clusters out to redshifts z>1. These
powerful samples probe the cosmological growth of structure at an epoch well before dark energy started to
dominate the cosmic expansion. In order to derive competitive cosmological constraints from these clusters
we fir
first need to tightly constrain their absolute mass scale, requiring deep weak lensing (WL) follow-up
observations for a large number of targets. This is within the reach of an HST Large Program (LP) if the
observations are carefully designed.
We have identifie
fied a suitable observing strategy that is both effic
ficient and yields well-controlled systematics.
To prepare for a future LP proposal we propose a pilot investigation that allows us to demonstrate this new
strategy and study one of the most extreme objects in the distant Universe: According to its SZ signature
SPT-CLJ2106-5844 (z=1.132) constitutes the single most massive SZ-discovered cluster at z>1 known to date.
An existing 2x2 ACS F606W mosaic provides WL shape measurements out to the virial radius, but needs to
be complemented with a matching WFC3/IR mosaic in F105W and F160W to robustly select the distant
background galaxies carrying the WL signal. Continuous Viewing Zone (CVZ) opportunities and a backgroundminimizing exposure sequence allow us to obtain the required 8-pointing, 2-fil
filter WFC3/IR mosaic to the
required depth in 4 CVZ orbits only.
The new observations are expected to tighten the previous WL mass constraints of the cluster by a factor
~2.2. This also allows us to quantify how well the cluster mass agrees with the expected mass range for the
most massive high-z clusters.
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Uncovering Extremely Metal-Poor Massive Stars in Leo A

Principal Investigator:

Peter

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Senchyna

Young, extremely metal-poor stellar populations are central to our quest to characterize the faintest starforming galaxies in the Universe at all redshifts. Ongoing efforts to model the nebular and stellar wind lines in
extremely metal-poor (< 10% Zsun) star-forming galaxies have revealed substantial disagreements with
current stellar models. A primary source of this tension is a lack of calibration at low-metallicites: no UV
spectrum of an individual O star at Z/Zsun < 0.1 has ever been taken. We propose to target the brightest
two O stars in the extremely metal-poor (Z/Zsun<0.1) dwarf galaxy Leo A (D~700 kpc) with deep HST/COS
FUV spectroscopy. Leo A is the nearest galaxy with a population of massive stars at these metallicities,
making these the most effic
ficient observations possible. With these COS observations, we will (i) directly
constrain the stellar metallicity (independent of the gas phase) by accessing faint photospheric lines of iron
and (ii) for the fir
first time, make a precise measurement of the wind strengths these massive low-metallicity
stars drive. Our results have signific
ficant implications for massive stellar models in this metallicity regime, and
consequently for population synthesis techniques applied to galaxies throughout the universe. This experiment
relies entirely on FUV spectra to access crucial massive stellar features inaccessible at other wavelengths, and
cannot be conducted in the optical. This will constitute the fir
first observational test of stellar models at the
metallicities we expect to encounter regularly in reionization-era galaxies with JWST.
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UV properties of the fir
first known surviving companions of Type Ia supernovae

Principal Investigator:

Ken

PI Institution:

University of California - Berkeley

Shen

The study of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) has undergone a revolution within the last year following the
discovery of three extremely unique stars in Gaia's Data Release 2. Their hypervelocities (1000-2500 km/s),
atmospheric compositions (predominantly C/O with contributions from Mg, Si, S, and Fe-group elements),
infla
flated radii, and the kinematic association of one of the stars with a known SN remnant are all strong
evidence that they are the former white dwarf (WD) secondaries in merging double WD systems in which the
primary WD exploded as a SN Ia. While analysis of these paradigm-shifting stars in the optical is ongoing, a
complete understanding is currently limited by degeneracies in the effective temperatures, surface gravities,
and metal abundances. Near-ultraviolet spectroscopy is crucial to break these degeneracies. Our proposed
ultraviolet observations of the brightest of these stars will allow for the derivation of its radius, mass, and
bulk atmospheric composition, enabling constraints on the precise nucleosynthetic yields of the nearby
explosion that polluted the surviving companion's surface as well as characterization of its current stellar
structure. This will enable modeling of the future evolution of these stars, which will facilitate searches for
more SN Ia survivors that will answer the decades-old mystery of the nature of SN Ia progenitors.
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ID:

15849

Program Title:

Host galaxy properties of z~0.5 AGN with direct reverberation mapping black
hole masses

Principal Investigator:

Yue

PI Institution:

University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign

Shen

We propose WFC3 IR and UVIS (rest-frame optical) imaging for a unique sample of 28 z=0.2-0.8 (average
z~0.5) broad-line AGN with direct black hole (BH) mass measurements from reverberation mapping (RM) of
the broad Hbeta line. Combined with 9 AGN from a previous HST program, this sample represents the fir
first
large statistical sample of AGN with reliable RM BH masses far beyond the local universe. It will serve as the
benchmark sample to calibrate the broad-line region size-luminosity relation and the correlations between BH
mass and host properties at z>0.3.
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15942

Program Title:

Are the most massive stars in the Local Group truly single?

Principal Investigator:

Tomer

PI Institution:

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Shenar

The chemical evolution and integrated appearance of galaxies are governed by the most massive stars they
host. With masses in excess of 50 solar masses (Ms), these stars dominate entire clusters in terms of their
energy production. They are ideal progenitors of superluminous / pair-instability supernovae, gamma-ray
bursts, and the massive black holes identifie
fied through recent gravitational-wave detections. While fundamental
to many of our models and predictions, we do not know how massive a star can become. Masses derived from
binary orbits generally do not exceed 130Ms. In contrast, a few supposedly-single stars residing in R136 in the
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) were reported to have masses exceeding 300Ms, twice the canonical uppermass limit. These mass estimates, however, rely on one risky assumption: that the stars are single. The
incidence of multiplicity among the massive stars and the very high crowding in R136 shed doubts on the
single-star assumption and warrant a careful investigation of these stars.
Several known binaries with components more massive than 100Ms have periods of the order of several
months. And yet, the most massive stars in R136 have only been investigated on a time-base of a few weeks
and with low-resolution spectroscopy. Here, we propose to collect 3 epochs of HST/STIS spectroscopy of the
four most massive candidate stars in the Local Group - R136 a1, a2, a3, and c. With merely 6 orbits, and
relying on data quality that is exclusive to the HST/STIS and vital for the study, our analysis will yield
statistically-fir
firm constraints on the multiplicity of these objects within a 90% detection limit up to a period of
about three years.
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15823

Program Title:

Proper Motions and UV Spectroscopy of the MgII nebula around Eta Carinae

Principal Investigator:

N at h an

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Smith

In Cycle 25, a UV image of Mg II 2800 emission in the nebula around the massive star Eta Carinae was
obtained using the F280N fil
filter with WFC3. This was the fir
first WFC3 imaging of Eta Car, the fir
first image of Mg
II around a massive star, and the fir
first deep UV image of its nebulosity. That image revealed strong Mg II
emission, but with unexpected morphology. Mg II is anticorrelated with any other line emission features seen
previously in typical tracers like Halpha, [N II], or [Fe II] emission. Mg II emission provides an entirely new view
of Eta Car, revealing a signific
ficant reservoir of additional ejecta mass and kinetic energy outside the main
bipolar nebula, which has been invisible in all other imaging fil
filters used so far. The MgII emission is probably
resonance scattering of near-UV starlight, tracing dense warm neutral gas that is unshocked. Since it is
outside the main bipolar nebula, it may hold critical clues about the acceleration of the ejcta and the mass
loss and instability of the star in the decades leading up to the eruption that cannot be ascertained any other
way. We therefore propose to obtain a second epoch of imaging for proper motions, and deep STIS
spectroscopy of the extended MgII emission in order to measure its expansion speed and its 3D structure.
The measured ratio of the MgII doublet will trace the optical depth of the line and test our hypothesus that it
is resonance scattering, allowing a rough mass estimate of this material. Combined with velocities from
proper motions and spectra, these observations will therefore constrain the kinetic energy that this material
adds to the total energy budget of Eta Carinae's eruption.
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15824

Program Title:

UV spectroscopy of He stars: the elusive stripped-envelope supernova
progenitors

Principal Investigator:

N at h an

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Smith

We propose to obtain UV spectra of 10 stars in the LMC that represent a new subtype of Wolf-Rayet (WR)
star. These stars, classifie
fied as WN3/O3 stars, were identifie
fied in a recent narrow-band survey. They represent
a major puzzle because they are less luminous and hotter than traditional WR stars, which models usually
explain by either wind mass-loss or rapid rotation, yet their winds are very weak. These WN3/O3 stars may be
examples of the long-sought He stars at relatively low initial mass (10-20 Msun) that have had their H
envelopes stripped in binary systems. This explanation may be favored because (1) their locations are far
from O-type stars, requiring long lifetimes and low initial masses of 10-20 Msun, and (2) their spectra and
approximate locus on the HR diagram are matched well by stripped binary models. Such binary He stars are
extremely important: they have become leading candidates for the progenitors of stripped-envelope
supernovae (SNe with no H), they are candidate progenitors of kilonovae/NS+NS mergers, and they may play
a critical role in cosmic reionization. Even though they should be quite common, they are elusive because they
are too hot and faint to detect in visual photometry nearby galaxies, and they are hard to see locally because
their mass-gainer secondary star usually outshines them. If they are binaries, these particular 10 stars are
readily observable because they may have low-mass main-sequence companions that did not accrete much
mass. Space-based UV spectroscopy can tightly constrain their fundamental parameters. - especially their
mass-loss rates, which regulate their escaping ionizing photons, and help determine their eventual fate.
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15825

Program Title:

The evolving magnetic lives of young Suns

Principal Investigator:

David

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Soderblom

This is a coordinated HST+XMM-Newton program to address the conditions that affect habitability on Earth-like
planets around Sun-like stars. Both wavelength regimes (far-UV with HST, X-rays with XMM) are needed to
constrain models suffic
ficiently to represent realistic conditions. An approved TESS program for our targets will
provide additional information on surface inhomogeneities (spots) and their sizes and locations so that that
can be taken into account as well. The FUV and X-ray flu
fluxes from young stars are erosive of a planet's
atmosphere, particularly for hydrogen, but also for oxygen and nitrogen, both chemically important elements.
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15838

Program Title:

How hot is the inside of a young planet?

Principal Investigator:

Jessica

PI Institution:

The Johns Hopkins University

Spake

We propose to test the following hypothesis: the gas-giant exoplanet WASP-107b is unusually infla
flated, and
methane-depleted, because it is young, and therefore has a high internal temperature.
If this is correct, the temperature throughout its atmosphere should be high enough for sodium and potassium
to be in the gas phase, and show absorption signatures in WASP-107b's transmission spectrum. We therefore
propose to use measurements of sodium and potassium as thermometers of
WASP-107b's internal
temperature. Our proposed observations will also tell us whether or not a low C/O ratio is required to explain
the methane depletion previously observed for WASP-107b. This is useful because C/O ratios can tell us
where planets form in their protoplanetary disks.
WASP-107b is an outstanding target for atmospheric
characterisation, which, combined with its apparent youth, makes it an ideal exoplanet for linking planet
formation and evolution theories to observations of its present-day atmosphere. This kind of atmospheric
archaeology has so far been diffic
ficult for individual planets. HST is the only telescope that can achieve the
required precision and wavelength coverage to achieve our science goals.
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Program Title:

Ultra-Deep HST/COS Spectroscopy of Extremely Metal-Poor Galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Daniel

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Stark

The fir
first glimpse of the spectra of z~7-10 galaxies has revealed intense nebular emission that has proven
challenging to interpret owing to shortcomings in our understanding of low metallicity stellar populations.
Recent work with HST/COS in the local universe has provided a way forward, characterizing the UV spectra
that are common in metal poor galaxies. Attention to date has focused on the strongest CIV emitting galaxies
found locally, as these appear most similar to the few detections known at z>6. But it has recently become
clear that the majority of metal poor galaxies exhibit much weaker CIV. Nothing is known about the nature of
the massive stars in these systems, resulting in an extremely biased view of the range of radiation fie
fields
powered by low metallicity stars in metal poor galaxies. Here we propose to combat this problem by providing
the fir
first study of the massive stars in the dominant population of metal poor galaxies in the local universe.
Via deep (5 orbit) COS/G160M spectra of two of the z<0.02 metal poor galaxies with weak CIV emission, we
will deliver quantitative constraints on the metallicity of massive stars through measurement of photospheric
absorption lines and test stellar wind prescriptions in the poorly calibrated low metallicity regime. Using new
spectral tools, we will test whether existing population synthesis models can simultaneously reproduce the
metallicity and radiation fie
field, providing a powerful stress test for models. If this UV database is not
completed soon, the interpretation of reionization era galaxy spectra will be jeopardized throughout the JWST
era.
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ID:

15872

Program Title:

Understanding an Extreme QSO: The Curious Case of SDSS 0956+5128

Principal Investigator:

Charles

PI Institution:

University of Copenhagen, Niels Bohr Institute

Steinhardt

SDSS 0956+5128 is an object unlike any other quasar in the SDSS catalog, and challenges our understanding
of quasar broad-line regions. There is a wealth of ground-based observations on different instruments and at
different wavelengths showing its narrow lines, Balmer lines, and MgII to all lie at substantially different
velocities. The most promising of several possible explanations might be an analog of a tidal disruption event
during the merger of two supermassive black holes, a stage of the merger process that has never been seen
before. HST is uniquely able to shed substantial light on this puzzle in two ways. (1) Imaging with ACS will
resolve emission from the host galaxy, determining whether the quasar emission is offset from the galactic
bulge, as appears likely from ground-based Subaru IRCS AO observations, and whether the galaxy has
undergone a recent merger. (2) STIS spectroscopy will be used to measure the velocity offset and profil
file of
the CIV line, which cannot be seen from the ground. Because CIV is a higher ionization line than HB and MgII
and its broad-line region is at ~1/10 the radius, it provides an ideal test of whether SDSS 0956+5128 is
undergoing a supermassive black hole merger and a good indicator of the dynamics of the inner broad-line region.
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Program Title:

Identifying gamma-ray bursts at very high redshifts

Principal Investigator:

Nial

PI Institution:

University of Leicester

Tanvir

Gamma-ray bursts are bright enough to be seen to very great distances and their afterglows can provide
redshifts and positions for their host galaxies, and in some cases details of the ISM and the IGM close to the
burst, even for very faint hosts that are otherwise undetectable. Thus GRBs, despite their small numbers,
offer a unique and powerful tracer of early star formation and the galaxy populations through the era of
reionization. Efforts to identify high-z GRBs have been rewarded with the discoveries of GRB 090423 and GRB
120923A at spectroscopic redshifts of 8.2 and 7.8 respectively. However, it remains the case that some
good candidate high- z GRBs cannot be followed up quickly or deeply enough with ground-based IR
spectroscopy, and indeed for others the Ly-alpha break may fall in regions of the IR spectrum diffic
ficult to
access from the ground. GRB 090429B is an example, which had a photo-z of 9.4, but for which spectroscopy
was curtailed due to bad weather. WFC3/IR on HST can obtain redshifts based on the location of the Ly-alpha
break via slitless grism spectroscopy to considerably deeper limits (and hence later times) than is possible
from the ground, thus offering a solution to this problem. This proposal aims to build the sample of z>7 GRBs
by obtaining spectroscopy for up to two candidates for which photometry suggests a very high redshift, but
where the redshift could not be secured from the ground. This will provide an important legacy of host galaxy
targets with known redshifts for study with next generation facilities. The low rate of z>7 GRBs leads us to
request a long-term ToO program, spanning cycles 27 and 28.
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15826

Program Title:

COS-SAGA: The Circumgalactic Medium of Nearby Milky Way Analogs and their
Satellites

Principal Investigator:

Erik

PI Institution:

Space Telescope Science Institute

Tollerud

We propose COS FUV spectroscopy for 7 QSOs (complemented by 3 archival observations) around 7 nearby
Milky Way-like galaxies to study the gaseous halos of these systems. The galaxies are selected from SAGA, an
ongoing survey to characterize the low-luminosity dwarf galaxy satellites around Milky Way analogs. We have
identifie
fied a set of QSO sightlines to study the gaseous halos of these Milky Way-like hosts and their satellites.
The proposed FUV-bright QSOs are within the virial radius (~300 kpc) of each system. Armed with the
combination of a complete satellite luminosity function for these hosts (M_V < -12) and the corresponding
satellites' velocities, we will be in the unique position to directly compare CGM kinematics to that of the host
halo. This is only possible because the satellite systems are fully characterized and matched simulations are
available as a part of the SAGA project. This proposal's observations will be the fir
first to compare halo gas
kinematics with those of the dwarf satellite populations, which will allow assessments of how much of the
absorption seen in more distant halos could arise in satellites. The relative kinematics of stars and gas will
also constrain models of halo formation from numerical simulations. Hence, this proposal will open a new
window on our understanding of the CGM by combining a large ground-based effort with the unique FUV
capabilities of HST/COS.
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15839

Program Title:

Mapping the distribution of the planetary debris accreted across the surface of
the white dwarf G29-38

Principal Investigator:

Odette white

PI Institution:

The University of Warwick

Toloza Castillo

Measuring the bulk composition of exo-planets is crucial for the development of planet formation theories, and
currently the only available method is spectroscopy of white dwarfs accreting planetary debris. The
photospheric abundances of these white dwarfs refle
flect the bulk compositions of the accreted parent bodies,
entirely analogous to meteorite abundance studies. HST ultraviolet spectroscopy has played a pivotal role in
this fie
field, providing abundance measurements of many elements inaccessible from the ground. The bulk
compositions measured so far are broadly similar to those found in the solar system, suggesting that planet
formation may be a fairly uniform process. The accuracy of the measured bulk compositions relies on the
physically correct analysis of the white dwarf spectroscopy. However, all studies have so far used an
assumption that remains untested - that the metals are uniformly distributed over the stellar surface. Given
accretion proceeds via a geometrically thin disk, the validity of this assumption is far from obvious. We
propose deep COS time-series ultraviolet spectroscopy of G29-38, the prototype white dwarf accreting from a
debris disk. G29-28 undergoes non-radial pulsations, which heat localized regions on its surface that can
briefly
fly dominate the flu
flux of the star. A spectrum obtained during such a heating event refle
flects the
abundances of a small patch on the white dwarf surface. We will analyze a suffic
ficiently large number of pulses
to accurately map the distribution of metals across the entire surface of G29-38. Our results will be used to
improve the modelling of debris-accreting white dwarfs, and lead to more reliable bulk compositions.
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Program Title:

Every Known Nearby Galaxy

Principal Investigator:

R.

PI Institution:

University of Hawaii

Tully

Roughly 75% of known galaxies confir
firmed or suspected to lie within 10 Mpc have been observed by HST
suffic
ficiently to resolve the brightest stars, build a color-magnitude diagram, and determine a distance from the
magnitude of the tip of the red giant branch. It would take observations of 153 additional targets to have a
complete sample of ALL suspected galaxies within 10 Mpc. The necessary information can be acquired at the
rate of one orbit per candidate. A complete sample would provide a valuable archival record of the vast
majority of stars within 10 Mpc with M_I < -3. There would be information on the stellar content of all
manner of galaxies, in all manner of environments. There would be robust constitution of groups. There
would be clear defin
finition of local structure and flo
flows. A snap program will not in itself result in completion of
such a sample but it gives a way forward toward the ultimate goal with minimal impact on HST resources.
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15957

Program Title:

Imaging the Size of a Quasar BALR with Synthesized HST-ACS-SBC Narrow
Passbands

Principal Investigator:

David

PI Institution:

University of Pittsburgh

Turnshek

Modern indirect attempts to constrain quasar broad absorption line region (BALR) sizes have resulted in
signific
ficantly discrepant results. The various models of the BALR are consistent with a large range of size
scales. Some models, such as the accretion disk wind model, predict size scales < 1 pc. Models of time
variability in some observed BAL profil
files place size scales up to 10 pc. However, other observations, using
excited-state fin
fine-structure absorption lines to determine BALR densities in photoionization models, indicate
that some BALRs must have size scales > 500 pc and sometimes much larger. There are no fir
firm conclusions
based on direct observation. Importantly, the UV resonance lines giving rise to the BALs will scatter central
light and cause an emission component to appear on the long wavelength side of a BAL. The intensity of the
scattered light emission depends on the outflo
flow velocity extent, covering factor, and amount of interior light
available to scatter.
If the BALR is as large as some results suggest, then high spatial resolution UV imaging can resolve the BALR
at low redshift (z < 0.2). We propose imaging observations of 0759+651 (z = 0.14) with three HST-ACS-SBC
longpass fil
filters that will allow us to synthesize narrow passbands and search for resolved scattered broad
emission, especially emanating in the NV broad emission line due to scattering of inner Lyman-alpha broad
emission. We will be able to detect scattered emission from its BAL outflo
flow down to a scale of 160 pc. This
has never been tried. A positive result will be breakthrough in understanding the BALR. Any outcome will
constrain models and connections between BAL outflo
flows and AGN feedback.
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15850

Program Title:

An accurate age for the enigmatic galaxy NGC1052-DF2

Principal Investigator:

Pieter

PI Institution:

Yale University

van Dokkum

The galaxy NGC1052-DF2 has been the subject of intense debate in the literature. Not only does it seem to
have a very low dark matter content, it also has a peculiar population of very bright globular clusters that
make up 3% of the total light. A central question is when the galaxy and its unusual globular clusters were
formed. The best constraints have come from optical spectroscopy of the bright globular clusters. The
clusters have a metallicity of [Fe/H]=-1.4 and an apparent age of 9 Gyr, consistent with constraints on the
metallicity and age of the diffuse light. However, these age measurements are only lower limits, due to the
unknown contribution of blue horizontal branch (BHB) stars to the integrated light. If the BHB branch is as
strong as in Milky Way globular clusters of the same metallicity, the true age of the globular clusters, and the
galaxy, could be 13 Gyr - predating the formation of the massive elliptical galaxy NGC1052. The objective of
this proposal is to measure the contribution of hot stars to the integrated light by obtaining F225W UV
imaging of NGC1052-DF2 and its globular clusters with UVIS. The F225W-F814W color is sensitive to hot
stars and breaks the degeneracy between age and the strength of the BHB. This measurement will pin down
the formation epoch of the galaxy, currently only constrained to be at least ~9 Gyr ago; determine whether
the globular clusters all have identical UV properties or show variation in their F225W-F814W colors like
luminous Milky Way clusters; and test the hypothesis that a signific
ficant fraction of the diffuse light comes from
disrupted globular clusters.
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15851

Program Title:

Deep imaging and a TRGB distance for the dark matter defic
ficient galaxy
NGC1052-DF2

Principal Investigator:

Pieter

PI Institution:

Yale University

van Dokkum

The galaxy NGC1052-DF2 has been the topic of intense debate since it was announced in March 2018, with
33 papers having been written on it in the past twelve months. It appears to have an unprecedented
population of luminous globular clusters and an unprecedented low dark matter fraction. The interpretation is
critically dependent on its distance. Initial studies found a distance of 19 Mpc from surface brightness
flu
fluctuations, but it has been suggested that the galaxy could be signific
ficantly closer. Almost all its properties
are distance-dependent, and for D~13 Mpc it is not particularly unusual. This proposal requests deep HST
imaging to unambiguously measure the distance to NGC1052-DF2 from the tip of the red giant branch
(TRGB). With 20+20 orbits (19+19 requested and 1+1 existing) of F814W+F606W imaging the TRGB can be
reliably detected out to D~20 Mpc, providing a distance with an uncertainty of ~5%. Additional science goals
include a measurement of the morphology of the galaxy at large radii from star counts, an investigation of
tidal streams that may be associated with the bright globular clusters, and a search for distant globular
clusters in parallel UVIS fie
fields.
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Program Title:

Testing IMF variation in elliptical galaxies using chromospheric activity of M
dw a r f s

Principal Investigator:

Pieter

PI Institution:

Yale University

van Dokkum

The question whether the stellar initial mass function (IMF) is universal is still unresolved. Perhaps the most
persistent claims for IMF variation have come from studies of the centers of elliptical galaxies: several lines of
evidence suggest that the IMF is bottom-heavy in those regions compared to the IMF of the Milky Way. Here
we propose to test this by searching for the far UV emission lines associated with chromospheric activity on
the surfaces of stars. By observing two galaxies with very similar properties but different claimed IMFs we will
do a differential experiment: we expect to see UV lines in NGC1407, which has been claimed to have an
excess of M dwarfs of a factor of 10, but not in the control galaxy NGC2695. An analysis of the H+K line
region of the two galaxies is consistent with this hypothesis but not conclusive. This proposal has risk: the
strengths of UV features in M dwarfs in elliptical galaxies have never been measured, and we may detect
nothing in both galaxies. However, a detection of the UV lines could provide very strong evidence for IMF
variation (if the lines are seen in NGC1407 but not in NGC2695) or against it (if the lines are equally strong
in both galaxies).
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Program Title:

Did SN 2017ein Arise From A Very Massive Star?

Principal Investigator:

Schuyler

PI Institution:

California Institute of Technology

Van Dyk

SN 2017ein in NGC 3938 represents the fir
first-ever case in which a credible progenitor candidate has been
identifie
fied for a Type Ic supernova, after nearly two decades of searching for such progenitors. The candidate
was isolated in pre-explosion archival HST WFPC2 imaging of the host galaxy from 2007. Although the host
galaxy distance and line-of-sight extinction to the progenitor candidate are not known well, the evidence
points to the candidate being very blue, and therefore hot, and also quite luminous. The inference from these
properties is that the progenitor would have to be very massive, at >45 solar masses, whether a single star
or a member of a binary system. Such a high mass is a conundrum, given that the supernova ejecta mass
inferred from observations of the otherwise-normal SN 2017ein is about 1 solar mass, more consistent with
expectations if the progenitor were of signific
ficantly lower mass. Alternative explanations include that the
candidate is a blue compact stellar cluster, of which the progenitor may have been a member, or that the
progenitor had no physical connection whatsoever to the candidate, but was just situated within its PSF. We
propose to reimage the SN site with WFC3/UVIS to determine whether the candidate has vanished completely,
indicating that it was the actual progenitor, which would be astounding and potentially game-changing; or,
whether the candidate persists, either unchanged in brightness or dimmed somewhat from its pre-SN state
due to the demise of the real, unseen progenitor. SN 2017ein should have faded suffic
ficiently by Cycle 27. The
SN 2017ein progenitor candidate is currently the most intriguing and compelling such object for study.
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ID:

15923

Program Title:

Gravitational lensing by fie
field halos: a clean test of dark matter models

Principal Investigator:

Simona

PI Institution:

Max-Planck-Institut fur Astrophysik

Vegetti

The Cold Dark Matter (CDM) model for galaxy formation is currently the most successful at reproducing a
large variety of observations, but it remains largely untested in the non-linear sub-galactic regime. A clear
prediction of this model is that a signific
ficant number of low-mass halos should populate any line-of-sight. As
most of these objects are expected to be completely dark, strong gravitational lensing provides a unique
channel to detect them and determine the properties of dark matter by constraining the halo-mass function at
the low-mass end. However, the available data for known gravitational lens systems currently lack the
sensitivity to probe the halo mass function at the regime where different dark models signific
ficantly differ.
This proposal requests 27 orbits to re-observe a carefully selected sample of 11 highly magnifie
fied gravitational
arcs/rings. The high redshift (z ~ 2-3) of the uv-bright background galaxies will allow the dark matter
distribution in the non-linear regime to be probed over a sizeable line-of-sight volume. A published analysis of
the single-orbit imaging for these lenses does not detect any low mass halos. Given the expectation value is 1
+/-1, this result is (just) consistent with CDM. However, given the low expectation value, further observations
are required to test the robustness of this result. Simulations predict that 9+/-3 low-mass halos will be
detected in the higher signal-to-noise ratio dataset requested here, for a CDM Universe. A null-detection from
these new data will, therefore, rule out the CDM model for dark matter at more than the 3 sigma level.
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ID:

15827

Program Title:

First-time direct imaging of newborn stars within a galactic outflo
flow

Principal Investigator:

Giacomo

PI Institution:

Pontific
ficia Universidad Catolica de Chile

Venturi

Recent models predict that star formation can occur directly within galactic outflo
flows, either in active or starforming galaxies. Tentative observational evidence of such phenomenon has been recently found in an AGN
and in a few MaNGA galaxies based on the observed excitation of the ionized gas in the outflo
flow. However, we
are still missing a direct detection of the continuum emission from the newborn stars. Thanks to the
unprecedented capabilities of MUSE at VLT, we have found tentative spectroscopic evidence of star formation
occurring within the outflo
flow in the nearby star-forming galaxy NGC 6810. We propose to image NGC 6810 in
the FUV band with HST ACS/SBC to detect, for the fir
first time, the direct emission from young OB stars in the
outflo
flow providing direct and conclusive evidence of this new star formation mode.
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ID:

15958

Program Title:

A global view of the UV rest-frame properties of a star-forming galaxy at z~6:
the absorption lines, the lyman-alpha emission and the continuum.

Principal Investigator:

Susanna

PI Institution:

Observatoire de Paris - Section de Meudon

Vergani

The characterization of star-forming galaxies impacting cosmic reionization is one of the primary scientific
fic
drivers of future space and ground missions. With the help of deep fie
fields, currently we can study routinely
their ultraviolet (UV) continuum and Lyman-alpha emission. However, to access the properties of their
interstellar medium (ISM) absorbing gas is extremely diffic
ficult.
The host galaxy of the long gamma-ray burst GRB130606A at z~6 is the only very high-redshift galaxy for
which the Lyman-alpha emission, the continuum and the ISM gas absorption are detected. Thanks to the
absorption lines present in the GRB afterglow spectrum, it was possible to determine the neutral hydrogen
content, the metallicity and dust depletion of the host galaxy ISM along the GRB line of sight.
At high redshift, long GRBs are thought to be associated with the bulk of star-forming galaxies. Therefore
GRB130606A provides a unique global view on the UV properties of a typical faint high-redshift star forming
galaxy. Indeed its Lyman-alpha luminosity is representative of Lyman-alpha emitters at these redshifts.
Nonetheless we do not have enough information on its continuum properties to assess GRB130606A host
place among the high-redshift galaxy population.
We ask here for 4 orbits of HST time to obtain WFC3/F105W and F160W observations, so as to be able to
determine the UV spectral slope of the galaxy and compare it to that of lyman-break galaxies at the same
redshift and having similar absolute magnitudes.
In addition to the characterization of the galaxy itself, these data will also be used to study for the fir
first time
of the counterparts of strong MgII absorbers at z>3.
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15924

Program Title:

A case study for JWST: Disentangling auroral and cloud variability in early L
dw a r f s

Principal Investigator:

Johanna

PI Institution:

American Museum of Natural History

Vos

With the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), spectroscopic studies of atmospheres on directly-imaged
exoplanets will be possible for the fir
first time. Such planets include the L3 spectral type super Jupiter Beta Pic
b (~1800-2300).
To accurately characterize the complex physical processes occurring in exoplanet
atmospheres and maximize the impact of these upcoming JWST studies, we will need to distinguish between
spectral contributions from clouds, aurorae, and magnetic spots in early L spectral type atmospheres. Our
proposed pilot case study will allow us to disentangle the signatures of each process in advance of JWST. We
will combine spectral modeling with simultaneous HST/WFC3 grism spectroscopy and VLA radio
observations of three early L dwarfs to: (1) characterize and distinguish between auroral, cloudy, and
magnetic spot spectral variability, and (2) classify an ambiguous case of spectral variability using
our new knowledge of the distinct spectroscopic signatures.
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15901

Program Title:

The Metallicity Distribution Functions of Ultra-Faint Dwarf Galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Daniel

PI Institution:

University of California - Berkeley

Weisz

Ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (UFDs) are fossil galaxies from the reionization era that have varied internal
metallicity spreads (up to 0.8 dex), suggestive of remarkably complex star formation and enrichment
processes (e.g., neutron star mergers) for such small galaxies. However, only a handful of stars in each
system are bright enough for spectroscopic metallicity measurement from the ground. We propose deep
WFC3/UVIS F395N (Ca H & K) imaging to measure [Fe/H] for individual stars in 18 UFDs that orbit the Milky
Way (MW). Our Ca H & K photometry will increase the number of stars in these 18 systems with accurate
metallicities (~0.1-0.2 dex) by a factor of 30 (from ~80 to ~2000), making this the largest-ever study of
metallicities in UFDs. In this program we will (1) construct and characterize the fir
first metallicity distribution
functions (MDFs) for each UFD from > 100 stars; (2) undertake a systematic search for extremely metal-poor
stars in UFDs; (3) use our MDFs, Gaia-based orbital histories, and HST-based star formation histories to track
the evolution of UFDs from their formation in the early Universe to when they quenched; (4) publish
membership information for community spectroscopic followup.
This program will fundamentally transform our understanding how the lowest-mass galaxies in the Universe
form and evolve. It is only possible due to the excellent blue-optical sensitivity of HST -- no other ground- or
space-based facility can acquire this data. This novel, new use of HST will establish it as a leader for
measuring metallicities of resolved stellar populations outside the MW, further expanding its legacy for nearby
galaxy studies.
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15902

Program Title:

Tracing the 6-D Orbital and Formation History of the Complete M31 Satellite
System

Principal Investigator:

Daniel

PI Institution:

University of California - Berkeley

Weisz

The Milky Way (MW) halo has long been the local testing ground for the nature of dark matter, cosmic
reionization, and for understanding key physics of galaxy formation. However, there is increasing evidence that
the MW halo is not broadly representative. Here, we propose to image the entire M31 satellite system in order
to establish a second local anchor point for understanding an entire galactic ecosystem. The exquisite
astrometric and photometric capabilities of HST are the only way to (1) measure detailed star formation
histories (SFHs); (2) provide secure distances using RR Lyrae; and (3) establish fir
first-epoch imaging for propermotion (PM) measurements at the distance of M31 (~0.8 Mpc) -- all to a precision comparable to the MW
satellites. Specific
fically, we will obtain ACS/WFC3 imaging in F606W and F814W that reaches the oldest main
sequence turnoff of the 23 M31 satellites that lack existing deep data. Combined with archival imaging, this
program will lay the foundation to dynamically map the entire M31 system in full 6-D orbital phase space and
establish M31 as the next frontier for testing dark matter, reionization, and the growth of galactic ecosystems
across cosmic time.
It is imperative to start this survey now. Measuring PMs with precisions similar to MW satellites (~40 km/s)
requires an 8-12 year baseline. Full phase-space information will only be available in JWST's lifetime if we
establish fir
first-epoch imaging with HST now. Similar science in the next closest groups (D~3.5 Mpc) requires
the power of LUVOIR. The M31 satellites are among the few remaining areas in the Local Group for which HST
can produce transformational science.
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Program Title:

Probing the epoch of reionization with the fossil record of nearby dwarf
galaxies

Principal Investigator:

Andrew

PI Institution:

University of California - Davis

Wetzel

A primary goal of HST and eventually JWST is to understand the formation of the fir
first galaxies and their role
in driving the epoch of reionization at z ~ 7. However, consensus models of reionization suggest that the bulk
of galaxies that drove reionization may be below HST and even JWST's direct detection thresholds at z ~ 7.
An alternative "near-far" approach has emerged: to use the stellar fossil record of dwarf galaxies in the Local
Group to probe the faint galaxy population and UV luminosity function at z ~ 7.
In this Legacy Theory program, we propose to rigorously test and characterize how accurately HST near-fie
field
observations of the star-formation histories (SFHs) of Local Group (LG) dwarf galaxies can measure the faint
end of the galaxy UV luminosity function at z ~ 7. We will use state-of-the-art cosmological zoom-in baryonic
simulations of LG-like systems together with large-volumes simulations of galaxy populations at z ~ 7. We will
quantify how accurately the histories of surviving LG dwarf galaxies at z = 0 refle
flect the overall galaxy
populations at z ~ 7. Furthermore, we will create new tools for generating synthetic HST and JWST
observations of these simulated dwarf galaxies, to quantify how accurately the SFHs from measured stellar
populations in nearby dwarfs can infer their star formation rates and UV luminosities at z ~ 7. Finally, we will
publicly release these synthetic observations and simulation data, to help leverage existing HST data and guide
upcoming JWST observations. These public data products will provide testing grounds and calibration tools for
any analysis of resolved stellar populations in nearby dwarf galaxies.
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15810

Program Title:

SKY-SURF: Panchromatic constraints on the Extragalactic Background Light
and Zodical Light sources through all-sky foreground measurements

Principal Investigator:

Rogier

PI Institution:

Arizona State University

Windhorst

More than 95% of all photons in the HST Archive come from <5 AU. Yet, no precise panchromatic all-sky HST
measurement of foregrounds exists. Project SKY-SURF will use HST's unique capability as absolute photometer
to measure the absolute ~0.2-1.7 micron all-sky surface brightness (SB) from 57,302 ACS and WFC3
datasets in ~1100 fie
fields. This Legacy dataset will constrain the diffuse UV-nearIR sky components:
Zodiacal Light (ZL; inner solar system), Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs; outer solar system), Diffuse Galactic Light
(DGL), and Extragalactic Background Light (EBL). SKY-SURF will:
(1) construct optimized panchromatic object catalogs, and an all-sky model of the (time-dependent) ZL, plus
the DGL at ~10 deg resolution in the UV,U,B,V,r,i,z,Y,J,H fil
filters free of discrete objects;
(2) determine the integrated EBL to <3% by measuring panchromatic galaxy counts over 1100 HST fie
fields,
averaging over cosmic-variance effects on the EBL, as most of the EBL comes from 18-25 mag galaxies.
We will use SKY-SURF's panchromatic ZL+DGL model to:
(3) help recalibrate the direct EBL measurements to <4%;
(4) assess how much DIFFUSE EBL can exist beyond the (extrapolated) discrete galaxy counts: Intra-galaxy
Halo Light, Intra-Group Light, Intra-Cluster Light, etc.;
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ID:

15907

Program Title:

Time Domain Coronagraphy: Diagnosing the Stripping of AU Mic's Debris Disk

Principal Investigator:

John

PI Institution:

University of Oklahoma Norman Campus

Wisniewski

Boccaletti+ (2015) discovered features moving within the AU Mic debris disk at super-Keplerian tangential
velocities in spatially resolved imagery of the AU Mic debris disk. To date, these are the only moving
structures seen in spatially resolved imagery of debris disks. The surface brightness, number, morphology, and
velocities of these moving features constrains their physical location and mass, and thus are critical quantities
needed to constrain the origin of this phenomenon. We propose 7 orbits of HST/STIS time per cycle, for
cycles 27,28,29, to determine: a) What is the surface brightness of all features, and how does the surface
brightness and morphology of features change over time?; b) What is the detailed vertical motion of features,
and does the amplitude of this motion depend on stellocentric separation?; and c) What is the motion of the
newly found features (NW-gamma and NW-delta) on the NW-side of the disk? These data will be used to test
hypotheses that predict features are caused by the stellar wind expelling grains originating from a parent body
that orbits at 8+/-2 au (Sezestre+ 2017) or by interaction between the star's wind and repeated dust
avalanche events (Chiang & Fung 2017).
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ID:

15828

Program Title:

Essential observations of the stellar and nebular He II emission in two extreme
metal-poor starbursts.

Principal Investigator:

Aida

PI Institution:

Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Obs. Astron. Nac.

Wofford

We propose COS G160M observations of cluster NGC 3125-A1, which based on STIS G140L data has the
strongest (EW=7 Ang) broad (FWHM~1200 km/s) stellar He II 1640 emission among nearby metal-poor
starburst galaxies. This will enable to: i) separate stellar, nebular, and/or neutral-ISM contributions to the highionization UV lines C IV 1548, 1551 and He II 1640; ii) better constrain the number of very massive stars via
modeling of the stellar He II and C IV lines; and iii) better study the feedback from the extreme starburst via
nebular-emission and ISM-absorption lines. The galaxy has complementary COS G130M spectroscopy available.
In addition, we request co-spatial STIS 52"x0.2" G140L + G230L + G430L observations of super star clusters
4 and 5 in SBS 0335-052E, which is one of the nearest, most-metal poor starburst galaxies known. The
available COS G160M spectrum of SBS 0335-052E integrates the light of four super star clusters (3, 4, 5, 6)
making the interpretation of the purely-nebular (FWHM~160 km/s) He II line in the galaxy diffic
ficult and
uncertain. High-ionization UV emission lines of C IV, He II, O III] and C III] are detected in the COS data of SBS
0335-052E and with STIS we will be able to spatially resolve the contributions from clusters 4 and 5 to these
lines and determine the size of the He II Stromgren sphere. We will use the co-spatial UV+optical data to test
for the *fir
first time* simple stellar population models near the low-metallicity limit of the nearby universe,
simultaneously in the UV and optical, which is not possible using ground-based optical, and is necessary in
preparation to observations of distant galaxies with future large telescopes, like JWST.
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Program Title:

Imaging a Nearby Red Giant Astrosphere

Principal Investigator:

Brian

PI Institution:

Naval Research Laboratory

Wood

We propose to use WFC3/UVIS to make the fir
first image of the astrosphere around a normal, non-pulsating red
giant, specific
fically Gamma Eri (M1 III). This will allow a direct measurement of the wind's termination shock
distance from the star, an excellent measure of the ISM pressure at the star, which is within the Local Bubble
at a distance of d=62.3 pc. This would be the closest astrosphere to Earth ever imaged. The data will be
used to test hydrodynamic models of the stellar-wind/ISM interaction, and we will look for signs of asymmetry
in the astrosphere that could be indicative of asymmetries in the stellar wind outflo
flow or effects of the ISM
magnetic fie
field. The only method for studying red giant astrospheres in the past has been spectroscopically, in
absorption, and our chosen target is one of only three red giants with detected Mg II 2800 astrospheric
absorption.
Our proposed observation complements this previous HST/STIS observation nicely, as the
UVIS/F275W exposure will be attempting to image the astrosphere in scattered Mg II emission.
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15904

Program Title:

Spatially Resolving the Winds of Red Giant Stars

Principal Investigator:

Brian

PI Institution:

Naval Research Laboratory

Wood

We propose to use long-slit STIS/G140M spectroscopy to spatially resolve red giant winds for the fir
first time.
Specific
fically, we will study the H I Lyman-alpha wind scattering around two red giant stars, Alpha Tau (K5 III)
and Gamma Cru (M3.5 III).
This project is stimulated by the very recent realization that in existing
STIS/E140M spectra of these giants and others, the Lyman-alpha emission is to a large extent uniformly fil
filling
the 0.2x0.2 arcsecond STIS aperture, especially for the M giants. The only obvious way to explain this
surprising result is to propose that H is actually ionized close to the stars, only becoming neutral far from the
star (>10 R_star). Such a picture could dramatically alter our understanding of red giant winds, potentially
increasing mass loss rate estimates for such stars by over an order of magnitude. Our proposed new
observations will determine exactly how far the Lyman-alpha scattering region truly extends around K and M
giants. In combination with constraints on the winds from existing STIS echelle spectra, we will be able to
make more accurate mass loss rate measurements, involving better constrained assessments of wind
temperature and ionization structure. Finally, as these winds are known to be variable, we could potentially be
able to detect and study spatial structure in red giant winds for the fir
first time.
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ID:

15854

Program Title:

A Comprehensive UV Study of the White Dwarf with A Disintegrating Asteroid

Principal Investigator:

Siyi

PI Institution:

Gemini Observatory, Northern Operations

Xu

WD 1145+017 is an exciting system that has a heavily polluted atmosphere, a dust disk, a gas disk, and
transits from fragments of an actively disintegrating object. It is extremely active and full of surprises. Here,
we propose to obtain a full UV spectrum of this system to determine the chemical compositions of the
material accreted onto WD 1145+017 as well as the composition and dynamical config
figuration of the gas disk.
WD 1145+017 is the lynchpin to independently understand the tidal disruption of an asteroid-- crucial to our
understanding of other polluted white dwarfs as well as the end stage of planetary systems.
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Program Title:

Probing Black Hole/Galaxy Co-Evolution at Cosmic Dawn in High Defin
finition with
a Gravitationally Lensed Quasar

Principal Investigator:

Jinyi

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Yang

Gravitational lensing brightens the images of quasars by a signific
ficant amount and provides a powerful probe of
the physical properties of quasar population and their host galaxies. At z=6.51, recently discovered quasar
J0439 is the most distant gravitationally lensed quasar known and the fir
first such object detected at the
epoch of reionization. Shallow HST/ACS observations reveal a compact lensing system, with Einstein ring
radius of 0.2" and a high magnific
fication factor of 51 for the central point source. J0439 is the brightest
quasar observed at both optical and far-infrared wavelengths, indicating strong black hole (BH) accretion
activities accompanied by a powerful starburst with an intrinsic star formation rate SFR >1000 solar mass per
year. A shallow, low resolution ALMA image has resolved the lensed quasar host into a 1"-long arc. We
propose to carry out deep HST/WFC3 F125W and F160W imaging to study the quasar host galaxy. It will
detect and spatially resolved the rest-frame UV radiation from the host galaxy, allowing measurements of its
unobscured star formation rate and size. The combination of the new HST observations with approved deep
ALMA observations will measure the host galaxy SED, and, further aided by the extra resolution gain from
lensing magnific
fication, probe star formation and dust obscuration in its nuclear region. With additional multiwavelength observations from X-ray through radio, J0439 will provide a unique laboratory to study BH/galaxy
co-evolution at cosmic dawn in unprecedented detail. In particular, future JWST observations would probe the
ISM kinematics in this starburst/quasar system within the BH sphere of influ
fluence.
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Program Title:

Rising from Ashes or Dying Flash? 289P/Blanpain After Its 2013 Mega
Outburst

Principal Investigator:

Quan-Zhi

PI Institution:

California Institute of Technology

Ye

Comet 289P/Blanpain is one of the few well-established examples of cometary fragmentation. It was fir
first
discovered in 1819 during a large outburst, and was briefly
fly observed in 2003 and again in 2013 during
another large outburst. The mechanism that drove the 1819 and 2013 outbursts is unknown. 289P will pass
0.09 AU from the Earth in January 2020, which will be its closest approach to the Earth until at least 2198.
Here we request 8 HST orbits to conduct deep imaging sessions on 289P, in order to determine the curretn
state of the comet and to search for fragments near the predicted nucleus position.
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Program Title:

A Planet is Born: Investigating the Accretion Process of PDS70b with
WFC3/UVIS Direct Imaging Observations

Principal Investigator:

Yifan

PI Institution:

University of Arizona

Zhou

Recent direct imaging detection of H alpha emission from PDS70b, a giant young planet, revealed its rapid
ongoing accretion. This discovery offers an exciting opportunity for constraining PDS70b's mass accretion
rate, a critical parameter for studying its formation process. However, the correlation between the hydrogen
line luminosity and the total accretion luminosity has not been established for Jovian mass objects. Therefore,
both hydrogen line and continuum accretion luminosity for PDS70b are required to derive its mass accretion
rate accurately.
We propose WFC3/UVIS direct imaging observations of PDS70b. Using HST's unique capability of high-contrast
observations in the ultraviolet (UV) and optical wavelengths, we will measure the accretion-induced excess
emissions of PDS70b in the F336W (Balmer break, UV continuum) and the F656N (H alpha) bands, and derive
its mass accretion rate. We optimize the observations to enable KLIP-based angular differential imaging data
reduction and maximize HST's high-contrast imaging capacity. This proposal will have three key results. 1) We
will directly measure the total accretion luminosity of PDS70b and accurately derive its mass accretion rate.
2) By enabling the comparison of accretion luminosity in the UV and the H alpha bands, results from this
proposal will advance our understanding of the accretion process of PDS70b. 3) By comparing the measured
mass accretion rate to the empirical mass vs. accretion rate relationship, we will assess the formation pathway
of PDS70b. The wavelengths used in this proposal also maximize the probability of detecting yet unknown
accreting planets in this system.
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Program Title:

Observations of the JWST/GTO Very Rich Cluster Lens RMJ121218.5
+273255.1

Principal Investigator:

Adi

PI Institution:

Ben Gurion University of the Negev

Zitrin

RMJ121218.5+273255.1 (redshift z=0.35) is amongst the top 1% richest clusters in the redMaPPer catalog.
It is signific
ficantly detected in X-ray and through the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect in ROSAT and Planck data,
respectively, and its optical luminosity predicts a big lens (Einstein radius of ~40") based on mass-to-light
scaling relations. As such, it was chosen for the Webb Medium Deep Fields (WMDF) JWST/GTO program. Deep
ground-based imaging we recently obtained reveals several multiply imaged candidates to large radii,
suggesting that RMJ1212 is indeed a large lens. However, the cluster lacks any HST imaging, whose resolution
is crucial for identifying morphological details and securing the identific
fication of lensed features.
We request 5 orbits split over 7 HST fil
filters in the optical and near-infrared to securely identify multiple
images and measure their photometric redshifts, so that a lens model for this cluster could be published in
time for JWST. The requested observations will also, importantly, constitute a baseline towards fin
finding
transient sources in the planned JWST observations, and, will allow us to readily identify bright, lensed highredshift candidates for spectroscopic follow-up. In addition, we note that given the limited blue wavelength
coverage by JWST/NIRCam, the requested optical observations are necessary for identifying high-z objects
behind this cluster with the planned JWST observations.
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